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ABSTRACT 
On 6th Febuary 1628 A.D, Prince Khurram ascended the thronewith the title of 
Abul Muzaffar Shihabuddin Muhammad Sahib-e-Kirani Sani Shahjahan (1592-1666) 
A.D Every place which Shahjahan visited during his reign bears a monument of his 
insatiable architectural interest. It is impossible to give even a list of all such 
buildings. Ajmer, Kashmir, Lahore, Ambala, Bari, Faizabad, Gwalior, Kabul and 
many other cities are mentioned by contemporary chroniclers as towns where 
Shahjahan erected buildings. But the most representative cluster is preserved at Agra 
and Delhi. Mughal architecture having passed through progressive stage and steady 
growth under the Shahjahan’s predecessors attained perfection in Shahjahan’s period 
only. The striking difference in the style of buildings of Akbar’s reign and those of his 
grandson at first sight precludes the possibility of evolution in the eyes of those who 
do not ponder to find a clue or link between the two. But a little thinking dispels any 
such notions. If we take the building of the two reigns together we can surely 
establish, a chain and trace the stages of development.  There is yet one other 
explanation for this sudden change, and it is to be found in the number of buildings 
constructed during Shahjahan’s reign. Moreover, the emperor himself understood the 
science of architecture well and possessed a keen sense of distinguishing the 
impressive and grandiose from the ugly and grotesque. 
 The formative phase of mosque architecture started in India began with the 
random utilization of temple spoils, Hindu architraves, corbelled ceilings, kumbha 
pillars with hanging bell-and-chain motifs, which were organised to fulfil the needs of 
congregational prayer. It is said that the columns of 27 Hindu and Jaina temples were 
utilized in the great mosque, at Delhi, rightly called the ‘Might of Islam’. It was built 
by Qutub-al-Din Aaibak in A.H. 587/A.D.1191-92 on an ancient pre-Muslim plinth. 
 The present research topic intends to find out the Shahjahani architectural 
features as general and construction of mosques in Agra during his reign as particular 
and moreover, this study also focuses on Mughals salient architectural features very 
concisely citing their important and famous monuments constructed during their 
respective periods. As the assured topic is much more concerned to the mosques 
construction, therefore very briefly delineated the famous mosques construction 
across the country including present Pakistan has been taken up. Research work has 
been divided into four chapters;  
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The first chapter comprised of evolution of mosques construction in India and 
their developments in later stages, moreover contents here in this chapter try to satisfy 
the readers by producing the region-wise and dynasty-wise their mosques construction 
across the country. In this chapter mosques construction has been taken up from the 
first mosque i.e., Quwwat-ul-Islam built in Delhi during the Mamluk period, 
thereafter many more initial phase mosques were constructed by Delhi Sultans like 
Iltutmish, Alluddin Khilji and so and so forth. In terms of erecting mosques during 
Tughlag period is quite interesting since some new innovative ideas were 
synchronized into it. Tughlaq’s Sultans were fond of mosques construction 
throughout their regions especially during the tenure of Muhammad-bin-Tughlag and 
Firoz Shah Tughlaq and therefore, their important mosques have been described 
architecturally and artistically in this study. Not only this, study also tend to evaluate 
the mosques construction undertaken by the Delhi’s last Sultanates like Sayyad and 
Lodhis. This   chapter do not neglect the contribution of Sur Dynasty’s work too. 
Moreover, study also intends to take the mosques construction across the country by 
regional Sultanates like Gujrat, Jaunpur, Mandu, Deccan etc. Side by side some 
comparison, aspiration, and influences are taken into account. Second chapter of 
thesis is wholly and solely consisted of Shahjanhan’s incredible monuments and 
various innovative ideas that were experimented in his new palatial buildings though 
he continued with some of forefather’s hereditary legacies. Study intends to describe 
the Shahjahani style into his buildings mostly built of marble materials. Shahjahan 
approaches towards the architecture can best be seen into the important forts like 
Lahore Fort, Agra Fort and Delhi Fort. Marble as a building material has been utilized 
during his reign therefore it was the ‘age of marble’ appropriately replaced the 
majority of buildings built by sandstone.     
The third chapter of the thesis highlights the mosques built inside the Agra 
Fort by Shahjahan since the topic is concerned to the mosques built in Agra during 
Shahjahan period. Therefore, the three mosques situated inside the Agra Fort are 
Mina, Nagina and Moti Mosques. As mentioned above Shahjahan utilized marble as a 
constructing material immensely, therefore these mosques were constructed wholly by 
marble. I have tried to explain how these mosques were utilized by the believers since 
one mosque could have been sufficient for the royal people. All the three mosques 
were constructed at three different strategic places for different purposes among them 
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Moti Mosque is rightfully be considered as the most lovely exquisite mosques not 
only in Agra region but throughout the Indian sub continent.  
The fourth and the last chapter of the thesis also deals with the mosques built 
outside of the Agra Fort but remain in the Agra city like Idgah Mosque, Taj Mahal 
Mosque, Sandali Mosque, Fatehpuri Begum Mosque, Panja Madrasa Mosque, Lal 
Shahi Mosque, Jami Mosque. In these mosques study tries to analyse their historical 
background, architectural style and description, comparative analysis with other prior 
built mosques, influences and aspirations etc. Methodology applied for writing this 
chapter required unexhaustful survey work such as ground plan drawings, elevation 
plan drawings, different angular based photography, measurements, etc, and primary 
sources have been consulted whenever it required and of course, secondary sources 
have been so valuable throughout, for providing these two last chapters as authentic 
base. Among these ten mosques, some of the mosques have been well written, 
illustrated and provided plans, but even the exuberance details I tried my best to 
include all those things which the earlier historians left out, which can be read and 
analysed in this research work.  
The arrival of Muslims into Indian sub-continent brought with them some new 
architectural techniques that were undoubtedly not in trend among the native, i.e., the 
arch and dome. Besides these, Muslims also brought artistic designs and decorative 
motifs those were dexterously utilized in their buildings. The first phase of Muslim 
building constructions started by erecting mosques in Northern India by ready 
available material obtained directly from ruined or dilapidated Hindu structures. As 
we have seen how the first mosque came into existence in India at Delhi, its 
construction techniques and building materials are almost similar to the prior temples. 
But gradually Muslim architectural synthesis and techniques were utilized in their 
mosques. Many regional mosques whether of Nobles or imperial got influenced by 
the Tughaq’s mosques construction whereas regional mosques had the impact upon 
the Mughal’s mosques especially on some of the mosques built during the emperor 
Shahjahan.  
Although, during the Shahjahani period some new techniques and innovative 
architectural style was incorporated into his buildings but perhaps mosques were the 
best alternatives where we can observe their artistically styled techniques. Moreover, 
since Shahjahan was a great builder, always liked to have more constructional 
activities throughout his empire. Therefore, the obsolete buildings inside the forts 
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were renovated and most of them were replaced by new one. And in Shahjahanabad 
city (Delhi), famous Lal Qila was built, which was further added by numerous small 
palatial buildings made of both the marble and red sandstone material. Surprisingly 
Jama Masjid, Delhi is built of red sandstone as his grandfather Akbar,s  Jama Masjid, 
Fatehpur Sikri. Before shifting his capital to Delhi in 1639 A.D from Agra, Shahjahan 
proved his all success in erecting the imperial capital Agra with numerous building 
edifices. Shahjahan not only indulged in constructing secular buildings but focussed 
much on erecting mosques as well, thereafter his period is known as ‘Age of 
Mosques’ All the three mosques got erected inside the Agra Fort i.e., Mina, Nagina 
and Moti are built of marble, among them about the Moti Masjid no one can imagine 
the mosque magnificence until and unless go near to it. It is constructed by those 
skilled and dexterous architects that they must have pre requisitely in their mind to 
build a structure in such way that anybody at the first sight could get astonished. 
Therefore they did justice in achieving the vow, which is in the form of standing 
edifice now. As the exterior of the premise is grand and gigantic in look, same is not 
the case with the interior of the mosque, infact it is opposite, the interior of the 
mosque is so simple, soft, and pristine that no one can say this edifice has been 
constructed 358 years ago, indeed it looks as if constructed only 10 years back. I do 
not think such kind of mosque has ever been built in Indian sub-continent and also not 
possible in future (as it rightly inscribed in frieze). The high exterior wall around the 
mosque was the innovative constructional idea of the builder, never ever such kind of 
boundary wall around the western liwan has been raised so high. Although there are 
many mosques built in Sultanate and Mughal time but none of any could match with 
this mosque. Moreover, the introduction of chambers or vaulted chambers in two-
storied style was yet another new idea. The other salient constructional feature 
regarding this mosque could be analysed that the setting or raising of domes, i.e. equal 
size domes or slightly the central one is larger than the side ones. But earlier in the 
three-domed mosques, we find that the central dome used to be the largest than the 
flanking ones such as Jama masjid, Delhi; Jami Masjid, Agra; Fatehpuri masjid, Agra 
fort; Sirhindi masjid, Delhi; Wazir Khan masjid , Lahore; Idgah Jami masjid, Mathura 
etc. Another remarkable thing in this western liwan is the raising of domes directly 
above the middle aisle instead of the aisle close to mihrabs. And other striking 
features about the absence of aiwan portal (pistaq) to the front of western liwan. What 
we think if the builder could have maintained the sizes and setting of the domes and 
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aiwan portal as earlier 3-domed style to the western liwan, this mosque could have 
been more beautiful than present edifice. 
 Besides, these mosques inside the Agra Fort I took seven mosques of Agra 
namely Idgah Mosque, Jami Masjid, Fatehpuri Begum Mosque, Sandali Mosque, Taj 
Maha Mosque, Panja Madarsa Mosque and Sandali Mosque. Among these mosques, 
Jami Masjid is important for two reasons, first it was constructed by the approach of 
Jahan Ara Begum and the other striking features that it was dedicated to the entire 
population inhabitated to the city. Moreover, the design details of the (demolished 
1857) eastern gateway and the complex overall of the Agra mosque makes references 
to contemporary imperial mosque complexes and followed a similar pattern in its 
overall layout and construction to the Moti masjid in Agra Fort and the Delhi mosque 
in Shah Jahan‘s new capital. The construction of Moti and Delhi mosques were 
concurrent with the Agra mosque and took place from 1644 – 1654 A.D. The Agra 
mosque employs modified and embellished versions of the contemporary mosque 
designs to fully integrate its form into the scheme of Mughal Agra and Delhi and to 
convey the princess‘s patronage as a constituent element in the prevailing imperial 
hierarchy. And about the Taj Mahal Mosque study finds that the mosque despite a 
part and parcel of marbled Taj mausoleum built entirely of red sandstone with some 
interspersed marble material. And surprisingly in order to maintain the symmetry with 
the centre stage mausoleum another structure i.e., Mihman khana was erected as a 
subsidiary building similar to the Taj Mahal Mosque. It definitely shows how far the 
architects could go to bring perfection in Shahjahani buildings.   
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INTRODUCTION 
In Islam five times prayer in a day is considered to be the most obligatory and 
mandatory ritual for whole human being who accepts Islam in his life. Therefore, 
masjid was required to perform namaz (Salah). Although namaz can be performed 
anywhere, privately or in a mosque, but worship in a mosque is ordained to be more 
meritorious. Thus it has been stipulated “the prayers of a man in his own house are 
equal to the reward of one prayer, but prayer to a masjid near his home are equal to 25 
prayers and in a Jami Masjid they are equal to 500 prayers, and in Jerusalem (i.e., in 
the Al-Aqsa Masjid) 50,000 and in my masjid (Masjid-un-Nabi at Al-Madina) 50,000 
and at Kabah (at Mecca) 1,00000 prayers.1 After Hijrat (flight from Mecca to Madina 
in 1622 A.D.), Prophet Muhammad (SLW) decided to built a mosque at Kuba five 
miles away from Madina. This mosque appeared to be the first mosque in Islam was 
extremely very simple and plain. Its walls were made of rough stones and mud bricks, 
length of the mosque were 90.72ft from north to south and 105.48ft. in breadth and it 
was surrounded on all sides except the western be residential houses. Palm trunks 
were used columns to supports a roof of palm leaves and mud. Hujras or living rooms 
were provided on two sides of the courtyard. It did not have any mihrab or mimbar, 
neither dome nor minarets, and until the year 624 A.D prayerers were directed to face 
qibla towards Masjid-e-Al-Aqsa but after this year onwards qibla was changed to 
Mecca and it was removed to the southern side.2  
This basic character of the early mosque does not seem to have change under 
the early Khalifas, though there is evidence to show that under them an attempt was 
made to adopt a more advance architectural form for it. For example, Khalifa Umar, is 
credited with having ordered alterations in the original mosque at Mecca and Madina. 
Also under his orders, the mosque at Kufa was extended by Saad, through a Persian 
architect and bricks and pillars were used in the new structures. The extensions made 
by Umar successor Usman to the Mecca and Madina Mosques were likewise marked 
by the use of hewn stones and plaster for the walls and pillars and teakwood for the 
roof. But, despite these advancement on the early model which related mainly to the 
simple replacement of the simple booth on the qibla side by the pillared hall and the 
use of finer material, the original mosque plan was still retained. Khalifa Al-Walid I 
                                                             
1 R .Nath, Mosque Architecture ( From Medina to Hindustan 622-1654 A.D), Jaipur: 1994, p.3 
2 R. Nath, 1994, op.cit., p.15 
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(705-715 A.D) considerably enlarge the Madina Mosque transforming it into a 
pillared hall, built of better material, with the assistance of artisans and neighbouring 
countries where the building art was already well advance. Thus emerged, almost 
imperceptibly, the plan with the open courtyard enclosed by pillared hall on all sides, 
which is typical of a muslim mosque. About this time, a fountain was also provided in 
the centre of quadrangle. Likewise, the minarets too, appeared during this period 
either as an integral part or an adjunct of the mosque. The minarets became more and 
more numerous only after sometime. It would appear that the mihrab, now the most 
essential part in the mosque, was not a constituent of the original plan. The time of its 
introduction was not easy to determine, but latest researches put in at the beginning of 
8th century; the pulpit (mimbar), however, was their right from their days of the 
prophet.3 
The present research topic intends to find out the Shahjahani architectural 
features as general and construction of mosques in Agra during his reign as particular 
and moreover, this study also focuses on Mughals salient architectural features very 
concisely citing their important and famous monuments constructed during their 
respective periods. As the assured topic is much more concerned to the mosques 
construction, therefore very briefly delineated the famous mosques construction 
across the country including present Pakistan has been taken up. Research work has 
been divided into four chapters; the first chapter of my thesis deals with the 
development and progress of Mughal architecture in a concise form. For this chapter 
study explores the development of architecture from Babur up to Aurangzeb the last 
prominent and capable ruler of Mughal dynasty. Study not only explores mosque 
architecture but also explained about their palatial buildings, forts, fortresses, sarais, 
gardens, baoli, hunting palaces, tombs etc. Development of Mughal architecture 
begun under Babur has been elaborated in this chapter by putting three mosques and 
some gardens constructed during his reign such as Kabuli Bagh Mosque, Jami Masjid, 
Sambhal, Jami Masjid, Pilakhana etc and gardens as well, have been described 
sufficiently.  During the reign of Humayun I took up two mosques in which the 
famous one is presently existed in Agra known as Humayun Mosque at Kachpura, 
besides two anonymous structures situated around the Humayun’s tomb today known 
as Sabz Burj and Nila Gumbad presumably built during his reign 1530-1540 A.D 
                                                             
3 Z.A. Desai, Mosques of India, New Delhi: 1966, p. 10 
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`inspired by the Tumurid-persian tile work. The reason behind of not getting much 
architectural edifices of Humayun reign is due to his absence from India to Iran as he 
was banished by another powerful ruler Sher Shah Suri an Afgan from Sasaram, 
Bihar. 
Sher Shah finally overcame after defeating mughal emperor Humayun in successive 
battles and declared himself as an undisputable ruler of the empire. Sher Shah built 
the infrastructure needed to govern efficiently. He constructed number of new forts 
and planned to built a fort in his every sarkar on a suitable spot. He repaired old 
highways and laid out several new roads. He constructed a road from Gaur to the river 
Indus.4 During his reign numerous mosques were constructed in which Masjid-e- 
Kanha and Isa Khan’s Mosque were most important architecturally amongst the rests. 
Akbar’s reign is regarded as the age of immense construction, extended his building 
activities in every aspects like construction of massive forts and fortresses, mosques 
and tombs, palatial buildings and gardens, hunting palaces and sarais, jahaz mahal 
and milestones, minars and panch mahals etc. Red sandstone as a material was 
extensively utilized for building construction during his reign, but ironically he 
concentrated more on building forts across the country in his empire such as Agra 
Fort, Fatehpur Sikri, Lahore Fort, Allahabad Fort, Rohtas Fort etc. Jehangir, who 
ascended the throne in 1605 A.D and ruled up to 1627 A.D. His imperial construction 
is known as transition from stone to marble, who patronized so enthusiastically the 
school of miniature painting that is associated with the Mughal regime, and whenever 
constructional work was contemplated, it more frequently took the form of laying out 
large gardens and similar ornamental retreats rather than the erection of architectural 
monuments5. Nevertheless, some important and exclusive tombs built during his reign 
such as Akbar’s Tomb, Sikandara and Itimad-ud-Daulah’s Tomb, Agra, moreover, the 
muqarnas lozenges which were developed in ninth-century Iran have best Mughal 
example in the Tombs at Khusrau Bagh, Allahabad, built during the reign of Jehangir 
and the typical chinni khana motifs based on stunted arch filled with embossed flower 
designs and wine goblets and surahis evoke the Iranian symbolism of paradise6.  
Longest regime in Mughal’s dynasty was attained by the emperor Aurangzeb, who 
                                                             
4 Abraham Eraly, Emperors of the Peacock Throne, New Delhi: 1997, p.85 
5 Percy Brown, Indian Architecture (Islamic Period) Arranged by Author’s Family, Delhi, p.99 
6 Sayed Ali Nadeem Rizavi, Iranian Influence on Medieval Indian Architecture, in ‘A Shared Heritage: 
The Growth of Civilization in India and Iran’, (ed.) Irfan Habib, New Delhi: 2002, pp.132 
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also got numerous mosques erected in northern India, and one of his most famous and 
grandeur is Badshahi Mosque, Lahore. Bibi-ka Maqbara a mausoleum of his wife was 
erected on the model of Taj Mahal, in Aurangabad but never his architects did justice 
with this momuments as far as proportions and symmetry like unbelievable Taj Mahal 
is concerned. 
Second chapter of thesis is wholly and solely consisted of Shahjanhan’s 
incredible monuments and various innovative ideas that were experimented in his new 
palatial buildings though he continued with some of forefather’s hereditary legacies. 
The third chapter comprised of evolution of mosques construction in India and their 
developments in later stages, moreover contents here in this chapter try to satisfy the 
readers by producing the region-wise and dynasty-wise their mosques construction 
across the country. In this chapter mosques construction has been taken from the first 
mosque i.e., Quwwat-ul-Islam to Badshahi Mosque, Lahore that encompassed the 
entire Delhi Sultanate, Regional Sultanates and Mughal Empire.  
The fourth and the last chapter of this study is the actual work or rightly be 
considered as the core research of rendered topic. Methodology applied for writing 
this chapter required unexhaustful survey work such as ground plan drawings, 
elevation plan drawings, different angular based photography, measurements, etc, and 
primary sources have been consulted whenever it required and of course, secondary 
sources have been so valuable throughout, for providing this chapter as authentic 
base. I have well described and elaborated total ten mosques of Shahjahani mosques 
in Agra. These are as follows:- Idgah Mosque, Taj Mahal Mosque, Sandali Mosque, 
Fatehpuri Begum Mosque, Panja Madrasa Mosque, Lal Shahi Mosque, Jami Mosque 
and three mosques inside the Agra Fort are: Mina Mosque, Nagina Mosque and Moti 
Mosque. Among these ten mosques, some of the mosques have been well written, 
illustrated and provided plans, but even the exuberance details I tried my best to 
include all those things which the earlier historians left out, which can be read and 
analysed in this research work.   
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Chapter-1 
Origin and development of Mosque Architecture in India: A 
Brief Study 
In the dogma of Muhammad, a sanctuary was not a fundamental necessity 
hence the prophet had not fixed place of prayer in Mecca1. He performed Salaat 
(prayer) sometimes besides the Kabba, sometimes in the private place of worship, that 
is, the musallah erected by Abu Bakr the first Caliphate of Islam. However, the 
masjid as a type of architecture intended for congregational prayer didn’t exist at 
Mecca before the Hijra. The Prophet’s house was very simple possessed all the 
necessary elements for congregational prayer and served as a prototype of the mosque 
throughout the Islamic world. Hughes explains musallah as a small mat cloth or 
carpet on which muslim says his prayer. Incidentally, he also observes that in Egypt 
the term Sajadah is used in place of musallah, as well as the Persian jai-namaz. The 
Mihrab another utmost element usually concave niche indicating the qibla, did not 
emerge in Islamic architecture until the reconstruction of the mosque of the Prophet in 
Madina by Umar ibn ‘Abdul-Aziz’ the governor of the Hijaz under the Umayyad 
Caliph Al- Walid2 in the year A.H 88-90/70709 A.D. The earliest known example of 
the mihrab is in the cave of the Dome of the Rock and is commonly spoken of as 
Solomon’s mihrab3 therefore, in the successive phases of architectural development 
of the masjid, mihrab was used especially to indicate the direction of prayer, that is 
today the qibla of the mosque. 
Only after 10 years later, the most natural form of the prayer house began with open 
quadrangle (sahn) enclosed on three sides by covered cloisters or arched cells (riwaq). 
And the main sanctuary a large and deep pillared hall (liwan) is situated to the qibla 
side, the middle of the back wall of this sanctuary hall that an arched concave recess 
(mihrab) is set to indicate the direction of Mecca towards which one has to turn his 
face while offering prayer. Later, a minaret was also added to the mosque either as a 
                                                             
1    Syed M. Hasan. Mosque Architecture of Pre-Mughal Bengal, Bangladesh:1979, p.1  
2  Al- Walid considerably enlarged the Madina mosque, transforming it into a pillared hall, built of 
better material, with the assistance of artisans from neighbouring countries where the building art 
was already well advanced. It was an open courtyard enclosed by pillared halls on all sides, which 
is typical of a Muslim mosque. About this time, a fountain was also provided in the centre of the 
quadrangle. Likewise, the minarets, too, appeared during this period either as an integral part or as 
an adjunct of the mosque see, Z.A. Desai. Mosques of India, New Delhi:1966, p.10 
3    Ibid, p.3 
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part of the building or independently nearby, since the call to prayers were given from 
the top of it could be heard to greater advantage for an elevation higher than the 
surrounding buildings. And there is usually a large tank or fountain in the centre of 
the courtyard for ablutions (wajju) before saying the appointed prayers. The overall 
architectural scheme of mosque took the prototype of Muhammad’s house, later as the 
first mosque of Islam, built by Prophet Muhammad himself at Quba about 5 km from 
Madina . It had neither a dome, prayer niche and nor any arches to support the 
cloisters.4  
 Ones Muhammad (SLW) says, which has been confirmed by Bukhari “the 
earth has been created for me as a masjid and a place of purity and whatever men 
from my Umma (disciple) finds himself in need of prayer, let him pray (anywhere)5. 
Sultan Muhammad of Ghazni made an invasion to India in eleventh century A.D., 
who apart from being a conqueror was a great patron of art and culture. The existing 
minarets of Mahmud and Masud at Ghazni and other Gazanavid architectures reflect 
the similarities of 9th and 10th century style of north-eastern Persia. Indeed, the 
Samanid buildings served, in many of their features as typological ancestors of the 
Delhi buildings of the twelfth century A.D notably of the Qutub Minar and Quwat-ul-
Islam Mosque [Plate-1A] marks the beginning of Islamic architecture in India. The 
formative phase of mosque architecture started in India began with the random 
utilization of temple spoils, Hindu architraves, corbelled ceilings, kumbha pillars with 
hanging bell-and-chain motifs, which were organised to fulfil the needs of 
congregational prayer. It is said that the columns of 27 Hindu and Jaina temples were 
utilized in the great mosque, at Delhi, rightly called the ‘Might of Islam’. It was built 
by Qutub-al-Din Aaibak in A.H. 587/A.D.1191-92 on an ancient pre-Muslim plinth.6 
The quadrangular court of the mosque is enclosed on the east, the north and 
the south by two colonnades. The western side, containing the liwan, is divided into 
five bays by four colonnades. The cloisters or riwags are entered by porched 
gateways, placed in the middle of the north, south and the east sides. Originally, there 
were five domes in the liwan all compiled of Hindu fragments, as is evident from their 
corbelled interiors. The most striking features of this mosque are the four entresol 
galleries at the four corners of the courtyard, instead of only one at the northern end as 
                                                             
4   Z.A. Desai op.cit., p.10 
5   S.M. Hasan,op.cit.,7 
6   S.M.Hasan, op.cit., p37 
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in the liwans of the Bengal and Malwa Mosques. Due to the first mosque in India 
which was unfortunately built of  a Hindu buildings materials and indeed, in features 
appears as Hindu, therefore the need was felt for the addition, a couple of years later, 
of the huge tall arched screens of Islamic design thrown across the western enclosure 
to give to the mosque an Islamic appearance. As the screen later raised infront of the 
prayer hall (sanctuary) were disproportionally larger than the rest of the building. 
Structurally too, it did not succeed in its purpose since its arches were not constructed 
in the true arch style. Even the lavish surface ornamentation was of local pattern. 
However, in its subsequent extensions to the mosque, carried out by Iltutmish (1211-
36 A.D) in 1230, a slight change in the architectural style is noticeable but structurally 
in the matter of arch construction, the indigenous style was still dominant. Another 
mosque known as Arhai-Din-ka-Jhopra [Plate-1B] founded on the same theme at 
Ajmer initiated its construction once again by Qutub-u-Din Aybak himself in 1189-
90A.D and subsequently expanded by Iltutmish in 1230 A.D just like the Quwat-al-
Islam mosque. It also possesses similar structural features, like pre-muslim materials, 
courtyard plan, arched screen, columnar liwan and riwags and use of reconstructed 
Hindu corbelled domes. It indicates a further improvement in mosque design. The 
height of the liwan roof is greatly increased and there is a semi-circular marble 
mihrab a new feature. Although, it surpasses the Delhi mosque in the general effect 
produced by the perfect balance to its different parts and has better workmanship. 
There are some minor variations represented by two small fluted minarets on the 
middle arched screen entrance of the front facade and an engrailed arch. Moreover, 
the most surprising feature in Delhi Quwat-al-Islam mosque is that it posses tall, 
heavily ornamented minar at its side. Reasons may be drawn for the establishing 
minar only at Delhi, perhaps due to the first victory by the Muslim at that place and 
Qutub Minar depicts their victory symbol. Iltutmish has again in his credit of 
constructing Jami Masjid at Badaun, it is an extant example. It is one of the largest 
mosques in India. Following the traditional courtyard plan, also utilizes Hindu temple 
pillars. The walls are encrusted with blue glazed tiles another new innovation added in 
earlier growth of mosques. Cunnigham says, about this mosque “although the Jami 
Masjid of Badaun [Plate-1C] cannot be compared with the magnificent masjids of 
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Delhi and Ajmer, yet its great and the massiveness of its wall give a certain dignity to 
its ruined aisles which a smaller building would not posses.7 
The next important monumental mosque was built by Khizr Khan, son of 
Sultan Aluddin Khilji (1296-1316 A.D) in the tomb (Dargah) complex of Nizamuddin 
Auliya to its west. It is known as the Jamaat Khana Mosque [Plate-1D] first of all the 
existing mosque built with specially quarried materials, not improvised from Hindu 
material. It was built completely in accordance with Islamic principles in which the 
arches and domes are built in the true style, the circular domes are placed on square 
chambers, through the device of squinch-pendentives, and the shape of the arch and 
decoration too are in the Islamic style. During the entire Sultanate period and only in 
the Tughlag dynasty mosques began to be erected on a large scale. They started new 
trend of getting their mosques constructed by their Prime Minister. The characteristic 
features of the Tughlaq mosque, built specially during the Firoz Shah Tughlaq were 
all rubble and plaster, presumably originally white washed, white pillars and Hindu 
style brackets and eaves in local grey granite, with prominent gateways, many domed 
roofs and tapering ornamental pillars flanking the gateways. The simplest is the 
mosque in the Dargah of Shah Alam at wazirabad (Timurpur) (A.H 777/A.D. 1375) 
[Plate-1E], a simple west liwan of five bays, with three domes, within which is the 
earliest example in Delhi of a Zanana gallery in the rear corner of the liwan. 
The Begumpuri Mosque [Plate-1A] built by Muhammad Bin Tughlaq in 1343 A.D, in 
his new city, which he had fondly named ‘Jahapanah’. It was the first ever mosque 
built in full fledged four-aiwan plan, in which the quadrangle (sahn) is surrounded in 
its three sides with a gateway in the middle of each one however; the side’s gateways 
are not more impressive but rather just openings. The largest or main gate being 
situated to the eastern side of the courtyard. Here, riwags (cloisters) are composed of 
square bays built on the chahar-taq technique and each one being roofed by a semi-
circular cupola (cup-shaped). Square stone pillar supports the impressive three centred 
arches. The arcades of cloisters are protected above by chhajjas on either side. The 
sanctuary (western liwan) is divided into a nave in its centre and wings in its sides. 
The central nave is surmounted by a heavy broad dome whereas; the side wings have 
domes like the one’s surmounted on cloisters terrace. It has a broad high gigantic 
pylon containing a formal aiwan on its façade. Tapering turrets have been attached to 
                                                             
7   S.M.Hasan, op.cit., p.39 
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its quoins. The construction is in rubble and mortar and it seems that the plasters 
surfaces of the pylon and its turrets, dome and cupolas were all originally glazed tiled, 
traces of which have survived.8 Thus, Begumpuri mosque is the first extant edifice 
among all which successfully introduced iwan feature. There is hardly any doubt that 
this feature was inspired by the iwan-based mosques of Iran. And also this mosque set 
a trend and created a distinct clan of pylon as iwan, the best examples of which came 
from Jaunpur.  
Next project about the Jami mosque construction was undertaken by Firoz 
Shah himself in his citadel Firoz Shah Kotla in town Firozabad at Delhi. Jami Masjid 
is similar to Khirki Mosque although, the later one built some year after its 
construction both the mosque built on a high plinth over a tahkhana storey and the 
sahn is approached by high flight steps. Jami Masjid [Plate-2C] as standing on 
basement storey of vaulted chambers appearing larger and imposing building with an 
open courtyard having western liwan (prayer hall) to the west side and cloisters 
surrounded the sahn from all the three sides, it is completely ruined now, and partially 
removed foundation. Undoubtedly during Tughlaq period, many new experiments 
were done in architectural synthesis and innovative methodology especially in Firoz 
Shah Tughlag’s reign. Many new Jami Masjids were constructed among them two 
mosques should be highlighted here, Kalan masjid and Khirki Masjid. Kalan Masjid 
[Plate-2D] is situated in Nizamuddin area Delhi, is a new type of four-quartered 
mosque built by Khan-i-Jahan Maqbul Tilangani (Junior) in 1370-73 A.D instead of a 
single court (sahn) it has four inner courts, one in the centre of each of the four 
quarters of the mosque. The Khirki Mosque [Plate-2E] for its design took the 
inspiration probably from grand mosque of Cordova Spain (founded in 785 A.D) and 
the mosque of Sultan Hasan at Cairo in Egypt (1346 A.D), the Jami Masjid of 
Gulbarga (1367 A.D)9. The plan of the Khirki Mosque is based on square so that the 
mosque could be divided into four equal quarters, each having a central square court 
open to sky. Each interior hall consist wide cloisters composed of square chahar-taq 
bays, roofed by cup- shaped semi-spherical cupolas. These four open courtyard 
encircled by arcades built with   180 square structural columns and 60 pilasters which 
run in north-south direction and divides into aisles. The open courtyards are the 
                                                             
8 R.Nath. Mosque Architecture (from Madina to Hindustan), Jaipur:1994, p.66 
9 R. Nath, 1994, op.cit., p.71 
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source of light and ventilation to the internal prayer chambers. The roof is partitioned 
into 25 square feet of equal size with 9 small domes in each square (total 81 domes) 
and alternated by 12 flat roofs to cover in roof. The four corners of the mosques are 
adorned with towers with three protruding gateways, one in the middle of each face 
with tapering turrets flanking each gate. The southern gate, with imposing steps at the 
main entrance, exhibits a combination of arch and trabeate construction. It has an 
ornamental rectangular frame. The turrets flanking the southern and northern gates are 
circular in shape, the articulation on these give them a three storied appearance and 
above the vaulted front floor cells, ubiquitous (present everywhere) arch windows 
(carved out of stone quard) with perforated screens or Jalis or tracery work known as 
khirkis are seen on the second floor. However, the foyer (a large open space close to 
the entrance) in front of the mihrab is not well lighted since light from the latticed 
windows on the second floor do not penetrate this space. The approach to the roof of 
the mosque is through east gate, and the view from the roof leaves a lasting 
impression of the geometrical design of the mosque. The mosque’s walls are of 
marble masonary construction with the plastered surface on the outside. The interior 
walls are bland but provided with traditional carved stone screens. Due to the 
butterness of wall, its thickness decreases from the battlemented parapet. Perhaps, the 
architectural concepts and designing would have been imitated from the Jami Masjid 
of Gulburga which raised during Bahamanis Kingship in 1367 A.D. On this pattern 
Khan-i-Jahan completed the mosque around 1375 A.D.  
The Jami Masjid of Gulbarga [Plate-2F] built in 1367 A.D is a rare example in India 
of a mosque with no open courtyard as the whole structure is entirely covered in by a 
roof, so that it forms a class by itself. Some of its original design and construction 
were done under the supervision of an architect named Rafi, not from India but from 
the distance town of Kazwin in northern Persia. It is possible that this talented 
descendent of a noted family of architects evolved the scheme of this mosque from his 
inner consciousness that its unusual conformation was the result of his own genius. In 
its architectural style the mosque at Gulbarga cannot be identified purely as either 
Persian or Indian but it may also be that elements from both sources have been so 
subtly amalgamated as to be indistinguishable10. The surprising aspect about this 
                                                             
10  Bahman Shah of Persian origin having thrown off his allegiance to Delhi Sultanate, was busy in 
establishing his capital at Gulburga. He ofcourse, appears to have invited an architect from the 
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mosque is the placement of large dome above the central nave of sanctuary. 
Externally the appearance of the main dome is presented with addition height and 
stateliness by being mounted on a loafty and substantial square clerestory. The 
interior construction of this central dome has also been logically and artistically 
affected as it is supported on the clerestory by means of squinches, some of these 
arches are being of a gracefully foliated order. The four middle size domes are placed 
at the four corners of the mosque just above the square bays.  
On the whole, the mosque displays distinct Persian architectural style with five 
domes (one large and four small at the corners) and 75 small domes with 250 arches. 
Another similar style of multi-domed masjid was raised in Bengal. The Bara Sona 
Masjid [Plate-3A], outside the fort to the north-east is perhaps the finest in Gaur. Built 
by Nusrat Shah in 1526 A.D, it is 168 ft. in length and 76ft wide with walls 8 ft. thick. 
It has eleven arched entrances, each 5 ft. 11 inch wide and 14 ft. high each being 
supported by hemi spherical domes and the western end wall contains eleven arched 
mihrabs. The roof was shrewn with 44 hemi-spherical domes of which 11 on the 
corridor still remain intact. The domes were originally gilded and hence, gave the 
mosques its name. Interiorly these domes are arcaded, half in brick and half in stone. 
The 11 arched entrances of the east façade open into a long domed varanda formed 
by wide piers on the east and west sides. The varanda in turn, opens into a prayer 
chamber composed of three longitudinal aisles with 11 bays each. Like the varanda, 
the prayer chamber now ruins was entirely covered with pendentives. At both sides of 
the doorways at the ends of the corridor, and at the back corners were polygonal 
minarets of brown basalt, six in all, but their heads are now ruined11. Another 
landmark experiments were done in architecture in Bengal especially in mosque 
construction. This is the Adina Mosque [Plate-3B] appears to be the earliest existing 
example of a multi-domed mosque having a quadrangular plan. It was erected by 
Sikandar Shah (1358-1389 A.D), with the intension of being himself buried within its 
precincts. Its dimensions are considerable, being nearly 507ft north and south and 
285ft east and west. In the centre it contains a courtyard nearly 400 ft by 
154ft.surrounded on all sides by a thick wall of which divided by eighty nine similar 
arched openings, only one of which that in the centre of the west side facing Mecca is 
                                                                                                                                                                              
north Persia of Qazving to infuse more refined details in the ponderous military architecture of his 
fortress city. 
11 James Fergusson, 1872, op.cit., 257 
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wider and more dignified than the rest. The roof in like manner was supported by 
some 260 pillars about 2 ft. square at the base and 10ft.5 inch high. The entire 
composition is encircled by a wall making its outside dimensions a rectangle of 507 
feet long by 285 feet wide, nearly equally that of the great mosque of Raqqah in Syria 
(8th century)12. These pillars are bold and pleasing designed and with the walls 
supported no less than 378 domes, all similar in design and construction.  
As discussed above large number of mosques built during the reign of Firoz 
Shah Tuglaq and hereafter known as Firozian mosque. He was the first Sultan rather 
under his supervisions number of mosques were erected, not only he built mosques 
across the entire territories but he did some experiments and introduced different new 
designs. The characteristic features about  the Firozian mosque are--- An arch and 
beam doorways, the interior consists of cloisters formed by series of square bays, the 
corner of each supported on a heavy pier with tudor arches between and each bay  
roofed by a cup-shaped dome. The piers are short and thick, composed of group of 
two and somewhere four square monolithic pillars, an arrangement implying strength 
but without elegance. The Begumpuri mosque in which the western prayer chamber 
of it is preceded by the introduction of a tall arched pylon in the centre of its facade. A 
distinctive feature of this pylon facade, which itself is a descendent of the maqsura, or 
screen of arches is the tapering turret at each of its quoins creating that sloping 
appearance. The tall pishtaq or pylon however, completely marks the rising dome at 
its rear end. Many features of Firozian Mosques were later copied by different 
independent dynasties prevalent in Indian sub-continent, among them were Sharqi 
dynasty of Jaunpur. During the reign of Shah Ibrahim in 1438 A.D, three great 
mosques constructed which are standing even today. Of them the grandest is the Jami 
Masjid [Pl-3C] which was though, commenced by Shah Ibrahim in 1438 A.D. but not 
completed till the reign of Husain Shah in 1452-1478 A.D. Like the Tughlaq mosque 
it stands on a high platform raised from 16 to 20 ft. above the ground level. Another 
feature in it can be seen similar to the Tughlaq’s are the central bay surmounted by a 
single large dome preceded by large propylon. In the centre raises a loafty 
commanding feature shaped like a pylon with sloping sides. Within the pylon is a 
great arched recesses 11 feet deep and containing the entrance to the nave and also the 
arcaded window openings by which it is illuminated. This arched pylon, a most 
                                                             
12 Percy Brown,op.cit., p.38 
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distinctive structure became the main theme of the composition and also utilized into 
the gateways. This propylon is almost looks like a Egyptian mass and outline rising to 
the height of 86ft. This gate pyramid by its elevation supplied the place of a minaret, 
which is a feature as little known at Jaunpur, as it was, at the same age in the capital 
city of Delhi. On each side of the dome is a compartment 44ft. by 25ft divided into 
two storeys by a store floor supported on pillars, and beyond this on each side is an 
arch apartment 39ft by 49ft, covered by a bold pointed vault with ribs, so constructed   
that its upper surface forms the external roof of the building.  
The interior of the sanctuary consists of a central naive of 35ftx30ft with 
pillared transcepts on either side. The nave is roofed high up by a hemi-spherical 
dome. The interior nave is vertically divided into three parts. The first level consists 
of three mihrabs and a high pulpit with arched openings to the trancepts forming the 
sides of the room. The second level consists of 8 decorated arches, out of which 4 are 
squinches turning the room into an octagon. The third level has a bracket in each 
corner turning the room into a 16 sided structure. Each side contains an arch, thus 
creating an arcaded triforium which supports the dome. The dome is 57ft high from 
inside and constructed by means of circular courses of stone. The exterior is covered 
with a layer of cement to give it a spherical curve. Each transcepts is a pillared hall 
with an octagonal bay in the centre roofed by a smaller dome. The transcepts at both 
ends becomes two storeys, the upper compartment surrounded by perforated screens 
forming a zanana chamber for women. The rear exterior wall of the sanctuary as its 
projection has a tapering turrets on its corners with a larger replica in each corner of 
the building itself. Therefore, many of the elements contain in the design of the Atala 
Masjid  were derived almost directly from the architectures of Tughlaqs at Delhi, for 
instance the recessed arch with its “fringe” of ornamentation, the shape of this arch 
and its sloping side of it supports may all be seen in a more refined form in 
Muhammad Shah’s tomb at Tughlaqabad. That somewhat illogical principle of the 
beam and brackets supporting the arches of the Jaunpur examples are also from the 
same source, while the plain square shafts of the pillars and particularly the tapering 
turrets at the quoins of the western walls exterior, are copied from those on the 
building of Firoz Shah Tughlaq. Therefore, the architects of the Firoz Shah Tuglaq’s 
may have been engaged in the production of the Atala mosque of Jaunpur. Marshall 
says, ‘the mosques of Tughlaqs are less ornate than the Atala Masjid or its successors 
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at Jaunpur, nor is there anything in them to match the imposing propylon screens 
which adorned the later.13  
Remarkably it is stated that no large mosque of the public or congregational 
order were erected at Delhi during the rule of Sayyad’s and Lodi’s. The imperial 
constructions in terms of architecture which the Delhi Sultanate is known for it, got 
setback, perhaps may be for the invasion of Timur in Delhi almost the end of 14th 
century in 1398 A.D. And other reason may be the Sultanate failed to provide any 
competent ruler who could carry forward the legacy of Tughlaqs. Nevertheless there 
are several mosque of private nature only attach to some of the tombs mosque famous 
for Moth ki Masjid. Other smaller mosque buildings during their regime are Jamala 
Masjid. One of the mosque attach to the Bara Gumbad [Pl-3D] is certainly got 
influenced by the Firozian type of construction, mosque’s rear wall of its exterior with 
its tapering turrets and other elements. Despite of its previous influences some new 
innovative impressive appearances were sought to have been provided in it, especially 
in the composition of the facade, as it consists of range of five open arches, all 
practically of the same height but of unusual shape, proportions and characters, with 
their weak curves, or excessive width in relation the height. And after ten years later, 
another mosque Moth ki Masjid [Pl-3E] which is still famous for this dynasty, built 
during the reign of Sikander Shah under the supervision of his Prime Minister. It was 
finished in some refined manner than the earlier one, its shape and proportion of the 
five main arches of the facade, with the emphasis given to the central bay, the 
spacing, disposition and volume of its three domes; the refinement of the tapering 
turrets on the rear wall; the design of the doorways and its projecting balcony opening 
at the sides; and above all, the towers in two storeys at the rear corner which add a 
note of pleasing vitality to this aspect of the building. Technique and colouration are 
also important in it. In the central portion or nave the system of the squinch arches are 
favoured as found in all the previous buildings but in the side aisles a form of 
stalactile pendentive is introduced in the angles to bring about the ‘phase of 
transition’, a structural and ornamental combination of striking elegance. In contrary 
to the previous mosques decorations of usual carving, new patterns in plaster are 
inserted in the form of borders above the arches, and as medallions in the spandrels, 
                                                             
13 S.M.Hasan, op.cit., p.41 
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exquisite arabesque designs of typically Islamic convention, moulded in low relief  
and painted in brilliant colours.  
Another mosque famous for Jamali Kamali [Plate-4A] name, near to archaeological 
village in Mahruli, Delhi. The mosque is found along with tomb adjacent to it. Its 
construction started by the Lodi’s, almost at the end of their rule by ‘Sikander Shah 
Lodi’ but its construction completed during the reign of Humayun. Therefore, its 
presumption constructing year was 1528 A.D and closing year was 1536 A.D. This 
Jamali Kamali Mosque, is situated in an enclosed garden area, built first during the 
year 1528-29 A.D has a southern entry. It is built in red sandstone with marble 
adornments up to some place, it is claimed to be a forerunner in the design of Mughal 
mosque architecture in India. The prayer hall, fronted by a large courtyard has five 
arches with the central arch only having a dome. The size of the arches increases 
towards the central arch, which is the largest of the five arches embellished with 
beautiful ornamentation. The spandrels of the arches are decorated with medallions 
and ornamentation. Fluted pilasters exquisitely decorate the central arch. The prayer 
wall on the west has niches with mihrabs are decorated with a few Quranic 
inscriptions. A porch around the mosque provides access to the two storied mosque 
and the each four corners are adorned by four octagonal towers respectively. The rear 
end of the mosque is provided with oriel windows, apart from the small window on 
the central arch window. The suspended eaves on the sides of the sanctuary is also a 
characteristic feature adopted later in Masjid-e-Kanhua. Therefore, in comparing the 
Jamali Kamali Masjid with its predecessors of its series it will be seen that a definite 
attempt was being made towards a refinement of its style generally and that its design 
was aiming at a firm of architecture in which better materials and more finished 
workmanship were the main objects. 
As we are fully well-aware with the fact that just after the arrival of Mughals 
in Indian sub-continent, after they defeated the last ruler of Lodi dynasty (Pathan). 
Babur led the foundation of Mughal Empire in 1526 A.D. Another ambitious rulers of 
Pathan (Afgan) learning and striving all the techniques and taking all the efforts to 
rule in India even against the presence of mighty empire Mughal. Indian history could 
never forget him that Pathan who is known as Sher Shah. However, the reign of Sher 
Shah’s Sur Dynasty is so mixed by both in date and in association with the earlier 
Mughals that it is difficult to discriminate between them. Already mentioned, Babur 
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conquered India in 1526 A.D, his successor Humayun was defeated and driven out 
from the throne by him in 1540 A.D. and it was only in 1555 A.D that the Mughal 
Dynasty was finally secured and established at Delhi. The style of Sur’s architecture 
consequently of the first half of the 16th century may be considered as the last expiring 
effort of the Pathans. Undoubtedly Sur’s architecture got influenced much by the prior 
existing building of the Sayyad’s and Lodi’s. Sher Shah’s favourite architectural 
designer Aliwal Khan who had obviously taken the Lodi’s type as his basis, but has so 
amplified the original model that he has transformed it into a very different things14. 
Inside the great Humayun’s tomb complex is the tomb of Isa Khan a great Afghan 
Noble came during the reign of Sher Shah and Islam Shah Sur and Humayun. And 
adjacent to this tomb a mosque stands immediately to the west of the tomb inside the 
same enclosure wall known as Isa Khan Mosque [Plate-4B]. It is simple structure in 
contrast to the tomb. It is fully built of local gray quartzite stone, but extensively 
faced with red sand stone to give a structure contrasting appeal. The facade of the 
mosque is also veneered with coloured tile inlay (it is a unique characteristic feature 
of Lodi dynasty) the entire sanctuary stands on a platform almost a metre high and 
consists of a single prayer chamber that is divided into 3 bays (exactly like the Nili 
Masjid [Plate-4C] of Lodi situated around the Hauz Khan area of Delhi) interiorly the 
central dome is carried on squinches and the lateral domes rise from pendentives. The 
interior of the mosque is not elaborately decorated. The floor of the chamber is 
plastered each bays pierced by a four-centre arched recesses (entrances with three-
arched recesses is of Lodi’s architecture feature) the border of the arches and the 
spandrels are decorated with blue and green tiles. The frame work of the central arch 
is relief at intervals by panels. On either side of the central big dome is octagonal 
pillared-dome chhattris instead of complete flanking smaller domes (as earlier found 
in the Lodi’s Bara Gumbad of Sikander Lodi). A stone Chhajjas projects over the side 
bays. The parapet contains the merlons in relief and the corners of the central bay are 
decorated with pinnacles. The central dome is high shouldered and springs from a 14-
sided drum.  
  One of the most spectacular, and beautiful mosque known as Qila-e-Kanha 
Mosque [Plate-5A], built during the reign of the Sur dynasty. At this stage the facade 
of the mosque became far more monumental and more frequently encrusted with 
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marbles and always adorned with sculptures of a rich and beautiful character, 
therefore, laden with ornating elements. Qila-e-Kanha mosque is situated presently in 
Purana Qila, Delhi, is built by Sher Shah Sur around 1542A.D. This mosque got 
different influences and aspirations from the prior mosques especially of Lodi’s 
mosque. The facade of this single aisled mosque consisting of an arrangement of five-
arched ways, that in the centre being sunk in an arched recesses content within a 
pronounced rectangular frontage above and, at the rear of which rises a single Lodi 
dome. Its interior space is arranged of one long hall divided into five bays by lateral 
arches which are repeated as an arcade along the qibla wall. It is an oblong hall 
measures 158ft by 45ft with a total height of 66ft. All the three sides except the front 
facade of the sanctuary, exterior wall having oriel windows (projecting balconies) and 
two substantial stair turrets one at each rear angle, with a private entrance on the north 
and south sides for the use of the royal family. But the chief beauty of the exterior lies 
in the conception and treatment of the facade. As already mentioned the front 
elevation consists of five-arched openings, each within a larger recessed archway 
contained within a rectangular frame, but the manner in which each part has been 
designed and executed and the whole, coordinated into a uniform structural 
production, is a fine achievement. Its ornating theme enhanced due to the quality of 
varied colours for its sandstone basis is enriched with portions in white marble and 
there are also patterns in coloured inlay. Apart from its elegance outlook, narrow 
turrets on each side of the central rectangular bay, the fluted mouldings of which are 
derived from the stellate flanges of the Qutub Minar, while a similar pair on the back 
wall retain the Tughlaq tapering style. The arch design having slight drop or flatness, 
in the curve towards the crown, helping as a influential design for the future through 
four-centred Tudor arch of the Mughals15.  
Its interior arrangements of five bays along with arches and arcades with their 
simple broad mouldings, the judicious concentration of the plastic enrichment on the 
qibla wall and the ingenious and artistic expedients to support the vaulted roof. In 
terms of constructing ceilings and subsequently raising domes are also remarkable, 
employed by three different methods. In the centre is the squinch, in the next bay a 
very attractive and unusual variety of stalactite and in the end compartment across rib 
and semi-vault of unusual design, evidently experimental. The finest workmanship of 
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which seems to have been reserve for the mihrabs of which there are five, one in each 
bay. These are designed in the same manner as the recessed arches in the facade like 
one vaulted niche is contained within the other. The central mihrab is highly 
intricately designed with imposts, foliations and the delicately inscribed border 
forming the enclosing rectangle together with the creative skill16.  
Besides, there is various mosque architecture constructions were undertaken 
by imperial Delhi’s Sultans across the country, other provincial constructions of the 
same are equally important and fascinating. Among the provincial mosque 
construction Gujarat carved a unique and significant importance. Gujarat has been 
noteworthy for its manipulation of the purely decorative, of all the provincial schools 
of Indo-Muslim architecture the superb Gujarat works are most clearly rooted in the 
old indigenous style of the region. Mosque architecture in Gujarat only began in the 
14th century under Alauddin Khilji annexed the province under Delhi Sultante. The 
early mosques of Gujarat are constructed on the spoils of local temples and have 
definitely main features got influenced by the imperial architecture of Delhi. The 
earliest recorded building in Gujarat is the Adina Mosque at Patan (Anhilvada) and 
the tomb of the Sheikh Farid situated at the same side, both utilized of Hindu building 
materials. About the demolished Adina Masjid is said to have had 1050 pillars of 
marble and other stones brought from destroyed temples. It was erected by Ulugh 
Khan, Alaudin Khilji governor in 1300 A.D another mosque of Bharuch erected at the 
same time bears some unique design. Although it incorporated Hindu pillars and its 
brackets of the same and the carved interiors of the corbelled domes are particularly 
fine. They of course, necessarily recall the much earlier work Quwwatul Islam 
mosque at Delhi. It is important to realise that there primitive methods were still being 
used in the Indian provinces 200 years after they were fully developed at Delhi. The 
use of Jali or pierced windows is an interesting feature recalling similar motives in the 
Alai Darwaza at Delhi. 
Another mosque at Cambay known as Jami Masjid [Plate-5B] constructed in 
1325A.D demonstrates the imposition of Khilji features, such as the arch screens of 
the Jamat Khana Masjid at the Dargah of Nizamuddin Aulia in Delhi, upon the local 
trabeate forms of Gujarat Hindu architecture. Its entrances have their parallels in the 
pavilions and mandapas of Hindu and Jain temples still standing at Modhera and 
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Mount Abu. On the other hand, the west end, the mosque proper shows a new 
development not to be found at Delhi--the prominent central arch and which has 
Persian origin. The zanana gallery appears for the first time in Gujarat in the masjid 
of Cambay. In plan, the mosque of Hilal Khan and the Tanka Masjid recall the 
mosques of Cambay, the former being distinguished by minarets on either side of the 
centre liwan arch. Henceforth, minarets became an integral part of Gujarat mosque. 
During the Ahmed Shahi’s reign many splendid mosques were erected, especially in 
the fort in 1414A.D, as Ahmedabad became the new capital of Gujarat17. 
The mosque built were very much base on the similar pattern of mosque of Cambay 
and has perforated windows, central liwan arch and zanana gallery. And about the 
famous Jami Masjid of Ahmedabad [Plate-5C], Marshall says ‘...one of the most 
imposing structures of its class in the world’. He continues, “the prayer chamber is 
210ft. width by 95ft. depth but, its facade is so admirably composed, so broken up and 
diversified, and so well proportioned in its parts, that its vastness only serves to 
enhance the beauty and impressiveness of the whole. The low flanking wings on 
either side with their pseudo- arched fronts are unusual at adjuncts, but the other 
features of the facade, its shapely expansive arches, its engaged minars blended more 
harmoniously than in the foregoing example (the Tin Darwaza) with the rest of the 
design, its carved mouldings and string courses and battlements all there are familiar 
characteristic of the Gujarati style. Marshall considers the mode of lighting and 
ventilating the interior of this mosque as an invention of the Gujarat architects and 
thinks that it is a specially happy solution of a well known problem but one, strongly 
enough, that has never found favour in other parts of India. The clerestory galleries 
along with sumptuous arabesque decoration, Hindu corbelled domes, and perforated 
screens, elegantly ornamental and buttressed minars are certainly the outstanding 
features of the Jami Masjid at Ahmedabad. And therefore, there upon the later 
mosques in Gujarat during 15th—16th centuries were built up following these 
designs18. In Gujarat at Dholka, a mosque of Alif Khan evidently built of entirely 
bricks unlike the earlier ones. Here brick piers replace stone columns and arches 
predominate over trabeate roof. It is evident that the earlier builders of Gujarat were 
Persians who settled down at Dholka before moving to Ahmedabad. Perhaps, the 
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brick builders of Dholka were highly inspired by the brick building traditions of 
Persia.  
During the reign of Mehmud Begra some new experiments were done on 
existing plan. He subjugated Champanair in 1484 A.D and made his capital, which is 
80 miles south-east of Ahmadabad and started constructing Jami Masjid there. 
Therefore, among the number of mosques erected during his reign, an outstanding 
building is undoubtedly the mosque of Champanair. The Jami Masjid of the 
Champanair [Plate-5D] was the great accomplishment of his reign erected in 1523A.D 
although; of appreciable dimensions it is not excessively large, covering only about 
the three-quarters area of Jami Masjid of Ahmedabad. The standing sanctuary is 
occupied half of the entire rectangular space of the premise. The rectangular complex 
measures 270ft by 180ft, while its courtyard is surrounded by a range of arched 
cloisters one aisle in depth. A noticeable feature of the exterior is the rich treatment of 
its outer containing wall; it attracts the attention of its artistic skills than the other 
buildings of surroundings. There are three imposing entrance pavilions, one projecting 
from the centre of each of the north, south and east walls. The eastern gateway porch 
is distinctly beautiful. The sanctuary facade is of the enclosed kind containing five 
pointed arch ways with two cylinder minarets19 on each side of the larger centre 
opening, the plastic ornamentation of the tall towers being confined to their butterss 
like bases as the five stages above are left comparatively unadorned. The front facade 
is simple, plain, lower entrance arch but its wall surfaces being relief mainly by the 
addition of three of those prominent oriel windows (which reflects the imitation of 
Jain, Hindu) one of those being placed above the central archway and one on each 
side of the minarets.  
Through the central archway one enters into the sanctuary, a pillared hall 
measuring 270ft. across and 130ft.deep and containing 176 pillars with the nave in 
three storeys rise from the middle bay and a gallery for the zanana at the northern end 
of the sanctuary. The roof has three rows of domes but quite differently arranged than 
the earlier mosque in which four domes in the front and back rows and in the middle 
having only three, but disposed opposite the spaces separately the domes in other 
rows. By this peculiar arrangement these eleven domes each 20 ft 6 inch in diameter, 
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provide for seven mihrabs in the west wall. The central dome rises behind the main 
arch portal to a height of three- storeys with them two galleries. At the four corners of 
the mosque are turrets each 50 ft. high, carved up to the roof level, but above they are 
plain and have a rather clumsy appearance20. This Jami Masjid is a blend of Hindu 
and Muslim architecture, preserving the Islamic ethos, and is considered one of the 
finest mosques in western India with its elegant interiors. The ornamentation consists 
of symbols of motives of the sun, diamonds, pots and wines and lotus insignia which 
were used in the earlier temples. The mosque has three oblong mural plagues one at 
the top of pulpit and the other two on the sides with engraving of hymns from the 
Quran. 
Another remarkable and notable mosque is Sidi Sayed erected in 1510-15 A.D 
in Ahmedabad [Plate-6A]. It is worldwide famous for the Jali (trellies work) [plate-
6B] of its screen arches. Mosque is unusually plain, it is five bayed wide and 3 bayed 
deep, its arches supported on square pillars, two plain octagonal minarets, now 
remained up to the level of roof at the front corners. As earlier mentioned this 
building has been made famous by these delicate pierced window panels in which the 
palm and foliage motives are conspicuous. “It would be difficult to excel the skill 
with which the vegetable forms are conventionalised just to the extent required for the 
purpose. The equal spacing also of the subject by the three ordinary trees and four 
palms takes it out of the category of direct imitation of nature and renders its 
sufficiently structural for its situation.21” 
 These kind of tracery work certainly be taken up by the Mughals in Agra and 
Delhi especially in the Khwabgah’s central chamber, scales of justice in 
Shahjahanabad fort, Delhi. It is to be noted that the artists had an exceptional vision 
put aside all conventions and proceeded to treat these stone tympanums as a finely 
meshed surface on which they could freely express in ornamental form which was in 
their mind. This mosque shows the last of the building in autonomous style or to 
indicate that the art was still a living movement. Buildings continued to be produced 
however, in this mode for another half century, but none of them show any special 
character, they are all repetition or variation of what had appeared before22.  
                                                             
20 James Fergusson, op.cit., 243 
21 James Fergusson, op.cit., p.237 
22 Percy Brown, op.cit., p.56 
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Malwa, a province situated to the west of the country just above the northern 
Gujarat was the sheet of the famous ancient strong Paramars and it was incorporated 
with Gujarat in 1530 A.D the two cities of Malwa region is notable are Mandu and 
Dhar. Indo Islamic architecture in Malwa region began with the reign of Dilawar 
Khan, who is said by some authorities to have assumed the title Shah in 1401A.D 
about the same time as the Sharqis of Jaunpur23. The important rulers of the Islamic 
phase of Malwa were the Hushang Shah and Mehmood Shah and they were having 
unrivalled for their architectural works. The architecture of the Malwa was fascinated 
and influenced by different dynasties existed in the countries, such as the battering 
walls and pointed arch with spearhead “fringe” of the early Tughlaqs, the arch-lintel 
bracket combination of Firoz Shah Tughlaq, the “boat-keel” dome and pyramidal 
roofs of the Lodis, besides several other practices and decorative motifs each 
reminiscent of one of the architectural systems which at different times prevailed at 
the parent Muslim city.24 One of the most striking impressions about the building 
were not about of structure but rather decorative properties, as the element of the 
colour takes a prominent part in the architectural scheme. These colour effect was 
obtained by two methods, partly by the use of various coloured stones and marble and 
partly by means of encaustic tiles.25  Therefore, architecture at Mandu and Dhar are 
not merely marked as the derivation but it does have distinctive and original 
architecture building. The oldest of the mosque in Malwa is the Kamal Maula Masjid 
built in 1400 A.D with the ready material of the ruined temples. The Jami Masjid at 
Dhar, has a courtyard measuring 102ft. north and south by 131ft. east and west. The 
mosque itself is 119 ft. by 14 ft. and its roof is supported by 64 pillars, each of 12ft 
6inch in height and all of them more or less richly carved, sanctuary is surmounted by 
three domes adorned in Hindu form. The court is surrounded by an arcade containing 
44 columns, 10 ft. in height, but equally rich in carving. Here, is no screen of arches 
as like of the previous Qutub or Ajmer. Interior of the sanctuary comprised of 
numerous carved pillars and the western wall prayer halls adorned with prayer niches.  
The second masjid of this phase at Dhar is Lat ki Masjid [Plate-6C] is similar to the 
first one but slightly smaller. It is called Lat ki Masjid, due to the iron pillar which lay 
half buried in front of the gateway. Thus both these early mosque relic showing that 
                                                             
23 S.M.Hasan, op.cit., 43 
24 Percy Brown, op.cit., p.59  
25 Ibid,p.59 
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are direct influence of traditional Hindu workmen and craftsman of this hilly region of 
central region of India is observed in mosque. 
Malik Mughis Masjid at Mandu lead a latest example of this group showing a supply 
of material not obtained of ruined temple but of course far long distance. This finest 
mosque is built on a high plinth measuring 150ft by 132 ft., with a range of arched 
chambers in the basement of its eastern exterior side. While its arcaded portico is 
approached by a suitable flight of steps, it shows distinct innovative structural ideas. 
Two domical turrets one at each corners of it front recalls similar features of 
Tughlaqs. The interior of the Malik Mughis Masjid has a courtyard of approximately 
100 ft. each side. And as the mosque of this region do not have arched facade, but is 
of the open pillared variety. Above this pillared frontage arise three ‘boat keel’ domes 
of equal size, supported on octagonal drums and encircled with a bold parapet of 
murlons. The interior of the sanctuary comprised of the column hall, which is four 
aisled deep, in which the western wall having range of decorative mihrabs. At three 
places in this columned hall the pillars are so disposed as to provide open spaces thus 
forming a nave and two aisles. These spaces are octagonal as they are content within 
eight pillars, the intervals between each pillar being filled with pointed arches which 
above has a domical ceiling. It is the incidence of this three open base enclosed by 
arches within the rose of pillars that give the sanctuary its charmingly varied 
appearance.26 
At Mandu a most finest and elegant mosque was commenced by Husang Shah known 
as Jami Masjid [ Plate-6D] who ruled from 1405-1434 A.D, but it was only finished 
by Mahmud Shah I in 1454 A.D. According to Fergusson ‘though not very large, it is 
so simple and grand in outline and details, that it ranks high among the monuments of 
its class’. Its dimensions are externally 290ft. from east to west, exclusive of the porch 
on the east which projects about 55ft. by 271ft. from north to south. Internally, the 
courtyard is almost an exact square of 162ft and in other respects the four sides of the 
court are exactly similar, each being ornamented by eleven great arches of precisely 
the same dimensions and height, supported by piers or pillars each 10ft. high, of one 
single block of red sandstone. The only variety attempted is, that the east side has two 
arcades in depth, the north and south three; while the west side or that facing Mecca 
                                                             
26 Percy Brown, op.cit., p.60 
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has five, besides being ornamented by three great domes, each 42ft. in diameter27. 
There are two subsidiary entrances on the northern side one for the use of the general 
mass to enter into the sahn while the other entrance is for the zanana, slightly 
different concept introduced here for the zanana. As the building is raised on a high 
plinth this enables the front side of the basement to contain a series of arch chamber 
for public use as a sarai. The entrance hall of the liwan still contains some fragile 
coloured glazed tiles and its dome even displays similarity with the three chief domes 
of the sanctuary. The courtyard as surrounded by cloisters from all the sides having 
eleven openings in each side forming a facade to the pillared halls, within the 
sanctuary to the western side is five aisled deep. The surmounting three large domes 
are also covered with a symmetrical pattern of cylindrical cupolas, one being placed 
over each bay of the interior, thus total counted as 158.  
According to Fergusson “the columned hall of the sanctuary, one is struck at 
once by the effect produced by its repeating arcades of arches, the manifold rows of 
which are within the other, give this interior not only a stately appearance but also an 
atmosphere in keeping with its sacred purpose.” The western wall consisting 
sculptured mihrabs at regular intervals and a elegantly designed mimber (pulpit) 
[Plate-6E] in the central bay displays highly ornamented design like a pulpit of Adina 
mosque of Pandua. Yazdani expressed the opinion that the plan of the Jami Masjid 
was based upon the mosque of Damascus. He also compared the Mandu Mosque with 
the Qirawan Masjid with which, however, it has little resemblance. Persian influences 
are also to be observed in the polychrome designs, transverse ribbed arches and the 
use of rectangular mihrab niches.28 (Mandu buildings architecture had great impact on 
the Shahjahani buildings, and thus he took advantage out of it). Bahamani Kingdom 
as established by the Muslims for the first time in South India was the great medieval 
Indian Kingdoms authorized as the first independent Islamic Kingdom in South India. 
But after 1518A.D the Bahamani Sultanate broke up into five states; Nizamshahi of 
Ahmednagar, Qutubshahi of Golconda (Hyderabad), Baridshahi of Bidar, Imadshahi 
of Berar and Adilshahi of Bijapur. Among the five independent dynasties, Bijapur 
Sultanate carved out a unique and distinct architectural style landmarks. There 
buildings art developed out obviously of the earlier productions of the Bahamani rule. 
                                                             
27 James Fergusson, op.cit., p.248 
28 S.M.Hasan, op.cit., p.45 
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The salient architectural features of this region characterised as especially dome, 
which in buildings of average proportions is almost spherical in shape, and rises out 
of a bond of conventional petals at its base. These forms were repeated to a small 
scale as an ornamental finish to the turrets. The shape of the arch, too, is distinctive, 
which is four-centred variety like that of the Tudor Gothic, but fuller in its curve. And 
the cornice, or chhajja, a characteristic architectural ornament in most of the 
buildings, remarkable for its size and projections and for the closely ranked decorated 
brackets by which it is supported.29 
Jami masjid of Bijapur [Plate-6F] is considered to be the one of the largest 
mosque of South India. It was built by Ali Adil Shah (1558-1580 A.D) in the year 
1578 A.D. This mosque undoubtedly set an example of unique planning but 
unfortunately it was never fully completed as it still lacks two minars which were 
intended to flank the front of its eastern exterior; infact only that on the north was 
properly began but not completed. It is a large structure, as it plan forms a rectangle 
450ft by 225ft. The courtyard within this mosque, which is a square of 155ft side, is 
contained as three sides by a superb range of arches, seven on each side, and those at 
the western end with the central opening emphasized by foliations, forming the facade 
of the sanctuary. Over these facade arches projects a wide and deep cornice or 
brackets, and around the middle of the sanctuary raises the square arcaded clerestory 
supporting the great dome. It is from this point of view that the stylish connection 
with the Bahamani mode is observable especially in the treatment of the dome and its 
substructure, and its development from the same formations in the mosque within the 
fort at Gulbarga. The dome and its outer part of Bijapur Jama Masjid are highly 
remarkable to mention its attractable adornments. The additional qualities were 
obtained by the judicious application of appropriate architectural embellishments both 
to the clerestory and to the dome, and by the more refined shaping of the dome itself. 
In the case of the clerestory these elaborations took the form of an arcaded 
fenestration around its sides, and a more pronounced system of merlons over the 
parapets, while the dome was enriched by bold foliations at its juncture with the drum. 
The dome is no longer stilted but is hemispherical in contour, its apex rising up into a 
massive metal finial crowned by the symbol of the crescent30. The interior of the hall 
                                                             
29 Percy Brown, op.cit., p.74 
30 Percy Brown, op.cit., p.75 
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is divided into five aisles by means of arches on substantial masons piers. The nave in 
the centre is a square compartment of 76ft. diameter and contained within twelve 
arches, three on each side. These arches intersect above thus producing an octagonal 
cornice for the support of the base of the dome. Around this central space are the bays 
of the aisles, each occupying a square with the ceiling of each constructed on the same 
principle as the nave but is a modified form to suit their smaller size.  Central arched 
mihrab consists of elaborate mural design in relief and brilliant colour. As in the 
present structure later Aurangzeb added as exterior to the eastern side in the form of 
eastern gateway to the mosque. 
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Plate-1 
 
A: Quwwat-ul-Islam Mosque, Delhi 
   
B: Arhai-Din- ka Jhopra Masjid, Ajmer                                  C: Jami Masjid, Badaun 
 
D: Jammat Khana Masjid, Delhi                                                E: Shah Alam Masjid, Wazirabad 
(Delhi) 
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Plate-2 
                                                                                           
A: Begumpuri Masjid, Delhi                                              B:  Khirki Masjid, Delhi 
    
C: Jami Masjid, Firoz Shah Kotla, Delhi                                D: Jami Masjid, Nizamuddin, Delhi 
 
           
E: Khirki Masjid, Delhi                                                                         F:    Jami Masjid, Gulbarga 
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Plate-3 
   
A: Bara Sona Masjid, Gaur (WB)                                                B:  Adina Masjid, Malda (WB) 
 
C: Jami Masjid, Jaunpur 
      
D: Bara Gumbad Masjid, Lodi Garden, Delhi                       E: Moth-ki-Masjid, Delhi 
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Plate-4 
 
A: Jamali Kamali Masjid, Mahrauli, Delhi          
 
B: Isa Khan Masjid, Delhi 
 
C: Nili Masjid, Delhi 
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Plate-5 
 
A:Qila-i-Kunha mosque, Delhi 
      
B: Jami Masjid, Cambay                                            C: Jami Masjid, Ahmadabad                                                                               
 
D:  Jami Masjid, Champaner 
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                                                                              Plate-6 
 
            
                       A: Sidi Sayyad Masjid                                                  B: Carved arched, Sidi Sayyad 
 
      
        C: Lat-ki-Masjid, Mandu                                                      D: Jami Masjid, Mandu 
 
         
    E: Mihrab & Pulpit, Jami Masjid, Mandu                           F: Jami Masjid, Bijapur 
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Chapter-2 
Continuity and Innovation of Mughal Architecture under 
Shahjahan 
On 6th Febuary 1628 A.D, Prince Khurram ascended the throne with the title 
of Abul Muzaffar Shihabuddin Muhammad Sahib-e-Kirani Sani Shahjahan (1592-
1666) A.D [Pl-1A]. He had inherited the elegant cities of Lahore and Agra, but soon 
after his accession “the thought came to his mind that he should select some pleasant 
site on the banks of the river, distinguished by its genial climate where he might found 
a splendid fort and delightful edifices. He envisioned that streams of water should be 
made to follow through the proposed fort and that its terraces should outlook the 
river.1” Every place which Shahjahan visited during his reign bears a monument of his 
insatiable architectural interest. It is impossible to give even a list of all such 
buildings. Ajmer, Kashmir, Lahore, Ambala, Bari, Faizabad, Gwalior, Kabul and 
many other cities are mentioned by contemporary chroniclers as towns where 
Shahjahan erected buildings. But the most representative cluster is preserved at Agra 
and Delhi. It is well said that inheritance always carry the son blood flow----like his 
father (more than him) and grandfather, Shahjahan showed great interest in raising 
beautiful and dazzling monuments across the country. Therefore, Mughal architecture 
gains its popularity under Akbar but in Shahjahan reign its zenith glory is 
undoubtedly touched upon. In the beginning of reign, Shahjahan minutely watched 
the art and architecture’s not only of his blood ancestors but regional architectures as 
well. He meticulously carried out same pattern prevalent in existing architectures 
across the country. Even if the entire mass of historical literatures would have 
perished and only these buildings remained to tell the story of Shahjahana’s reign 
there is a little doubt that it would have still been pronounced as the most magnificent 
in history. Experts hold divergent views on the architectural style of his period. Those 
who hesitate to credit Indian genius with the capacity to produce anything new or 
original trace in a powerful extraneous influence. But other’s held a contrary opinion 
and asserts that this style is the natural growth and consummation of strict Indian 
tradition. 
                                                             
1 W.E. Begley and Z.A. Desai Shahjahanama by Inayat khan (Delhi,1990) p.406  
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Mughal architecture having passed through progressive stage and steady 
growth under the Shahjahan’s predecessors attained perfection in Shahjahan’s period 
only. The striking difference in the style of buildings of Akbar’s reign and those of his 
grandson at first sight precludes the possibility of evolution in the eyes of those who 
do not ponder to find a clue or link between the two. But a little thinking dispels any 
such notions. If we take the building of the two reigns together we can surely 
establish, a chain and trace the stages of development.  There is yet one other 
explanation for this sudden change, and it is to be found in the number of buildings 
constructed during Shahjahan’s reign. Moreover, the emperor himself understood the 
science of architecture well and possessed a keen sense of distinguishing the 
impressive and grandiose from the ugly and grotesque.  
Infact, he examined every plan and pulled it to pieces to experts (There was an 
official in charge of the buildings department and his title was Darogha-i-Imarat, 
Makramat Khan for a time held this post) before giving his final approval to it. In this 
circumstance it is no wonder that a superb and strikingly new style should be evolved. 
Shahjahan tastes in architecture dates back to very early period of his life. Even as a 
prince we find him altering and renovating the buildings assigned to him for his 
residence.  If we closely start watching a minute details of Shahjahan’s masterpiece 
product of Indian Architecture Taj Mahal then we observe the gradual development of 
the Indian building craft from the time of Mahmud Ghazni, it will be clear that the 
Taj, like all the other great buildings of the world, is not an isolated phenomenon, the 
creation of a single mastermind, but the glorious consummation of a great epoch of 
art2. Shahjahan’s dome pinnacles are decorated with inverted lotus leaf which derived 
back to its early Buddhist proto type. But before Shahjahan adopted directly from 
Buddhist’s school of architecture it first of all adopted and utilized in the Ibrahim’s 
tomb at Bijapur. The splendour of Shahjahan’s architectural undertakings attracted, 
master craftsmen from all parts of the Mughal empire; but the explanations of the 
lotus dome of the Taj and the other of Shahjahan’s buildings is to be found in the 
influence of the rival Muhammadan power in the Deccan. Probably, also the 
wonderful marble trellis-work which surrounds the cenotaph of Mumtaz Mahal must 
be attributed mainly to Bijapur craftsmen, for it has closer affinities to Bijapur work 
than to any other contemporary school of Indian craftsmanship. 
                                                             
2 E.B.Havell. Indian Architecture, London: 1913, p.208 
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In the Taj Mahal, the Moti Masjid in Agra Fort and in the palaces at Delhi 
Shahjahan’s master builders concentrated themselves more upon the effort to produce 
a perfect refinement of contour and decoration than upon new experiments in 
structural design. They applied to building the fine art of line practiced by the Mughal 
court painters and calligraphy history in whose work both Jehangir and Shahjahan 
took a keen personal interest. The tombs of Mumtaz Mahall and Moti Masjid at Agra 
have all the delicate perfections of the rare and most exquisite miniature pictures by 
the best artists of Jahangir’s and Shahjahan’s court. Among the most perfect of 
Shahjahan’s buildings though the least known are the marble pavilions on the 
embankments of the Ana Sagar Lake at Ajmer [Pl-1B]. They belong to the same 
classic schools of Indian building of which Gujarat and Fatehpur Sikri furnish many 
examples. In purely of form and perfection of proportion the classic schools of Europe 
can show nothing finer. 
Shahjahan’s builders made an attempt to carry further tradition of Akbar’s 
Mosque of Fatehpur Sikri in the Jami Masjid at Delhi. It resembles its proto type in its 
spacious planning and in the triple domes above the main sanctuary except that the 
Bijapur type of dome is substituted from that of the northern tradition. Shahjahan’s 
Mosque [Plate-1C] was designed to be a striking landmark which should attract the 
eye of the faithful from far and proclaim the glory of Islam over the whole 
surrounding country. From its largeness of conception, pleasing proportions and the 
architectonic unity of the design it must be considered one of the finest mosques of 
the world3. According to Havells “it is inaccurate to apply the term Indo-Persian to 
Itimad-ud-daulah’s tomb and other Jehangir’s and Shahjahan’s buildings. The 
structural design of the tomb belongs to the Hindu tradition upon which all Mughal 
architecture is based and even the inlaid decoration was in all probability entirely 
designed and carried out by the same Hindu craftsmen who afterwards executed that 
of Taj Mahal. Nur Jahan’s intention was to reproduce in marble and precious inlay  
the enamelled tile mosaic of Persian tombs; but Persian craftsmen who were not 
skilled in fine  masonry could not do  this for her. The Indian masons, therefore, with 
their usual versality adapted their craft to the empress’s taste.4” 
                                                             
3 Havells, 1913, op.cit., 209-10 
4 Ibid, p.207 
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Even in Wazir Khan’s Mosque at Lahore, built in the beginning of 
Shahjahan’s reign where tile mosaic borrowed from Persia is largely used, it is not 
applied in the Persian way as a protection to the brick work, but is panelled out for 
purely decorative purposes in a manner characteristically Indian. The domes of the 
mosque and general structural arrangements also maintain an Indian character.5 
SHISH MAHAL  
Another most striking innovation which thereafter attracted the attention of 
majority under the Shahjahan’s building scheme is the Shish Mahal’ a palatial 
apartment. Shahjahan got erected this beautiful Shish Mahal [Pl-2A] as favourate 
abode in the entire three major forts; Delhi, Agra and Lahore. In Delhi this apartment 
takes the form of an open pavilion in single story, its facades engrailed arches shaded 
by a wide eave or chhajja above which rises a parapet and from each corner a graceful 
kiosks. The interiors also consists of engrailed arches intersecting arcades which 
divide the whole space into square or oblong bays each bay having a cavetto or cyma 
recta cornice and a flat highly decorated ceiling. There are no pillars, their place being 
taken by massive square or twelve-sided piers, a formation which also gives a 
spacious soffit to the arches. There ornamentation distributed over every portion of 
gilt coloured and inlaid patterns in sinuous scrolls and serpentine lines accentuating 
that atmosphere of voluptuousness with which these buildings were so associated. 
Within the traceried foliations on the walls, piers and arches conventional flowers 
were freely introduced roses, poppies, lilies etc. About this Rang Mahalit is said “in 
lustre and in colour it is far superior to the palaces in the promised paradise” due to its 
lavish decoration.6 
Nine cusped engrailed arches, divide the main halls into fifteen bays each 
square with a flat ceiling. On each north and south side of the arched hall which is 
triple-aisled deep and has a five arched façade, are closed chambers which have been 
specifically treated with glass mosaic decoration on which account it is also 
sometimes called Shish Mahal7 [Pl-2B] likewise the Shish Mahals were constructed 
subsequently in Lahore and Agra Fort.  
The Shish Mahal [Pl-2C] is a delightful, exalted and strong chamber, the door 
and wall of which are in some places adorned with glass mosaic and in others with 
                                                             
5 Ibid, p.207 
6 Brown, Indian Architecture, p.103-04 
7 R. Nath,  History of Mughal Architecture, vol. IV,  p.350 
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gold and a variety of colours.8 This is situated on the north-eastern corner of the 
Anguri Bagh on the exact western side of the Musamman Burj just below the Diwani-
i-Khas. The twin palaces Khas Mahal (Aramgah) and the Musamman Burj being 
situated on the intermediary level higher than the Shish Mahal but lower than the 
Diwan-i-Khas so that the buildings of this area are on three levels of elevation. The 
Shish Mahal [Pl-2C] is divided into two equal dimensions connected into entirely on 
broad arched opening on the sides by two narrow passages. The northern wall of the 
internal hall has a beautiful niches sunk in the middle containing two series of white 
marble arched candle niches (Chinikhana) each having three rows of seven niches that 
thus being 11 niches in each series. It has two inlets of water, one through a wide slit 
between two marble slabs on the upper series and the other through a pipe. The water 
coming through the upper slit would naturally fall below on the trough which projects 
forward between the two series of candle niches. Candles glowing and shimmering 
behind the waterfall in the semi dark halls, studded with mirrors, ready to reflect in a 
hundred ways. This mysterious effect of coloured light was much enhanced by the 
provision of running water falling as a cascade work gurgling through the fountains 
and rippling in the canal one to another. The building is made up of extra thick walls 
and ceilings to ensure undisturbed coolness inside. It seems that the Mughal artisans 
learnt this technique from Byzantine traditions. However, the Mughal glass work is 
different from the Byzantine, the motifs and the designs as well as the technique, their 
art (Mughals) are associated with the exquisite relief and incised stucco work. Among 
the decorative motifs, important are panels with ‘Ghata-Pallavas’. R Nath recorded 
the statements made by Lahori as beneath the building (Diwan-i-khas), there was 
‘Tehkhanah’ (basement) which had a beautiful and pleasant (Ruh-Afza). Mirror work 
had been done on its walls and arches (aina-bandi namuda-anda) and the whole had 
been gorgeously finished by gold in different colours (ba tila va guna- gun rung ta).9 
Likewise, Shish Mahal is also constructed in Lahore Fort [Pl-2D], this pavilion’s 
central portion facade is composed of five cusped marble arches supported on multi-
faceted double marble pillars (as like the pillars of the Diwan-e-Khass of Agra Fort) 
whose bases are inlaid with precious stones10. 
                                                             
8 ARASI, 1903-04, p.179 
9 R.Nath. History of Mughal Architecture, vol. IV,  p.309-11  
10 Catherine, B. Asher, op.cit., p.180 
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Another beautiful innovative measure was taken by Shahjahan to ornate his 
palatial building were Nahr-i-Bahisht (stream of heaven). Earlier his predecessor, 
apparently utilize the beauty and freshness of flowing water through tank and 
channels into the gardens (chaharbagh) and tomb gardens also. But later only the 
Shahjahan did further creative measures to bring this kind of gurgling flowing water 
into his palatial buildings to enhance its beauty more. Thus he not only provided more 
beauty to palatial structures but also intended to imitate the Jannat (paradise promise 
to those who obey the command of God). The faithful believer who carries out the 
command of almighty will be assured Jannat (hereafter). In Jannat the faithful 
believer will be given luxurious life to reside in palatial buildings under them flow of 
water through the channels would be provided to them. Nahr-i-Bahist, serene water 
had been running during its initial years of its completion into the marble made 
buildings structures towards the end of the east side of the fort. The continuous supply 
of water distributed not only into the marble built under the palatial structures but also 
to other fragmentary red sand stone structures within the premises. In the palatial 
buildings it disposed from Shah Burj at the north east corner and running through 
channel to enter Hammam then to Diwani-i-Khas11, Aramgah, Rang Mahal and from 
here it turns at 90 degree towards west into large hauz. A constant water supply 
though channels, tanks, waterfalls and fountains of the white marble palaces of 
Shahjahan, Water was drawn from the river Jamuna at the Khizri Gate and transferred 
to three overhead tanks situated on the terrace of the Hammam, then it was conveyed 
to the Hammam, Macchi Bhawan, Shish Mahal, Shah Burj and other apartments of 
this area. 
A small passage to the north of the Anguri Bagh leads to the most remarkable 
of the female apartments, the Shish Mahal or palace of mirrors so called from the 
walls being lined with tale, or small bits of glass, disposed of so as to represent 
clusters of mirrors in miniature. This glazed mansion consists of two compartments in 
the centre is a beautiful jet deau, discharging its contents into marble basins so 
curiously carved that the moving water over it produced the appearance of fish. The 
walls over which the mimic cascades tambled are so constructed at the northern end 
as to be lighted from within, and the light reflected by thousands of transparent 
                                                             
11 In Shahjahanabad Fort, the most renowned building is the white marble palace, kown as Diwan-e-
Khas about which the Emperor himself got inscribed the notion in Persian as translated in English “If 
there is a paradise on earth, it’s this, it’s this, and it’s this. See, Abraham Eraly, 1997, p.310    
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glasses are around and the sheet of water below and the rays caused by the descending 
showers afforded almost dazzling and enchanting scene. Shahjahan was very 
particular about the throne as he considered himself as Sahib-e-Kirani Sani and might 
have imagined how His forefathers used to seat on the throne, especially Timur, or 
Throne itself an insignia to the royal.  During the inauguration of newly found 
Shahjahanbad Fort, was the ten-day celebration for His Highness Emperor Shahjahan 
to welcome. His Highness came from Agra travelled by the Yamuna in the royal 
barge on 18th April 1648, to mound, at the time specified by astrologers as auspicious, 
the Jewelled Throne in the Hall of Audience. The jewelled throne actually the 
fabulous Peacock Throne that Shahjahan had commissioned on his accession. The 
Peacock Throne was a unique achievement of the jeweller’s art. It was the richest and 
most superb throne which had ever been seen in the world. It was ordered that, in 
addition to the jewels in the imperial jewel-house, rubies, garnets, diamonds, rich 
pearls and emeralds, to the value of 200 lakhs of rupees, handed over to Be-badal 
Khan (Superintendant of the goldsmith Department) was about 2.5m length and 2.5m 
breadth and about 4m in height. The outside of the canopy was of enamel work with 
occasional gems, the inside was to be thickly set with rubies, garnets, and other 
jewels, and it was supported by twelve emerald columns. On the top of each pillar, 
there were two peacocks thick set with gems and between each two peacocks a tree 
set with rubies and diamonds, emeralds and pearls. The ascent consisted of three steps 
set with jewels of fine water. This throne was completed in the course of seven years 
at a cost of 100 lakhs. Of the eleven jewelled recesses (takhta) formed around it for 
cushions, the middle one, intended for the seat of the Emperor, cost 10 Lakhs of 
rupees. Among the jewels set in this recess was a ruby worth a lakh of rupees, which 
Shah Abaas, the king of Iran presented to the Emperor Jahangir12. The ten million 
rupees as the cost of the Peacock Throne was only the cost of materials used in it, 
Bernier estimates the total cost of the Peacock Throne at thirty or forty million rupees. 
Shahjahan sat on the Peacock Throne for the first time in 1634, the eighth year of his 
                                                             
12 The gifted ruby by the king of Persia had the inscribed names of the great Emperor Timur Sahibe 
Kirane, Mirza Shahrukh Mirza Ulugh Beg and Shah ‘Abbas’ as well as the names of the emperors 
Akbar, Jehangir and His majesty Shahjahan himself. See,  W.E. Begley & Z.A. Desai (eds.) The 
Shahjahan Nama of Inayat Khan, An Abridged History of the Mughal Emperor Shahjahan, Delhi: 
1989, p.8 
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reign, during the celebration of the vernal equinox that year in Agra; later the throne 
was taken to Delhi, when when the Emperor shifted the capital to Shahjahanabad13.     
MOTI MASJID 
Emperor Shahjahan perceived an innovative idea to provide preciousness to 
religious buildings; it became a trend among the Mughal Emperors and especially 
during this Emperor regime to establish a practice to name the mosques after the 
generic names for gemstone. Therefore, first Moti Mosque [Pl-2E] was erected inside 
the Lahore Fort in 1630-35 A.D it was among his prominent extensions to the forts 
other marbled made buildings like Shish Mahal and Naulakha pavilion. The structure, 
located in the northwestern corner of Dewan-e-Aam quadrangle, is typical of Mughal 
architecture of Shah Jahan's times14. It is completely built of white marble that was 
brought from Makrana. The façade is composed of cusped arches and 
engaged baluster columns with smooth and fine contours. The mosque has three 
superimposed domes, two aisles of five bays, and a slightly raised central pishtaq, 
or portal with a rectangular frame. This five-arched facade distinguishes it from other 
mosques of the similar class with three-arched facades. The interior is simple and 
plain with the exception of ceilings that are decorated and designed in four different 
orders, two arcuate, and two trabeated. Similar to this pattern Emperor Shahjahan 
built another mosque inside the Agra Fort, even named this newly constructed 
mosque as Moti Masjid [Pl-2F] in 1646-1653 A.D is one of the purest and most 
elegant buildings of its class to be found anywhere. The structure is based on four-
aiwan plan, it opens on the court by seven arches of great beauty, and is surmounted 
by three domes of the bulbous form that became universal about this time15.  
No one can imagine the mosque magnificence until and unless go near to it. It 
is constructed by those skilled and dexterous architects that they must have pre 
requisitely in their mind to build a structure in such way that anybody at the first sight 
could get astonished. Therefore they did justice in achieving the vow, which is in the 
form of standing edifice now. As the exterior of the premise is grand and gigantic in 
                                                             
13 Abraham Eraly, 1997, op.cit., 311-12 
14 According to Catherine “this structure known as Moti Masjid inside the Agra Fort probably under 
the creation of Shahjahan’s patronage, although it is not mentioned in any contemporary source. It is 
less elegant than his mosque at Ajmer, but the cusped arches that meet at acanthus leaf apexes, engaged 
baluster columns on the east façade, and white marble are all features associated with many of 
Shahjahan’s buildings”, see, Catherine. B Asher, 1995,op.cit., p.183  
15 James Fergusson, op.cit., p.318 
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look, same is not the case with the interior of the mosque, infact it is opposite, the 
interior of the mosque is so simple, soft, and pristine that no one can say this edifice 
has been constructed 358 years ago, indeed it looks as if constructed only 10 years 
back. I do not think such kind of mosque has ever been built in Indian sub-continent 
and also not possible in future (as it rightly inscribed in frieze). The high exterior wall 
around the mosque was the innovative constructional idea of the builder, never ever 
such kind of boundary wall around the western liwan has been raised so high. 
Although there are many mosques built in Sultanate and Mughal time but none of any 
could match with this mosque. Moreover, the introduction of chambers or vaulted 
chambers in two-storied style was yet another new idea. The other salient 
constructional feature regarding this mosque could be analysed that the setting or 
raising of domes, i.e. equal size domes or slightly the central one is larger than the 
side ones. But earlier in the three-domed mosques, we find that the central dome used 
to be the largest than the flanking ones such as Jama masjid, Delhi; Jami Masjid, 
Agra; Fatehpuri masjid, Agra fort; Sirhindi masjid, Delhi; Wazir Khan masjid , 
Lahore; Idgah Jami masjid, Mathura etc. Another remarkable thing in this western 
liwan is the raising of domes directly above the middle aisle instead of the aisle close 
to mihrabs. And other striking features about the absence of aiwan portal (pistaq) to 
the front of western liwan. What we think if the builder could have maintained the 
sizes and setting of the domes and aiwan portal as earlier 3-domed style to the western 
liwan, this mosque could have been more beautiful than present edifice16. It is 
surprising to note that the  during Shahjahanabad Fort’s construction in 1638 A.D, 
Delhi, was built without any mosque inside, neither large one nor any private chapel 
like the other forts possession i.e., Agra and Lahore. Therefore, Aurangzeb took the 
vow to construct a mosque inside the fort based on the earlier Shahjahan;s scheme of 
constructing Moti Masjid inside the palatial Fort as a Private Mosque. Moti Masjid 
was constructed inside the Delhi Fort around 1662 A.D [Pl-3A].     
Shahjahan’s yet another creative approach towards architectural approaches 
was the use of tiles mosaic in his some countable buildings like Chinni-ka-Roza in 
Agra and Wazir Khan Mosque in Lahore. Chinni-ka-Roza [Pl-3B] a tomb of his Prime 
minister Mulla Afzal Khan situated half mile north-eastern end of the Pantoon bridge 
                                                             
16 Salim Ansari. Moti Masjid: A Real Pearl in Agra Fort, in IHC Proceedings, Mumbai: 2012, p. 1229-
41 
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on the left bank of the river. It is called Chinni-ka-Roza due to porcelain or glazed 
tiles which decorate the exterior of the building. He died at Lahore in 1639 A.D and 
was buried at Agra in the tomb built by himself during his own lifetime. 
 The building is quadrangular, nearly 80 feet square surmounted by a boulbous 
dome with a spacious central octagonal domed chamber, having in the centre two 
brick cenotaphs with four-sided chambers one on each side. The dome is in the old 
Pathan style.17  The tiles form patterns of flowering plants and calligraphic 
inscriptions in the manner of Shahjahani buildings at Lahore. Thus the concept of tile 
inlay decorations have been inspired by the domed chamber of the Sheikh Lutfullah 
mosque which is brilliantly covered with coloured tiles in a spiral arabesque design.18  
This tomb is one of the best specimens of polychromed glazed tile decoration in India. 
There are no pillars, brackets chhajjas, chhattries or any other Indian feature here and 
the building is essentially based on a Persia conception. Its entire exterior surface has 
been covered with brilliant glazed tiles in floral and stylized designs. Chini-ka-Roza is 
perhaps a single standing edifice on the bank of the Yamuna in Agra having 
extraordinary designs, materials and styles architectural model has been achieved by 
its planners. It is indeed not only fabulous and spectacular from exterior make up but 
also from interior chambers as far as its paintings and stucco on the wall surfaces and 
ceilings is concerned. But here the query remained unanswered   why Shahjahan did 
only build this style edifice (Chinni-ka-Roza) if he could build this kind of edifice 
why not other monuments had this kind of designs? Both the Wazir Khan’s mosque at 
Lahore and Chini-ka-Roza at Agra has same material almost the similar veneer 
material and technique. Although, glazed tile decorative monuments can be found in 
Humayun’s period especially in Sabz Burj and Nila Gumbad ----- near by the 
Humayun’s tomb, Delhi must be fascinated by the Persian mode of art decoration 
during the Humayun stay in Iran. 
Wazir khan’s Mosque [Pl-3C] is located in Lahore, Pakistan undoubtedly 
surpassing beauty and elegance. It is entirely covered with arabesque painting and 
lacquered tiles and the inlay pottery decorations and panelling of the walls are as vivid 
and glowing as bright and perfect. The panels of pottery are set in hand mortar, and 
the leaves and flowers, trees and goblets, which decorate the exterior of the walls, are 
                                                             
17 S.M.Latif Agra Historical and Descriptive, Calcutta 1896, p. 189 
18 Razia Grover. Mosques, New Delhi: 2006, p.90 
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detached pieces of pots or tile, so fitted together as to represent painted work, though 
they are strictly inlay. The style of the building is perso-mughal and the structure is 
situated on a raised platform and is reached by a flight of steps to the east. It is 
divided into five compartments each opening upon a spacious courtyard and 
surmounted by a dome, the centre one like the middle arched way being much layered 
and higher than the two on either side of it. At each corners of the quadrangle is a 
minaret of great height with a gallery round it. A reservoir is found in the centre of 
courtyard for ablution. It was built in 1634 A.D by Sheikh Itimuddin Ansari, son of 
Sheikh Abdul Latif and son of Sheikh Hisamuddin19.  
Four minarets stand on the four corners of the courtyard. Staircases are provided from 
inside the minarets to go on the top of the chhattris. These are erected on square bases 
but about the middle of the height they assume an octagonal shape which continues up 
to the canopies resting on projected balconies are heavy domes over them. The façade 
of the sanctuary is practically covered with kashsi and is divided into usual oblong 
panels. A beautiful boarder is carried out rectangularity round the central archway and 
inscriptions in Persian characters occur in on outer boarder, in a long panel over the 
archway and in horizontal panels along the upper portions of the lower walls to right 
and left. The spandrels are filled in which extremely fine designs. A madakhal pattern 
runs along the parapet of this façade, up the sides of the heightened central portion 
and round the lower gallery of the minars. Although the multi-coloured glazed tile 
decoration had been a prominent feature of the buildings of Lahore and its best 
magnificent edifice is Wazir Khan Mosque. Indeed, this kind of decorating technique 
has been derived from the Safavid dynasty under the great Shah Abbas in his capital 
of Ishfahan, his masons were brilliant and skilled in decoration.20 
 Another new revived technique evolved during Shahjahan period was the art 
of calligraphy. Although, art calligraphy as a trend been prominently prevalent during 
the Sultanate periods prior to the Shahjahan reign. Ornamental inscriptions also 
embellished the monuments of Akbar and Jehangir but not up to the label as 
Shahjahan utilized or decorated his buildings. Shahjahan did not relied on stucco and 
embossed inscriptions but his characteristic style was the inlaid of black marble on 
white marble surfaces. Thus, the prolific inserting of black marble in Persian and 
                                                             
19  S. M. Latif  Agra: Historical and Descriptive, Culcutta:1896, p.214-15 
 
20 M.Abdullah Chaghatai The Wazir Khan Mosque: Lahore, Lahore: 1985, p.17-19 
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Arabic script in the buildings accomplished the calligraphic design. Most of the 
buildings began to be inscribed on tombs and mosques. And even on tombs and 
mosques the provenance of decorating inscriptions was either around the band of the 
main portal (main enhance to the chamber) or on the forehead of the façade in frieze 
or panel form. Black marble stone inscribed around the main portal of the entrances 
are in world famous Taj Mahal, Jami Mosque, Agra; Akbarabadi Mosque (Extinct) 
Delhi etc. and the fore head of the mosque’s facade are also ornated with inscribed 
black marble stone are Moti Mosque21, Agra; Jami Majid, Ajmer (inside the dargah), 
Jami Masjid, Delhi etc. inscribed with marble stone also prevalent in Diwan-i-Khas 
[Pl-3D] of Agra fort in frieze form.  
Shahjahan’s another innovative structural element was Bengali Chauchala 
vaulted roof in many of his palatial forts at least one building of this kind was 
prevalent. And thereafter, one can see this kind of beautiful separate structure. The 
Bengali pavilion situated beside the Khas Mahal and according to the court historian 
this was the pavilion through which Shahjahan used to show himself early in the 
morning (Jharoka Darshan) [Pl-3E]. This unique pavilion is surmounted by curved 
sloping and a roof is gilded overlooking the river Jamuna, similar kind of a small 
rectangular marble pavilion, known as the Naulakha [Plate-2D(Appdx)]is presently 
situated inside the Lahore Fort on the west side of the quadrangle. This exquisitely 
carved marble pavilion originally covered by a deeply curved sloping roof. And other 
some curved designed Chhajja or eaves certainly got influenced by the above 
chauchaha dome can be seen in Nagina Mosque [Pl-3F], Agra Fort upper façade and 
Moti Masjid [Pl-4A] of Lal Qila Delhi. This architectural feature adopted by 
Shahjahan in his palatial buildings probably derived from the Chhota Sona Masjid 
[Pl-4B] situated in Firozpur (Gaur) built by Hussain Shah in 1493-1519 A.D. The 
surmounting middle row domes above the main entrance chambers are having three 
bangladaar domes.22 Thus a special form of curved roof was devised for the purpose 
and became in the course of time a fixed convention almost, all buildings of whatever 
material23. Another significant characteristic design is of Shahjahani columns. The 
                                                             
21 For detail about the inscriptions, see, Salim Ansari, op.cit., p. 1229-41 
22 M.Abid Ali Khan, Memoirs of Gaur and Pandua, Publised by Bengal Secretariat Book Depo, 
Calcutta: 1931,p.79-81 
23 Shahjahan’s palace architecture, the so called bangla, a pavilion with the curvilinear roof that the 
Bangali peasants still construct their huts, see Ebba Koch. The Baluster Column- A European Motif in 
Mughal Architecture and its Meaning,  ‘Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institute’, 1982 p.254 
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multi-faceted columns with (muqarnas) capital and a cusped arch base (base having a 
carved design of an inverted cushion capital, whose four flat faces are outlined like a 
cusped arch) [Pl-4C] must have been inspired by the corner fluted turrets of Adina 
Mosque, Malda [Pl-4D] 
  Chihil Satun known as Iwan-i- Daulat Khan-e Khass o Amm was a new 
innovative concept out of creative mind of the Emperor though he extracted some 
idea from contemporary Safavid’s construction. Emperor ordered that halls for his 
public audiences should be constructed in all the great fortified palaces of the capitals 
of the Mughal Empire, in particular at Agra, Lahore, and, according to some sources, 
at Burhanpur. The emperor ordered the construction of the halls out of concerned for 
his novels. In addition the halls made it easier to maintain the proper hierarchy and 
etiquette of an audience, aspects of special interest to Shahjahan. Under his rule 
Mughal court life has become a subject to a strict ceremonial centering of the 
Emperor. Chihil Satuns was like the Safavids Talars—A hypostyle wooden 
construction open on all the three sides set before a masonary wall with the seat for 
the Shah in the centre24. All the palatial public audience halls at all the three different 
capitals i.e., Lahore [Pl-5A]-, Agra [Pl-5B] and Delhi [Pl-5C] have the extant remains 
of Shahi Takhts, beautifully intricately designed by the pietra-dura and other inlaid 
workings. These audience halls are exactly similar in architectural construction 
following the same arrangements of standing pillars and hanging engrailed arches 
upon them. The famous edifice called Diwan-e-Aam holds a special place in Lahori’s 
description. He portrays in mesmerizing details the newly completed Diwan-e-Aam, 
the heart of the place called Dawlat Khana Khass-wa-Amm literally “Palace building 
for the special one and for the wider public”, commonly referred as Diwan-i-Amm or 
hall of Public Audience [P where the emperor held the court twice a day and 
personally used to attend the administration of the empire. While other court historian 
the Qazwini called them Chihil Satun, the forty-pillared pavilion and provided similar 
details of the buildings and added that was constructed within a short period of forty 
days. More significantly, Qazwini underlined the fact that the Chihil Satun was 
personally designed by the creative mind of the emperor. He noted “Iwan with firm 
foundations based on forty pillars (Chihil Satun ) infront of the Jharokha are elegantly 
designed and constructed. It was an innovation (mustahadasat, mabdaat, lit. both 
                                                             
24 Ebba Koch. Diwan-i-Amm and Chihil Satun: The Audience Halls of Shahjahan, Muqarnas, 11, p.147 
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mean innovation, invention, discovery) of no other person but of Sahib-qiran-i-sani25” 
likewise later on similar pattern, Chihil Satun was magnanimously built in the 
sovereign virgin Shahjahanabad fort. The emperor ordered in 1628 A.D the building 
of the great hall of the Diwani-i-Amm (now greatly altered) to be constructed on the 
pattern of that of Agra.26 Diwani-i-Amm of the red fort of Delhi is though, built of red 
sand stone material but unchallenging very beautiful due to its twin 12-faced shaft 
pillar and hanging engrailed arches all around.  
Within it is Shahjahan’s Jharokha (Jharoka-i-Khass-o-Amm) the one which he 
presented himself to his nobles. The throne [Pl-5D], situated in the central bay of the 
east wall, is composed of a high plinth upon which are carved floral sprays and 
baluster columns like those on the throne niche in the public Audience Hall of the 
Agra fort. At each corner of it is a large baluster column that supports a deeply 
sloping curved roof inspired from the Bangla dome of chautala type Bengal 
Architecture). Not only this, Jharokha is more importantly unique for its inlay work 
in the throne itself. The inlaying of precious stones did in it so immensely that nothing 
a part is left out. The whole baluster pillar and the curving roofs are inlaid vigorously. 
The back wall from where the Emperor used to enter in the public hall and seats into 
jharokha has been also profusely decorated applying with pietra-dura technique. 
Here, emphasis on the word rare is not hyperbole, for rectangular plaques of black 
marble are inlaid with rare stones a technique known as pietra-dura. These black 
marble plaques were imported from Italy, doubtless presented to the emperor as a 
special gift, while the surrounding white marble inlaid with precious stones forming 
the birds and flowers was Mughal work. Most of these imported peitra-dura panels 
depict single birds and floral motifs; a few that depict lions are probably Indian 
works, not imported. Different from all the others, the top central panel, an Italian 
product illustrates Orpheus playing his lute and wild animals seated peacefully before 
him. Here, the combination of Orpheus, the birds, flowers and lions symbolize the 
throne of Solomon, regarded as the ideal model of Islamic kingship.27 Once when 
Shahjahan noticed a covered marked (bazaar-i-musaqqaf) in octangular form after the 
fashion of Baghdad (Musamman Baghdadi), he so liked it that he dispatched the tarah 
                                                             
25 Gulfishan, Khan. Some Thoughts on the Shahjahani Architecture in S.M Akhter (ed) ‘Islamic 
Architecture at the cross roads’ Jamia Milia Islamia, New Delhi: 2011, p.82). 
26 E. Koch, op.cit., 1991, p.114 
27 Catherine, A. Asher, op.cit., 1995, p.196 
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(design) of the market to Mukaramat Khan, then the Governor of Delhi and supervisor 
of the Red Fort project, with the instruction that a similar covered market should be 
constructed in the Fort.28  
Besides these Shahjahani architectural innovative and traditional features, two 
independent elements need to be highlighted not only for architectural mode of 
synthesis but also for aesthetic purpose i.e., engrailed arch and baluster pillars. Later, 
was the new architectural motif appeared during Shahjahana time. The earliest extant 
of the Mughal baluster column are found solely in Shahjahan’s three great fortress-
palaces, Agra and Lahore (both were founded by Akbar in about 1565A.D and later 
modified under Shahjahan from 1628 A.D onwards) and third is his virgin sovereign 
city Shahjahanabad, Delhi. The earliest example of its utilization was done in 
Macchhi Bhawan and Mina Bazaar both in Agra Fort. The column is having four 
parts- like base, pot-like element, shaft and capital. The pot-like element is further 
decorated with acanthus and fluted or moulded in the same way as the shaft. One of 
the most striking characteristics of early column is their widespread use, the baluster 
column as a functional architectural element supporting are engrailed or semi circular 
arch is used in three of Shahjahan’s palace buildings in the red fort of Agra: the 
throne, Mina Bazaar and Nagina Masjid. Later it frequently employed in Red Fort’s 
Jharokha-i-Darshan (a special marble made small throne baldachin) 
Daulat Khana-i-khass-o-Amm, Shah Burj, the twin pavilions (Sawan and 
Bhadon, Hayat Baksh garden). The surprising fact is that there is no free standing 
baluster column of Shahjahan’s reign preserved in the fort of Lahore. Closer 
prototypes for the Mughal baluster column however, in eastern India, where balusters 
and baluster columns occur in Budhist and Hindu architecture and sculpture reliefs. In 
the Machhi Bhawan’s the balusters columns having pot overflowing leaves 
apparently, this is meant to be the motif of purna-ghata, the old auspicious symbol 
used for pillars in Buddhist and Hindu architecture. The formal most striking 
decorative motif of Shahjahani architectural synthesis is engrailed cusped arches. 
These cusped arches utilized almost all the important buildings of the fortress palaces 
of the Agra, Lahore and Delhi. These sharp-edged cusped arches making buildings 
and apartments more lovable and beautiful. For example, the beauty of the Moti 
                                                             
28 Gulfishan Khan, op.cit., p.82 
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Masjid and Nagina Masjid with elegant shinning solely lies on the arrangements of 
these cusped arches. 
Baluster column [Pl-5E] derived from three sources, Eastern India, 
Transoxania and Northern Europe, from where it introduced into Mughal architecture 
around 1628 A.D apparently by Shahjahan, who was himself well versed in 
architecture and had been in the Deccan and Eastern India (Bengal) from 1622 to 
1625 A.D and thus, had observed the styles of those regions at first hand. In Eastern 
India the baluster column had been used in Buddhist and Hindu building and 
decoration were being done in ornamental pavilions and votive stupas. Transoxania, 
the land of the Mughals origin has buildings with slender wooden columns with shafts 
ending in a bulb at the bottom, the shafts somewhere fixed on a pot. But the 
Transoxanian capital has stalactites, not foliation. The Mughal Cypress column takes 
its capital, with its foliation naturalistically treated, directly from northern European 
prints.29 Bengali roof with segmental arched eaves, the cover of the Bengali pavilion 
inspired by the pliable bamboo structures of Bengal. It comes in two types: the less 
frequent bi-segmental type (do chala) ending into two ridges and the more common 
quadric-segmental type (chau chala) ending in four ridges. The Mughals adopted the 
later, around 1600 A.D, if not earlier.30 The aesthetic of the Shahjahani marble 
palatial buildings much more dependent upon the fluted cusped arches supported on 
baluster columns must have been derived from the Bangala architecture i.e., Adina 
Mosque [Pl-4D], Chhota Sona Mosque etc. And at last, the most wonder of the age in 
terms of constructing buildings throughout the world is none other than the Taj Mahal 
Mausoleum, which indeed, overshadowed the entire range of the building constructed 
in any period in any country. About this amazing mausoleum, numerous books and 
articles have already been written and continued to be written. I am here, concerned 
only to the subsidiary buildings, i.e., Taj Mahal Mosque and the Mihman khana (royal 
guest house) both the structures providing unprecedented symmetry (qarina)31. [Pl-5F]  
                                                             
29 Jose, Pereira. The Sacred Architecture of Islam, New Delhi: 2004, p.300 
30 Ibid, 2004, op.cit., p.308  
31 This extraordinary masterpiece is a part of tripartite scheme i.e the mosque and mihman khana all 
placed on the red sandstone plinth on the bank of Yamuna.The mausoleum is the dominant and centre 
stage feature of the tripartite composition with the mosque on its west and mihman khana on the east of 
the mausoleum are complementary elements of the riverfront ensemble of which the mihman khana 
(literally, guest house) was created in the shape of a mosque replica to present the whole scheme in a 
symmetrical manner (qarina) See, Salim Ansari The Taj Mahal Mosque, in N.R. Farooqi & S.N.R. 
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In the sphere of building art material is considered to be the most basic 
requirements, therefore during the Sultanate Age marble used sparingly and in 
Jehangir period this was the bit of transition from sandstone material but during the 
Shahjahani period marble was used as a building material immensely or appropriately 
be called as excessively, henceforth Shahjahan preferably wished to dismantle all the 
prior standing sandstone building and transferred them into marble due to its texture 
and lovely brightness though undoubtedly this material was too expensive. Whenever, 
Shahjahan found difficult to quarry marble for his buildings, he immediately 
substituted this material with lime. Tavernier mentions that the trade of lime obtained 
from Bharuch (Gujrat) and exported to other parts became a great source of profit to 
the Emperor Shahjahan. 
 
                                                                                                                                                                              
Rizvi (eds.) Interrogating The Past: Northern India Through the Ages, Anamika Publishers, New 
Delhi: 2015, p. 139. 
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Plate-1 
        
A: Emperor Shahjahan                                                  B: Ana Sagar Baradari, Ajmer 
          
    C:  Jama Masjid, Delhi                                                  D: Shish Mahal, Agra Fort 
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Plate-2 
    
 A: Shish Mahal, Agra Fort                                                    B: Rang Mahal, Red Fort Delhi 
          
         C: Shish Mahal, Red Fort Delhi                                       D: Shish Mahal, Lahore Fort 
        
        E: Moti Mosque, Lahore Fort                                      F: Moti Mosque, Agra Fort 
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Plate-3 
                
     A: Moti Mosque, Red Fort Delhi                                         B : Chini-ka-Rouza, Agra 
        
  C: Wazir Khan Mosque, Lahore                                   D: Inscribed Diwan-e-Khas, Agra Fort        
                              
    
E: Bangaladaar Roof, Agra Fort                                F: Curved Chajja , Nagina Mosque Agra Fort    
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Plate-4 
         
A: Curved Chhajja, Moti Mosque, Red Fort Delhi     B: Bangladaar Dome, Chhota Sona Masjid,  
        Malda 
 
      
C: Shahjahani Pillars, Macchi Bhawan, Agra Fort            D: Cornerstone Fluted Minaret, Adina 
Mosque                
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Plate-5 
    
  A: Diwan-e-Amm, Lahore Fort                                                    B: Diwan-e-Amm, Agra Fort   
     
                   C: Diwan-e-Amm, Red Fort Delhi                               D: Shahi Takht, Red Fort Delhi 
       
E:Baluster Column                                 F: Mosque & Mihman khana maintaining the symmetry  
with mausoleum               
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Mina Mosque in Agra Fort: Emperor Shahjahan Utilized in 
Seclusion 
 
Mina Mosque in Agra Fort (Pl-1A) is considered to be the smallest and quite 
beautiful structure among the other structures inside the fort. Nothing much dealt 
regarding this structure in the primary sources and also its explanation in secondary 
sources is more or less same. But some historians assume that it was built by 
Shahjahan during his initial year of accession, probably in 1630 A.D. 
 Story of the emperor attached with it definately. The contemporary historians 
recorded that Shahjahan was absolutely ardent and more punctual in prayer (Salah). 
Mohammad Salih Kambo, a contemporary historian noted that the emperor awakes 
early everyday and performs ablutions (Wajju), prepares for the worship of the God 
and goes to the mosque which has been built in private apartments (khawabgah). 
Ready for the worship of the God he sits his face turned toward the qibla on the 
prayer carpet, till the time for morning (dawn – Jamaat). It is possibly about this 
mosque only that Kambo referred in his work Amal-I-Salah as private and exclusive 
mosque soon after his accession to the throne in 1630 A.D1.  
Location of the Mosque  
 It is situated south-west of the famous Diwan-e-Khaas and south of the 
Machchhi Bhavan. It is on the first floor exactly above the Shees Mahal to the West 
of the Shah Burj (Musmamman Burj). One can enter this mosque after plight of 
narrow stairs. 
Plan of the mosque:   
The mina mosque (Pl.-34B) appears to be in rectangular in shape with total 
length and breadth is 9.5X6.5m. The western liwan is having measurements length 
and breathe 6.5 X 3.4m respectively. The courtyard of the Mina mosque is 
approximately square shaped with each side is around 6m. In the centre of the 
courtyard is a single square shaped piece marble is kept representing hauz (wajju 
khana) though the other essential parts are obviously absent with each side is 2m. 
Hawadaar structure (ventilation) is carved out from one of the arched niches in 
northern wall with breath .86m. This Hawadaar ventilation is also prevalent in the 
                                                             
1  R ,Nath,. 2005.   History of Mughal Architecture, abhinav publications, vol IV ,part-1, p. 422 
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Jami Mosque of Agra, certainly intended to carved out to keep the mosque cool in 
summer. A complete staircase towards the eastern side starts from down to upper 
portion of roof with pedestal in between leading to the eastern doorway of the 
mosque. Each stair has length .86m and breathe .34m. The central mihrab is in 
pentagonal in shape with length .95m. There are two pillars and two pilasters at the 
front of the liwan supporting the arched bay. The musallas are extremely beautiful 
with length and breadth is 1.73mX .78m respectively. 
 
Fig.1 
Stucture of the mosque 
 The prayer hall or real sanctuary is situated to the west is completely built of 
pristine white marble. It is simple, single aisled mosque fronted with two pillars(Pl-
3D) placed in between the sideways corners pilasters, almost as it appears to have 
been entrance from three arches on its facade. The most important feature of this 
private mosque is a small projected chhajja above the arcade. It is supported on four 
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small but tastefully moulded brackets (Pl-2B). Their design much resembles the work 
in the southern pavilion of the Machchhi Bhavan. These brackets are seemed to be 
designed in comparison to rest of the simple structure. The edge portion of the 
brackets (PL-2A) are given the shape of the scroll, floral motives, the end portions 
seems to be wrapped up and its middle portion design seems to be resemblance with 
typical sharifa type (palm grasper) (Pl-4A). The same marble design palm grasper 
resembles with the upper eastern placed sand stone palm grasper above the western 
wall on the railings.  Above the eastern wall (towards entrance) red sand stone railing 
designing treatment is same as the (sahn fenced by the railing from all the three sides 
except the western side of Fatehpuri Begam Masjid at Agra).  Above the brackets 
chhajja does not seems to be as sloppy as the chhajja2 of Moti Masjid and above the 
chhajja cresting seems to be same in both Mina and Moti Masjid. A beautiful cresting 
has been used above the parapet exteriorly with four moulding tiny ring3 like structure 
placed exactly above the four brackets. These four placed moulded ring like structure 
probably may be used for tying the tent above the sahn (courtyard) in order to protect 
from sunrays. The small, simple western facade is enclosed with three side high wall 
of marble. These marble walls are having three carved beautiful arched niches each 
side (Pl-1C), therefore total number of niche arches are 9 (in which the middle 
western arch paved the way of entrance to the mosque). All the sideways walls having 
niche arches are framed in a rectangle. Three flat arched niches carved in all three 
sided walls except the western side probably though the flat carved niches all around 
the sahn appealing daalaan (cloisters), though there was lack of sufficient space.  
The floor of the sahn is extremely beautiful and has a great symmetry placing 
the combination of marble and tiles alternatively showing almost like chess board (Pl-
1D). Moreover a complete square shaped marble is placed at the centre. It seems that 
the single marble slap resembles like hauz (ablution tank) (Pl-1D) in order to give a 
complete appearance to the congregational mosque. And all around the chess pattern 
floor is having a typical Shahjani marble decorative motives (Pl-4B) laying with 
former giving great contrast. To the North side of sahn wall near to eastern side, at the 
                                                             
2  Most prominent feature reveals from the photographs is the presence of eaves (chhajja) an Indian 
architectural element. We know that by the time that the Jahangir Mahal at Agra and palace complex at 
Fatehpuri Sikri, where 
constructed the chhajja emerged as an important element of the Mughal Architecture. 
3 These four ring like structure embedded in in cresting above the chhajja is absent in Moti Massjid but 
instead spouts are there to water flow out. 
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end arched niches a small rectangular opening (ventilation)4 is provided for the fresh 
and serene air to flow inside the courtyard (Pl-2A). Single staircase is provided to the 
eastern side, which lead to the mosque and subsequently aligned to the roof. From 
inside the sahn the eastern doorway (Pl-2B) is gorgeously framed in a double arched 
frame looking so beautiful. The facade of the western liwan consists of three simple 
open arched doorways resting on two piers5. Interestingly the designs of the arched 
doorways are so harmoniously maintained that it rhythmically matched with rest flat 
carved arched niches all around the sahn giving almost evidence of great symmetry 
and proportion. Floor of the liwan is led upon eighteen very beautiful musallas (Pl-
3C) arranged in two rows of nine in each. The length and breath of musallas are well 
proportionate, each musalla is crowned with elegantly carved (inlaid semi precious 
stone). Musallas are demarcated with each other by black and orange strip tiles.  The 
end portion of the western wall composed of three equal double arched mihrabs each 
framed in square (Pl-3A). The middle mihrab (Pl-3B) is given a shape of pentagon 
and typical shahjahani bee-hive designs curved surface just above it. The ceiling walls 
just above the mihrabs are somehow little curved, but the entire ceiling remained flat.  
Conclusion: 
Although Shahjahan built numerous mosques across the country, all his built 
mosques were remarkable in architectural aspect but unfortunately his last 8 years 
(1658-1666 A.D) were spent as a daily prayer in this small insignificant mosque. 
Through this survey based research I have tried to give a little descriptions regarding 
physical appearance of this khawabgaah or harem mosque. Therefore I am attaching 
accessories to understand this mosque more easily and comfortably. 
 
                                                              
                                                             
4 Such ventilation priorly used in Fatehpur Sikri palaces and later used in Jami Masjid in Agra. 
5 The two squarical pillars are of same size and each pillars are having four Shahjahani miniature 
blauster pilasters at the four corners of each pillars. The corner pilasters are having two Shahjahani 
blauster pilasters only.   
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Plate 1 
      
                              A                                                                                                    B                                 
     
                             C                                                                                                        D 
 
 
 
{A:( Marble slab with brief anecdotes); B :( Over view of Mina); C: (Southern arched niches); 
D :( Sahn courtyard floor appearing like chessboard)} 
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Plate 2 
             
                               A                                                                                                   B 
 C 
 
{A: ( Rectangular ventilation carved out from the northern framed arch); B: ( Staircase 
towards eastern side of the mosque); C: ( ornate brackets) ; D: ( Bracket supporting the 
chajja)} 
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Plate 3 
            
                                               A                                                                                                  B 
                 
                                               C                                                                   D                           
{ A: ( arched niches to the western wall) ; B: ( Mihrab); C : ( Musallas) ; D: (Pillar) 
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Plate 4 
   
                                             A 
 
                                                                                                                           
  
                                                                                                                                  B 
 
{ A: (Sharifa type palm grasper) ; B : (typical Shahjahani decorative motif surrounding the 
courtyard floor)} 
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Nagina Masjid 
Shahjahan himself took the responsibility to renovate or dismantle the 
standing obsolete structures inside the fort of Agra. Shahjahan not only reconstructed 
beautiful embellished structures inside the Agra fort but subsequently he focussed on 
religious aspects as well, therefore, three mosques were erected, two of them were 
small and of the personal i.e.,Nagina and Mina and other Moti Masjid is 
comparatively larger and expensive.  
 All the three masjids constructed inside the Agra fort are quite different in 
terms of design, dimensions and orientations. But Nagina Masjid has two 
characteristic features that it is the first masjid where Bangaladaar cornice and chajja 
have been introduced in this religious structure after some royal pavilions and 
buildings. The second one is even more amazing that it was the first masjid infact 
erected for the royal harem. Nagina Masjid is located to the north end of the Diwan-e-
Amm (PL-5A). And from the famous Machhi Bhawan it is located north-west part on 
upper storey, and yet another famous Hammam of the fort existed on the same storey 
to the north-east of the Machhi Bhawan (PL-5B)                            
Building material  
 This small three-domed masjid is wholly constructed out of white marble 
covering over the brick built inner core. Besides these, some yellow and black marble 
have been used. Yellow and black marbles together used in cascade in chevron pattern 
and also in prayer mats (jay-namazs).  
Plan of the masjid   
The main sanctuary is situated to the west side divided into two-bays and three-aisles 
by heavy piers flanked by open rectangular courts (north and south) and fronted by a 
rectangular sahn having unpaved (musallas). A smallest rectangular sunken ablution 
tank is situated at the middle of the east side of the sahn. The northern flanking court 
has an entrance to its west end for reaching inside small square-shaped hujra. The 
northern side of the hujra consists of two sets of staircase one for going upstairs and 
another for downstairs. Masjid is having boundary of high marble wall from all the 
four sides except only the rear portion of liwan and having entrance doors to enter 
inside the sahn. 
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Fig.2 
Exterior description of the masjid    
 As mentioned above the sanctuary is divided into three aisles is fronted by an 
arched entrances and is surmounted by full bulbous three domes. The beautiful domes 
are further crowned by inverted lotus petals and its finials are composed of kalash, 
made of bronze. Sanctuary’s central dome is slightly larger and higher than the 
flanking domes (PL-6A). It is a quite amazing feature regarding placing such 
beautiful, round and full bulbous domes over very limited spaces of terrace. 
Thereafter, the skyline neither looking disproportionate nor congested, symmetry over 
all maintained. These domes are flanked each on all the four angles by slender white 
pinnacle 6(PL-6B). All the arches of the liwan are engrailed or 7-cusped except the 
front arch, arch of the nave and mihrab’s blind arch as these have 11-cusps.  As the 
masjid is having arch and piers based hall henceforth, all the sides of the prayer hall is 
open with multi-cusped arch except the western side. The north and south sides of the 
prayer hall are having two arched openings respectively (PL-7A). The central arch is 
large in dimensions, in span as well as in height. And its 11-cusped frame enables it to 
                                                             
6 These sixteen slender small pinnacles are placed, out of which four at each face of the facade above 
the parapet on the terrace. Such kind of guldasta shaped tips is also prevalent on the domes of Satti-un-
nisa Khanum and saheliyon ka burj within the complex of Taj Mahal  
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dominate impressively over to whole liwan. Masjid is undoubtedly looking 
spectacular and impressive from outside, not only due to the utilization of white 
marble, but perhaps because of the rhythmic placements of multi-cusped arches all 
around. The arches are made of thick white marble slabs in which whole 
concentration were given on each cusp. Although, arches are the main attraction of 
the liwan but are technically not arcuate, means these are false arches (PL-7B). 
 And just above the arches running a broad slanting projecting chhajja all 
around except the west side. Amazingly not a single bracket has been used to support 
such a broad and heavy chhajja. This running chhajja get curved at the middle of the 
front facade just above the middle arch and so is the frieze and parapet. This semi-
circular curve chhajja indicates a Bangladaar roof.7 The diffused Bangladaar feature 
in the chhajja gives prominence to the middle arch of the facade. (PL-7C) This is 
basically incorporated due to giving the essence of aiwan formula or perhaps erecting 
pishtaq at the front had been a difficult task for the architects in a very limited space. 
The adjoining north and south extension of the sanctuary turns into small rectangular 
courts having dimensions are 4.1mX6m and 4.1mX6m respectively that means both 
the side courts are equal in size (PL-8A). Courts are fenced by beautiful   marble 
carved railings of .75m approx height at the front only leaving 1m in middle space to 
enter. The side courts are also paved with musallas and thereafter space for offering 
prayers are done there. 
 A closed hujra (PL-8B) of square-shaped measures 2.5m each side built of 
red sandstone interiorly, is situated towards the west of the northern court decorated 
with three (pointed and multi-cusped arch niches) towards south and three semi-
circular arches having trellis work towards west. The western side arches are 
supported on imperial pilasters famous for baluster base having acanthus leaf 
decoration. The middle semi-circular trellis based arch consists of rectangular open 
frame for outer view direct to the compound of Diwan-e- Amm. The southern side of 
the hujra consists of semi-circular arch doorway and near to it has two set of staircase 
one for going upstairs towards roof and another for going downstairs to ground. Here, 
in the hujra introduction of semi-circular arches are quite extraordinary because in the 
                                                             
7 Bangladaar roof or chhajja architectural feature is one of the traditional and ornate style of Bengal 
diffused in Mughal style of architecture especially in Shahjahan period. As shahjahan was the rular, 
who’s passion of erecting buildings across the empire led him to exploit the existing indigenous ruined 
and dilapidated buildings.  
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Shahjahani period nothing like such a design has been used in buildings. Hujra was 
perhaps built for the ladies to take rest while in mid of prayer. The south court 
adjacent to the sanctuary does not have hujra like north court but only a high screen 
wall to the west. The masjid is enclosed by high marble wall from all the three sides 
north, south and east and this wall is crowned by beautiful carved floral motifs.8 (PL-
8C) 
 The middle portion of the eastern wall consists miniature cascade of zig-zag 
shaped inlaid of two marbles black and yellow together with white marble as base. 
Similar cascade can be seen in private apartment of Emperor (Shah Burj) during the 
time of his captivity in Agra fort. This spectacular cascade is attached down to 
shallow cistern measures 3m x 2m.9(PL-8C) This was certainly created for ablution 
before prayer. The water to the ablution shallow tank was flowing through this 
miniature cascade is stored on the terrace of Shahi Hammam. Amazing to think how 
water may be flowing from there to masjid underground, not only this much as I did 
survey thoroughly I got the chance to see that there was absolute facility of hot water 
during winter. Just a little back side to the eastern wall of the sahn, chambers were 
built to both sides of the way (PL-9A&B). These chambers are hidden, dry woods 
were to be fired for getting the chamber heated and thus water became hot. And 
finally water flow underground reach to cascade and then to the shallow cistern and 
used water continuously releases automatically through underground drainage system 
which can be still seen in the floor of the sahn in form of four miniature holes at 
regular distance. A rectangular sahn (18m x 7m) in front of the prayer hall is without 
any musallas. Although this masjid is reserved for the harem ladies they used to enter 
from both the sides north and south door while the eastern door was reserved for the 
emperor (as generally the eastern gateway is known as Emperor gateway) who passes 
a beautiful white marble having inlaid wall articulation (foliated arch panels) and 
baluster pillars and pilasters pavilion before coming to masjid. (PL-9C) 
Interior description of liwan                                                                                                                                                         
                                                             
8  The similar designed cresting or interconnected floral motifs is also prevalent on the wall enclosing 
the tomb situated inside the Taj Mahal complex just in front of the Fatehpuri Begum masjid. Therefore, 
we may say that the construction of Taj Mahal complex and Agra fort was going side by side. 
9 Shallow cistern is also prevalent in emperor’s pavilion in Shah Burj which is equally beautifully 
carved. 
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The sanctuary is 2-aisled deep and 3-arched, the side bays (2 each at front and 
rear) have circular vaulted ceilings whose shape is less than semi-hemispherical.(PL-
10A) In relate to this, the middle (front and rear) ceilings are deep curved, triangular 
bangladaar curve ceilings. The interior part of the ceiling of the bangladaar curve 
have central beam and side ribs which supported the panels in a simple, typical 
ladaodaar ceiling but not visible externally only slabs have been used slanting on a 
rectangular plan. It is quite possible that the central beam is there internally to 
interlock the marble slabs and keep them in position. Importantly, this triangurlar plan 
has a curve in the middle corresponding to the bangladaar curve of the chhajja and 
parapet on the facade. This curve a circular segment was not there in earlier 
ladaodaar ceilings and it has come with the bangladaar ceiling10.(PL-10B) This outer 
roof curvatures are prominently prevalent in West Bengal’s Gaur i.e. Chota Sona 
Masjid, Qadam Rasool Masjid etc. Masjid is just like a baradari or pavilion if it would 
have been a single aisled.  
The beauty of this small marble gem lies mostly on the hanging engrailed 
arches all around supported on thick piers. The arrangement is based on chahar-taaq 
system i.e. four piers with four engrailed arches hanging, same as Moti Masjid, 
Agra.(PL-10C) The middle row of the facade which consists of three arched of 11-
cusps including the framed main mihrab. Side flanking bays have arches of 7-cusps 
engrailed till the side mihrabs framing. Whereas, the arch composition based on aisle 
wise direction have 7-cusps engrailed. Therefore, in the prayer hall there are total 12 
sharp engrailed arches (excluding the 3 framed engrailed arches of the mihrabs) 
hanging on piers, in which 2 are 11-cusps engrailed arches and remaining are 7-cusps 
engrailed arches. Generally it is technically built that while space inside the hall is to 
be increased the number of cusps in between the two piers has to be increased. Same 
is the case with Moti Masjid the arrangements of arches having 9-cusps instead of 7-
cusps in the middle of aisle parallel to the qibla wall of the Moti masjid. Therefore, 
the middle aisle has one more row of musallas (PL-10C)  
As far as designing and embellishing of the liwan is concerned, the Nagina masjid 
definitely remained as prototype for the magnificent Moti masjid, Agra fort. The piers 
are square-shaped slightly projected to support the hanging engrailed sharp cusps 
                                                             
10  Bangladaar curve roof or curvilinear roof can be seen in another buildings of Shahjahan, first in the 
side pavilions of the Khas Mahal in the Agra fort, roof of hanging eave in eastern gate facing western 
liwan, Jama Masjid, Delhi; Sawam-Bhado pavilions, Delhi Fort. Delhi 
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arches. The base of the piers is decorated with low relief floral motifs (acanthus) all 
around. Hanging inverted buds have been carved in relief form on the abacus of the 
piers where cusped arches meet from different directions. Moreover, all around the 
plinth of the liwan decorated carved relief floral motifs (foliated acanthus & bud 
shaped) alternately in interconnected series. Pentagonal shaped pointed arched niches 
called mihrab situated to the west in the centre (PL-10D). This pointed mihrab is 
further framed by 11-cusps engrailed arch. Vertically at the middle of the main 
mihrab there are 9 engrailed inlaid arches of black marble stone and tip of the mihrab 
is carved with overlapping leaves. Similarly the flanking mihrab is flat framed by 7-
cusps engrailed arch and wall articulation have three arch panels inlaid, in which the 
central one is broad while the side ones are narrow multi-cusped arch. (PL-11A) 
Mimber (pulpit) is absent here11. The paving of jay-namaz or musallas on the floor are 
seem to have been distinct from other masjids. There are two types of musallas are 
found in the liwan, one very narrow one, is alternate with normal moreover, the length 
of musallas are also short indicating perhaps, meant for ladies and their children (PL-
10D). The north and south adjoining courts have also been paved with 15 musallas in 
each court. There are total five row and each row have 3 musallas. (Pl-11B) 
At the end we can say that this mosque served as prototype to the magnificent Moti 
Masjid in Agra fort and also for the Moti Masjid, Shahjahanabad Fort, Delhi. And 
also as an extant example of some new experiments done in it for the first time.       
 
 
 
                                                             
11  Masjid without mimber state that erected for small section of people or may be considered for 
private use, therefore Juma prayer or Friday prayer is not call upon in such masjid. 
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PLATE 5 
 
                                        A: View of back part of masjid from Diwan-e-Amm 
 
                                                                          B: Machhi Bhawan 
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PLATE 6 
 
                                     A: The middle dome of masjid is appearing slightly larger & higher 
 
 B: Chhajja all round the liwan and turrets above the parapet                                                                                   
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PLATE 7 
A: Side two arched entrances 
 
            
B: Four piers & hanging cusped arches                                         C: Bangladaar chhajja & parapet 
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PLATE 8 
A: North Side court 
B: Hujra 
 
C: Crested wall & cascade with cistern 
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PLATE 9 
 
           
A: Underground drainage system                                                     B: Chambers for hot water 
 
 
C: Marble pavillion 
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PLATE 10 
      
 
A:  Semi-circular ceiling                                                                B: Bangladaar ceiling    
 
                                                                    
C: Middle aisle view of arches & musallas, Moti masjid, Agra fort            D: Main Mihrab    
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PLATE 11 
       
                  A: Side mihrab                                                              B: Unique Musallas        
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Moti Masjid 
His Majesty (Abu’l Muzaffar Shihabuddin Muhammad Shahjahan) on 7th Dec, 
1653 A.D after attainted prayer at pearl mosque i.e. heavenly edifice was completed 
in the course of six years at the cost of three lakhs of rupees12  
 Saleh Kambo provided graphic description of Moti Masjid (Pearl Mosque) 
completed in 1063/1653 on the occasion of the first imperial visit to the newly 
completed sacred monument.13 
Location of the Mosque 
The mosque is situated in the fort to the north-west of the palace and to the 
north of the great Diwan-e-Aam.  It is almost at the center of the fort. This masjid has 
been built on a lofty plinth occupying sloping ground from west to east. Infact it was 
scrupulously chosen place to built sacred shrine14.  
Plan of the Mosque (Fig.1) 
The mosque is based on four-aiwan plan, having three gateways north, south 
and east, the eastern gateway is being the main gateway is approached by open flights 
of steps from either side. While the north and the south gateways are approached from 
outside by the closed double vaulted staircases. Square in shape sahn (court) is 
surrounded by dalaans (cloisters) from all the three sides, interrupted in the middle by 
projected gateways. A water Tank for ablution is situated exactly at the centre of the 
sahn. The liwan (sanctuary) on the west is a 7-bayed and 3-aisled prayer hall. Liwan 
is surmounted with three full bulged onion shaped domes; the central dome is slightly 
larger than the flanking ones. There are total 6 octagonal burj (towers) two at the 
corners of the eastern facade and four at the four corners of the prayer hall, which are 
                                                             
12 Inayat khan’s ‘Shahjahanama’ p. 490. 
13 Saleh, kambo “Amal-e-salah” vol.3 p.p. 173-176 Lahore describes  Emperor Shahjahan in procession 
came to Agra Qila by boat through river Yamuna to see the newly built jama masjid of marble spent 3 
lac in the last month of the calendar year di-hijja in 1063 A.H In his 26th regnal year. Masjid is a three 
domed structure each measures diameter 9 Zira. There are 6 chattris on octagonal (mussaman) towers 
each diameter is 4 Zira. At the front face of the liwan Arabic Aayat’s translated into Persian  is 
inscribed with black stone. The height of the sahn from the ground is 11 Zira. The liwan measures 
56x21 zira. To the north and south of the liwan are Tambi Khana whose dimension is 17x3.5 Zira. 
Beautiful domes surmounted on the terrace are look like a bowl of silver. Sahn is marble paved square  
60x60 gaz. And a tank is in the centre of sahn measures 10x10x2.5 gaz. Two storied structure below 
the liwan is entirely made of sang-e-surkh and the height of the sandstone aiwan is 2.25 gaz from the 
sahn. The north and south gate have total 4 domes and the kalash above these domes are Turkish 
marble. One of the gate name Khaweri Darwaza measures 6x6 gaz. 
14 Commonly the sacred shrines of any religion were constructed on an elevated place and if that place 
is not elevated one, then artificially a high plinth or platform was created for the shrine and 
constructing shrines on an elevated place were perhaps for giving high respect to the abode of God on 
earth and also for enabling the devotee to see the shrine from a long distance away.  
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surmounted with octagonal chattries. The back part of the western wall is slightly 
projected due to the mihrab extention.  
 
Fig.3 
 
Building material  
Different kinds of building material have been used in the mosque. On the 
exterior of the mosque red sandstone slabs have been used to cover the core built of 
bricks or rubble while the western liwan is covered with marble facing.15 Black 
marble has been utilized in the Persian inscription inscribed at the forefront of the 
facade and also in the geometrical designs carved inside the western liwan. In 
musallas of the western liwan, black marble strips and yellow marble at the tip have 
been used.  
External architectural features of the premises  
The exterior of the premise is mostly built of red sandstone (sang-e-surkh) but 
its interior has been built in pure white marble (sang-e-marmar) and is extraordinarily 
beautiful. Prior to reach the actual mosque one has to pass from three gates situated on 
                                                             
15 A.C.L. Carlleyle surveyer of Agra ‘ Archaeological Survey of India, Report for the year 1871-72’, 
Vol. IV of Cunningham’s report, p.147 
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three sides of the premise south, west and east. Entrance to the southern side of the 
premise is made through a large portal square red sandstone gate. (Pl-12A). Above the 
first vaulted arch, have series of parapets and two cylindrical shafts with guldastas on 
both the sides rises (Pl-12B). On after entry from the gate, covered double storied 
varandah (Pl-12C) with frontal 7-cusped arched supported on twelve-sided pillars on 
both sides, appears to have been built for the attendants. To the northern side of the 
premise, there is another gate open to east that is known as khizr gate (Pl-12D) or 
water gate that leads downwards to Yamuna. And just infront of this gate is another 
gate that leads towards recent constructed Ambedkar park.  
This mosque is 74.14m in length from east to west and 57.24m in breadth from 
north to south (minus the projections of the corner towers, the eastern gateway and of 
the western (qibla). The mosque is built on a high plinth, which contains a series of  
lower vaulted chambers under the  eastern front, northern and southern sides of it, and 
thus seems to be a three storey high (including the high plinth)  although  it is double 
storyed (Pl-13A). The exterior of the walls of the cloisters on all the three sides give 
an impression of its being a three storied from outside. The upper part above the 
projected gallery is divided into two sections by means of sunk engrailed arched 
panels enclosed within the rectangular frames. A projecting balustrated gallery or 
balcony supported on brackets runs below the level of the entrance (at about one-third 
of the height of the building from the ground).  
The eastern wall (Pl-13B) of the mosque appears to have been more imposing 
and embellished comparatively to the other side walls. The numbers of open vaulted 
chambers are more in eastern side (Pl-13C) than the southern and northern sides. 
Exteriorly the ground portion of northern and southern sides of the mosque consisted 
of more chambers than the upper portion where in latter have only three or four 
vaulted chambers rests are without chambers but sunk arched framed in rectangular 
panel. The vaulted chambers all around the mosque perhaps, not only constructed for 
decorative purposes but as it appears for accommodation also, may be for hafiz16 to 
reside in it (madarsa) or also visitors (traders) were managed to reside in it because 
one can live in these spacious chambers comfortably.  It is infact, an amazing thing 
about the mosque that neither one can see the mosque’s inner beauty nor even its 
                                                             
16 Hafiz are those who do hifz (who recite Quran orally) and generally live under the supervision of 
Ustad. 
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beautiful bulged marble domes standing at the ground near the mosque17. Thus, a 
credit must be given to the builders of that time who were certainly the master of their 
own age. The concept of veiling the actual beauty of the mosque, perhaps have been 
drawn from the Taj Mahal.  
The eastern gateway is comparatively large, more imposing and seems to be a 
monument in itself. It is double-storied red sandstone structure semi-octagonal 
(Baghdadi-Muthamman) having trihedral projection and the series of parapets above 
intervened with angular turrets (Pl-14A) see fig.2.  The two sides offsetting or 
inclining laterally at 45 degree angle18. The main archway of the gate is 
accommodated in iwan-frame and entrance to the interior of the mosque through 
carved wooden door. (Pl-14B). Eastern gateway is flanked by double splendour 
alcoves one above the other (Pl-14C). These four alcoves are semi-octagonal in plan 
and are too framed in iwan-arch and have semi-vaulted roofs and a wooden door 
covering the central chamber. This gateway is approached by red sandstone staircases 
on either side. Staircase turns at the angle of 120 degree (see fig.3) at middle on either 
side before to reach at the high broad platform (Pl-15A). The staircases have been 
treated judiciously, there are 45 steps in each staircase, each rise 6’’ (15.2cm) in 
height and each 12’’ (30.4cm) in width. The well-balustrated platform was the new 
experiment, perhaps for making the eastern gateway more attractive and majestic. The 
platform in itself is broad and fenced with beautifully carved railings. Just below the 
platform has two storied chambers with three wooden gates each, fronted with multi-
foliated three arched double storey varandah, (Pl-15B). These chambers were 
perhaps, meant for the servants posted there to look after the mosque. The lower 
varandah is flanked by a deep 3-cusped arched niche on either side, similarly upper 
varandah is also flanked by a 3-cusped blind arched niche on both the sides. These 
certain prominent architectural features make the entire building most beautiful and 
grandeur in look. (Fig.2) 
                                                             
17 A/C. A.C. “Carlleyle that one might almost fancy that one was standing at the bottom of the high 
bare wall of some kind of jail” Archaeological Report 1871-72.p.148. But what other meaning could be 
drawn from such a imposing red sandstone wall that the architects of that time generally follow if they 
construct any highly important memorable monuments they don’t allow to disclose easily but rather 
keep reserved so that ecstasy could be maximized when ones enter the final destination so close i.e. Taj 
Mahal and so Moti masjid. 
 
18 R. Nath “Mosques of the age of Shahjahan” in History of Mughal Architecture, vol. IV, p.461. Like 
the plan of the Buland Darwazah, Fatehpur Sikiri of Akbar’s period and typical gateways of the 
Jahangir e.g. at Ajmer and Nur Mahal sarai at Phillaur. 
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Fig.4 
In comparison to this gateway the northern and southern gateways are plain 
and simple. Entrance to the sahn of the mosque is also from northern and southern 
sides situated ground chambers on either side that lead to the interior vestibule of the 
masjid through double vaulted staircases (Pl-15C) (see fig.3) just as staircases of Taj 
Mahal southern gateways here in this masjid an improved version of the stairs of the 
Taj; these are accessible from the sides and are hidden from the front view, they are 
framed in a covered and concealed apparatus. (Fig.3). The double staircases, in the 
Taj Mahal which have been attached to the white marble plinth on its southern side, 
rise conveniently and comfortably under the shade of the towering minarets, as it 
appears, and meet above on a single monolithic platform. 
 
Fig.5 
The corners of the eastern side of the mosque have two beautiful towers 
surmounted with marble octagonal chattries (Pl-16A) (north-east and south-east), 
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these chattries stand on adorned octagonal pedestal, the 3-cusped arches supported on 
Shahjahani 12-faced pillars. Arches are protected by chajja surmounted with cupola 
and the top is having bronze finial. Each side of the octagonal tower is 1.38m. 
Interior descriptions of the mosque:-   
               The central courtyard of the mosque is surrounded by beautiful cloisters 
from all the three sides eastern, northern and southern. Cloisters are apparently little 
higher than the pavement of the courtyard of the masjid, and is interrupted by these 
three gateways (Pl-16B). These cloisters are 3.28m deep and contain total 58 slender 
pillars, with 12-faced shafts resting on a square bases; The colonnade around the court 
is comprised of 12-faced, slightly fluted shafts, with stalactite capitals and square 
bases supporting Shahjahani typical 9-cusped arches and distance between two pillars 
is 3.07m. Each side cloister contains an arcade of 18 arches being interrupted by 
gateways in the middle of each side. The cloisters are so elegantly and proportionately 
built, that it gives an unmatched symmetry to the entire mosque. The arcades all 
around the three sides are protected above by slanting chajjas but suspended slightly 
enough without any brackets to support it and it seems to be the great achievement of 
the builders of the time19. Cresting20 has been done above the slanting chajjas and 
also simple holes at regular intervals above the chajjas all around the cloisters.  
The facade of northern and southern gates from inside the mosque premises 
are similar in architectural design, square in shape, facade of the gates are simple and 
refined, its double pointed arch enclosed in rectangular frame and from the small 
pointed arch entrance to the interior of the sahn is to be made. All the three gates are 
superimposed of beautiful three marble chattris. 21 The eastern gate (Pl-17A) is 
slightly larger than the other gates since it is being considered as the main gateway or 
Emperor Gateway. It widens out in the centre into a vestibule 4.8m square which has 
domed ceiling and a small way to right hand side that lead to the terrace of it. It has 
single straight entrance to the sahn from outside, unlike the southern and northern 
                                                             
19 The other Shahjahani marble made structures ofcourse above the arcades have carved brackets to 
support      i.e, The Shahjahani mosque in the Dargah of  Khawazah Muinniddin Chisty, Ajmer; 
Baradari on the Ana Sagar lake, Ajmer; Diwan-e- -khas, Agra fort; chajja with brackets in Mina 
masjid, Nagina masjid, Agra Fort; Jami masjid, Agra; Badshahi masjid, Fatehpur Sikri, etc. 
20 Cresting has been an inevitable architectural features in most of the mughal monuments, possibly it 
was used as a bonding material, nevertheless, used as technical purpose. 
21 These miniature chattries are square in plan having four 12-sided pillars are same as other shahjahani 
pillars like broad bases, 12-sided face and 3-cuped pseudo arches are supported by these pillars, capital 
is laden with ornated scroll brackets for supporting the slanting chajjas, followed by cupolas and 
bronze finials.  
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gates where entrance to the sahn from both the side i.e. east and west respectively 
parallel to the cloister.  
In the centre of the sahn is a beautiful marble tank called salsabeel22 for 
ablution (Pl-17B). The square tank measures 11.4m, the four corners of the tank have 
steps leading to the red sandstone pavement of the tank, very similar to the tank of the 
mosque of the, Taj Mahal. The sahn of the mosque is square in plan, measuring 60 
gaz23 that is equal to 48.7m each side. The floor of the sahn is marble paved and a 
sun-dial (Pl-17C) monolithic structure is kept for prayer time, watch clock to the 
south-east part of the sahn.  
The western liwan or the main prayer hall measures 48.4m length and 17m 
breadth (Pl-18A, B, C). It is built on little raised plinth of height approx .75m from the 
sahn floor and three staircases each consists of three steps placed in front of it24. 
There are three longitudinal ranges of six pillars each (Pl-18D); the front range of 
pillars is on the plan of square with a projection at back most probably for supporting 
the engrailed arch. The central and back ranges of pillars are cross shaped. The bases 
of these pillars are broad and carved like inverted spiny leaves all around. Though the 
shafts are plain but apex of the pillars or capitals from where the arches are supported 
are highly ornamented with bud or curled leaf and other ornamented designs (Pl-
19A). 9-cusped engrailed arches supporting the roof spring up from the four corners 
of the capitals of these pillars, and in the centre of three of the interspaces culminate 
at the edges of the domes which they converge to support.  
 The interior of the western liwan towards north and south sides comprised 
three doorways on each side, the central one is wooden fronted door while the two 
side ones are closed with intricately designed jali screens. These closed chambers on 
the north and south of the prayer hall are connected with the two- storied chambers 
were meant for women to offer prayer. (Pl-19B). Access to these lady’s chambers are 
from cloisters25. The mihrab (Pl-19C) is artistically carved and is little deep than the 
flanking niches, pentagonal and framed in 9-cusped and pointed arches together. 
                                                             
22  Chand, Sila ‘ Tafrih-ul-Imarat’, KBOPL, Patna, HL-265, p. 66 
23 Ibid, pp. 65-66.  
24  Three staircases with four steps each has  also been there in front of the liwan in Jami Masjid, 
Dargah Ajmer     but difference in between the two is that Ajmer’s mosque staircases are ornate and 
beautiful side marble        railings to the steps is provided while the Agra mosque is quite simple and 
without any railings.  
25  Kambo called them ‘Tambi khana’ measuring 17 zira in length and 3.5 zira  in width, cf. kambo, 
vol. 3, 174. 
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Here, in the mihrab geometrical designs are carved with yellow marble and has also 
other geometrical rectanglular designs and above this has typical Shahjahani carvings 
i.e radiating sunrays whose rays lead to delicate scrolled intersecting tracery designs 
all over the curve, below it is Shahjahani slender pillars carved relief. Which is also 
conspicuously prevalent in Shahjahani congregational mosques (mihrab of Jama 
Masjid, Delhi; Idgah, Agra; Machhi Bhawan baldachin, Agra fort).   Mimber (pulpit) 
is situated to the north of the mihrab and has four steps. The three pointed arch 
enclosed into the 9-cusped sunk arch niches on either side of the central Mihrab, 
therefore there are total six flanking sunk arch niches (Pl-19D) to the western wall. 
Musallas are simple but here additional two marble colours are used i.e. yellow at the 
tip and black strips to demarcate from each other.   
The prayer hall is surmounted by three onion shaped marble domes of which 
the central one is slightly larger than the other two, these double domes26 rests on high 
drums of red sandstone but these drums are not visible until one goes on the terrace. 
Out of 21 bays of the sanctuary, only three have vaulted soffits (which are roofed by 
domes exteriorly) rests have simple flat pattidar roofs. The domes are crowned by the 
typical Shahjahani inverted lotus petals and the kalash pinnacle borrowed from the 
indigenous architecture (Hindu) (Pl-19E). Seven miniature chattries in a row have 
been placed above the parapet of the prayer hall which are similar to those placed on 
the three gateways (three on each gateway) of the mosque. Thus the white marble 
chattries and the domes on the skyline give a beautiful effect.  The exterior of the 
western wall at back of the kibla apse is projected because of the mihrab. The central 
oblong portion of it is flanked on either side by a conjoined group of four thin shafts 
with angular projections between them. (Fig.4)  
 
Fig. 6 
The facade of the prayer hall is fronted by seven beautiful engrailed arches 
(Pl-19F), and these are symmetrically well balanced. Perhaps the prototype of equal 
                                                             
26Double dome has been introduced by the Mughals, there is a space between the exterior surface 
which the dome presents to view and the inner ceiling which covers the space below. 
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 A .remjA ,dijsam imaJ inahajhahS eht si llah reyarp niam eht ot secnartne dehcra
 ezeirf ni edacaf eht fo daeherof eht ta dialni neeb sah noitpircsni naisreP elbram kcalb
 taht yb dewollof si ajjahc ro evae eht fo enil latnoziroh eht dna ajjahc eht woleb ,mrof
-lP( sretcarahc qilatsan tcnitsid dlob ni sedacra eht evoba dnA .teparap knalb eht fo
 dialni noitpircsni eht sa emas ssel ro erom si noitpircsni naisreP fo ezeirf sihT .)A02
 sihT .DA 4361 ni detelpmoc remjA ,dijsam imaJ inahajhahS eht ni retcarahc kcalb ni
 :woleb elyellraC .L.C.A yb hsilgnE otni detalsnart neeb sah noitpircsni naisreP
  اﯾﻦ ﮐﻌﺒہ ﻧﻮراﻧﯽ و ﺑﯿﺖ اﻟﻤﻌﻤﻮرﺛﺎﻧﯽ ﮐہ ﺻﺒﺢ درﺟﻨﺐ ﺻﻔﺎﺋﯽ آن ﺷﺎﻣﯿﺴﺖ ﺗﯿﺮه و ﺧﻮرﺷﯿﺪازﻓﺮط ﺿﯿﺎﺋﮯآن
ﭼﺸﻤﯿﺴﺖ ﺧﯿﺮه ﮐﺮﺳﯽ ﭘﺎﯾﺪارش ﺑﺎﺳﺎق ﻋﺮش ﮨﻤﺪوش و ﮔﻨﺒﺪ ﻓﯿﺾ ﺑﺎرش ﺑﺎرواق ﻓﺮدوس ﮨﻢ آﻏﻮش ﺑﻨﯿﺎن 
اﻻ ﻋﻠﯽ ﮨﺮ  و ھﻮ ﺑﺎﻻ ﻓﻖ  ﻋﺎﻟﯿﺸﺎﻧﺶ ﺑﺘﯿﺎن ﻟﻤﺴﺠﺪاﺳﺲ ﻋﻠﯽ اﻟﺘﻘﻮی و ذروه ﺳﭙﮩﺮ اﻗﺮاﻧﺶ ﺗﺮﺟﻤﺎن ﻓﺎﺳﺘﻮی
ﮔﻠﺪﺳﺘہ اش دﺳﺘہ ﻧﻮری ﺑﺎﻧﻮار ﮐﻮاﮐﺐ ﺑﺴﺘہ ﯾﺎ ﻓﻮاره ﻓﯿﺾ از ﭼﺸﻤہ آﻓﺘﺎب ﺟﺴﺘہ ﮨﺮ ﮐﻠﺲ زرﯾﻨﺶ ﺷﻤﻊ ﻓﺮوغ 
ِﺑﺨﺶ ﻗﻨﺎدﯾﻞ آﺳﻤﺎﻧﮯ ﮨﺮ ﻣﺤﺮاب ﻧﻮرآﮔﯿﻨﺶ ﮨﻼل ﻧﻮﯾﺪرﺳﺎن ﻋﯿﺪ ﺟﺎوداﻧﯽ ﺑﺮاطﺮاﻓﺶ ﻗﻠﻌہ ﻟﻌﻞ ﻓﺎم 
ّﺖ دور ﺑﺪر ﻣﻨﻮر ﮐہ ﺑﺮ ﻓﯿﻀﺎن ﻣﺴﺘﻘﺮاﻟﺨﻼﻓﺖ اﮐﺒﺮ آﺑﺎد ﮐہ ﺑﺎز ﻣﺮدﯾﻦ ﺣﺼﺎر ﺳﺒﻊ ﺷﺪا وﭘﯿﻮﺳﺘہ ﮔﻮی ﮨﺎﻟہ اﺳ
ﺳﺤﺎب رﺣﻤﺖ ﺑﺮﮨﺎﻧﮯ اﺳﺖ ﻣﺒﯿﻦ ﯾﺎداﺋﺮه  اﺳﺖ ﮔﺮو ﻣﮩﺮ اﻧﻮار ﮐہ ﺑﺮ ﺗﺮﺷﺢ اﻣﻄﺎر ﮐﺮاﻣﺖ ﻧﺸﺎﻧﮯ اﺳﺖ ﻣﺘﯿﻦ 
ﮨﻤﺎﻧﺎ ﺑﮩﺸﺘﯽ ﻗﺼﺮے اﺳﺖ واﻻازﯾﮏ ﻟﻮﻟﻮی ﻻﻻ ﮐہ از ﺳﺮ آﻏﺎز ﻣﻌﻤﻮر دﻧﯿﺎ ﻣﺴﺠﺪے ﺳﺮاﺳﺮ از ﺳﻨﮓ ﻣﺮﻣﺮ 
ﺪے ﺳﺮاﭘﺎ ﻣﻨﻮر ﻣﺠﻠﮯ ﻧﻈﯿﺮ آن ﺟﻠﻮه ظﮩﻮر ﻧﺪاده ﻣﺼﻔﺎﻋﺪﯾﻞ آن ﺑﺮوے ﮐﺎرﻧﯿﺎﻣﺪه وازﺑﺪو ظﮩﻮر ﻋﺎﻟﻢ ﻣﻌﺒ
ُﺑﻔﺮﻣﺎن ﺧﺎﻗﺎن ﺳﻠﯿﻤﺎن اﺣﺘﺸﺎم و ﺳﻠﻄﺎن ﺧﻠﯿﻞ اﺣﺘﺮام ﭼﮩﺮه اﻓﺮوز ﻣﺴﻠﻤﺎﻧﯽ ﺑﺎﻧﯽ ﻣﺒﺎﻧﯽ ﺟﮩﺎﻧﺒﺎﻧﯽ ﺷﮩﻨﺸﺎه ﻋﺮش 
ِﺑﺎرﮔﺎه ظﻞ ﷲ ﺧﻼﺋﻖ ﭘﻨﺎه ﻣﻮﺳﺲ ارﮐﺎن ﺧﻼﻓﺖ ﻣﺮﺻﺺ ﺑﻨﯿﺎن ﻋﺪل وراﻓﺖ ﺑﯿﻤﻦ ﻗﺪﻣﺶ زﻣﯿﻦ راﺑﺮ آﺳﻤﺎن 
 آﺳﻤﺎن راﺑﺎزﻣﯿﻦ ﻓﺮاوان ﻧﯿﺎز ﺑﺨﺖ و دوﻟﺖ را ازﻋﺸﻖ ﺧﺪﻣﺘﺶ دوام ﺑﯿﺪاری ﮨﺰاران ﻧﺎزواز و ﻓﻮر ﻧﻌﻤﺶ
ِﻣﻠﮏ و ﻣﻠﺖ راﺑﺎ ﺟﻤﺎل طﻠﻌﺘﺶ ﮐﻤﺎل ﮨﻮا داری ﺑﺎد ﺑﮩﺸﺖ ازﺧﺎک درﮔﺎه ﺟﻠﮏ ﺟﺎﮨﺶ درﯾﻮزه ﮔﺮے آﺗﺶ 
  دوزخ ازآب ﺷﻤﺸﯿﺮ دﺷﻤﻦ ﮐﺎﮨﺶ و ظﯿﻔہ ﺧﻮردے۔
  اﺳﺎس ﻋﺪل راز و ﭘﺎﺋﺪاری   ﺑﻨﺎے ﻣﻠﮏ راز و اﺳﺘﻮاری    
 ٔ ّﮐﻨﺪ  ﭘﯿ ﻤﺎﻧہ  ﮐﻔ ﺎر  ﻟﺒﺮﯾﺰ  ﯿ ﻎ  ظﻔ ﺮ  ﺧﯿ ﺰﻣ ﺪ ا م  ا زﭼ ﺸ ﻤ ہ  ﺗ    
  ﺟﺒﯿﻨﺶ راﺳﺤﺮآﺋﯿﻨہ دارے  ﺟﻨﺎﺑﺶ را ﻓﻠﮏ ﺧﺪﻣﺖ ﮔﺬارے    
ﻗﻄﺐ آﺳﻤﺎن دﯾﻦ ﭘﺮوری و ﺷﺮﯾﻌﺖ ﻧﻮازی ﻣﺮﮐﺰدوران ﻋﺪل ﮔﺴﺘﺮی و ﻣﻤﻠﮑﺖ طﺮازی اﺑﻮ اﻟﻤﻈﻔﺮ   
ّﺷﮩﺎب اﻟﺪﯾﻦ ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﺻﺎﺟﻘﺮان ﺛﺎﻧﯽ ﺷﺎﮨﺠﮩﺎن ﭘﺎدﺷﺎه ﻏﺎزی ﺑﻨﺎﯾﺎﻓﺘہ و درﻋﺮض ﮨﻔﺖ ﺳﺎل ﺑﺼﺮف ﺳہ ﻟﮏ 
ہ اواﺧﺮﺳﺎل ﺑﯿﺴﺖ و ﺷﺸﻢ ﺟﻠﻮس اﻗﺒﺎل ﻣﺎﻧﻮس ﻣﻄﺎﺑﻖ ﺳﻨہ ﮨﺰار وﺷﺴﺖ وﺳہ ﮨﺠﺮی ﭘﯿﺮاﯾہ اﻧﺠﺎم روﭘﯿ
درﺑﺮوﺗﺎت اﺧﺘﺘﺎم ﺑﺮ ﺳﺮ ﮔﺮﻓﺘہ اﯾﺰد ﺑﯿﮩﻤﺎل ﺑﻤﯿﺎﻣﻦ ﻧﯿّﺖ ﺣﻖ طﻮﯾﺖ اﯾﻦ ﺑﺎدﺷﺎه دﯾﻦ ﭘﻨﺎه ﮨﻤﮕﻨﺎ ﻧﺮاﺗﻮﻓﯿﻖ اداے 
اﯾﻦ ھﻖ ﮔﺰﯾﻦ ﺣﻘﯿﻘﺖ طﺎﻋﺎت واﻗﺘﻨﺎے ﺣﺴﻨﺎت روزاﻓﺰون ﮐﻨﺎد واﺟﺮدﻻﻟﺖ و ﮨﺪاﯾﺖ آﻧﺮاﺑﺮوزﮔﺎر ﻓﺮﺧﻨﺪه آﺛﺎر
  آﮔﺎه ﻋﺎﯾﺪ ﮔﺮداﻧﺎد آﻣﯿﻦ ﯾﺎ رب اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻤﯿﻦ۔
 eht sa suonimul ylroirepus sa si ssilB fo elcanrebaT dnoces dna abbaK thgirb sihT“
 ti tceffe eht dna ;gnineve eht fo ksud eht ot nosirapmoc ni si gninrom fo nwad thgirb
 .ycnaillirb sti fo tnuocca no seye eht selzzad hcihw nus eht fo taht naht retaerg si sevig
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Its firm foundation is equal to those of the heavens in height. Its towers are as benefit-
showering as the rain producing cloud canopy of Paradise. Its grand foundation 
indicates that it is a mosque set apart for adoration; and its turrets are equal in 
brilliancy to the meridian sun when passing through the zodiac, and they surpass it in 
height. Each of its slender flower- pinnacled shafts is like a handful of brilliant stars 
clustered in a circular galaxy, or like a fountain of beneficent rays emanating from the 
sun. Each of its gilded pinnacles affords light to the heavenly luminiaries; and each of 
its resplendent arches resembles a lunar crescent, such as is hailed at the festival of 
‘Id’. On either side of it lies the fort , built of red sandstone, the citadel of Akbarabad, 
the walls of which are [to the masjid] like the setting round an adamant; and as the 
halo round the moon is a sure sign of a coming fall of beneficent rain, so also is this 
masjid [thus surrounded] an emblem of blessing. It may be likened to a mansion of 
paradise, or to a precious pearl; for no other masjid is lined throughout with marble 
like this, and its like was never produced. Since the creation of the world, no parallel 
to it has ever appeared. Built by the command of the potentate, magnificent like 
Solomon, the emperor, the honorer of his friends, who maketh bright the 
countenances of the Mohammadan people, the founder of the kingdoms, the king of 
kings, the shadow of God, the protector of the people, the prop of the kingdom. The 
earth being honored with his footsteps, and on account of his unshakeable justice, vies 
with [or emulates] the heavens; and on account of this inestimable possession, the 
heavens are compelled to acknowledge the earth’s superiority. Prosperity and wealth 
are always ready at his service. Both country and religion befriend him on account of 
the equal interest he displays towards them both. The zephyrs of Paradise crave the 
dust of this sanctuary. As the destroying fire of hell, so his sword cleaves his enemies. 
He is the upholder of the kingdom and justice. His victorious sword ever thirsts for 
the blood of the infidels.  Heaven itself is subservient to him. The dawn of the sunrise 
is but as his mirror-holder. He is the supporting axis of the heavenly faith and of the 
laws, the administrator of justice, the ornament of his kingdom – Abu-al-muzaffar 
Shihab-ud-din Muhammad Sahib-Qiran Sani, Shah Jahan Badshah Ghazi. 
 “This building was completed in seven years, at the cost of three lacs of 
rupees, in the 26th year of his fortunate reign, in the year of the Hijra one thousand and 
sixty-three (1063).  
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 “God grant that the good intentions of this king, the defender of the faith, may 
lead other persons to make obeisance and pray for benefits at this hallowed place. O 
Lord of the universe! Amen!” 
Conclusion 
No one can imagine the mosque magnificence until and unless go near to it. It 
is constructed by those skilled and dexterous architects that they must have pre 
requisitely in their mind to build a structure in such way that anybody at the first sight 
could get astonished. Therefore they did justice in achieving the vow, which is in the 
form of standing edifice now. As the exterior of the premise is grand and gigantic in 
look, same is not the case with the interior of the mosque, infact it is opposite, the 
interior of the mosque is so simple, soft, and pristine that no one can say this edifice 
has been constructed 358 years ago, indeed it looks as if constructed only 10 years 
back. I do not think such kind of mosque has ever been built in Indian sub-continent 
and also not possible in future (as it rightly inscribed in frieze). The high exterior wall 
around the mosque was the innovative constructional idea of the builder, never ever 
such kind of boundary wall around the western liwan has been raised so high. 
Although there are many mosques built in Sultanate and Mughal time but none of any 
could match with this mosque. Moreover, the introduction of chambers or vaulted 
chambers in two-storied style was yet another new idea. The other salient 
constructional feature regarding this mosque could be analysed that the setting or 
raising of domes, i.e. equal size domes or slightly the central one is larger than the 
side ones. But earlier in the three-domed mosques, we find that the central dome used 
to be the largest than the flanking ones such as Jama masjid, Delhi; Jami Masjid, 
Agra; Fatehpuri masjid, Agra fort; Sirhindi masjid, Delhi; Wazir Khan masjid , 
Lahore; Idgah Jami masjid, Mathura etc. Another remarkable thing in this western 
liwan is the raising of domes directly above the middle aisle instead of the aisle close 
to mihrabs. And other striking features about the absence of aiwan portal (pistaq) to 
the front of western liwan. What we think if the builder could have maintained the 
sizes and setting of the domes and aiwan portal as earlier 3-domed style to the western 
liwan, this mosque could have been more beautiful than present edifice.     
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PLATE  12 
 
A:(southern gateway to the premise) 
B: (colse view of the gate) 
          
      
                C: (double-storied varandah)                                                              D: (khizri gate) 
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PLATE 13 
 
A: (southern high wall of the mosque) 
 
B :( eastern wall with gateway in the middle) 
 
C: (chambers to the eastern side) 
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PLATE 14 
 
A: (eastern gateway with stairs) 
     B: (wooden door to the eastern entrance) 
                                                                                                                  
C: (pentagon shaped alcoves with carved sandstone railing) 
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PLATE 15 
                 
                               A :( eastern gateway platform) 
 
B: (double storey varandah below the eastern gateway platform) 
 
          
            C: (vaulted staircase to the southern side) 
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PLATE 16 
 
A: (eastern tower with chattri and stairs) 
 
 
B: (cloisters) 
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PLATE 17 
 
A: (interior eastern gate) 
 
B: (Tank) 
 
C: (sun-dial for prayer time) 
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PLATE 18 
A         B 
A & B: (hand sketches of interior of mosque of early 19th century Tarikh-e-Agrah HL-262, 
KBOPL, Patna) 
C :( facade of the liwan) 
 
D: (interior middle row or aisle of liwan) 
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PLATE 19 
                         
A: (carved pillar inside the liwan)                B: (jail work to one of the north chamber of liwan) 
                   
C :( mihrab)                                                          D :( flanking arch niches or side mihrabs)   
              
E: (dome with inverted petals, bronze   F: (arcaded facade or maqsurah) 
finial and chatties)        
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PLATE 20 
 
A 
A: (Persian inscription in nastaliq form along the upper facade above the arches) 
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Sandali Mosque 
 
Sandali mosque means a sandalwood mosque, it is also known as ‘Kali 
masjid’ (black mosque). Contemporary sources are silent about this mosque but its 
architectural style shows that it was definitely erected during Shahjahan’s time. The 
overall survey claims that it is very much similar to the Taj Mahal’s subsidiary mosque 
as also been advocated by Fanny Parks1 Nothing can be said so accurately but 
sometimes one may rely on local sources as well, since their ancestors have been 
residing around the area over the centuries, and found themselves engaged in other 
aspect either as labour or an entity in Mughal administrations. According to one such 
reliable local source, the present Sandali mosque was erected some years prior to the 
construction of famous Taj Mahal. His contention is that during the initial stage of Taj 
Mahal complex construction on massive scale which required huge labour forces. 
Labours were, no matter of various multi-religious believer and among them majority 
were undoubtedly Muslim and therefore, they were in need of immediate mosque to 
perform prayer henceforth, this mosque was erected for the first time nearby the Taj 
Mahal complex.  
  The sandali mosque is situated to the east of the Taj Mahal complex and 
can be reached from the east gate of jilaukhana (Pl-21A). It lies north to the main office 
of the Horticulture Department of the Archaeological survey of India. This mosque is 
integrated with a small octagonal red sandstone tomb to the east of it2 (Pl-21B). The 
tomb integrated with this mosque was planned on the high terrace based on the chahar 
bagh concept (Pl-21C). Only traces of the chahar bagh remain, but it can be 
reconstructed on the basis of surviving evidence. The tomb is of the same octagonal 
pillared form as the subsidiary tombs. It has marble cenotaph in its inner chamber which 
had pietra-dura decoration, but most of the stones are missing and the design is only 
                                                        
1‘Originally it was of red sandstone ornamented with white marble, and surmounted by three white 
marble   domes’, see. Ebba Koch, The Complete Taj Mahal, p. 210. 
2 Like the subsidiary tombs inside the Taj Mahal complex the other two tombs are known as ‘Saheli 
Burj’ their form and style show that they were built after the main complex was completed. One of the 
tomb about which Florentia Sale called the building ‘the tomb of the Sirhindi Begum’ and commented 
that when she saw it in 1832-33 it was ‘much fallen to decay’ and showed evidence of having been 
used as ‘a Bakery’ that it was very dirty, and seldom visited. She included a picture of it in her 
Notebook. When Fanny Parks saw it three years later she was shocked that a cowherd fed ‘his cattle on 
the marble pavement within the tomb; and sacrilegious hands have picked out all the precious stones 
with which the white marble sarcophagus was inlaid’ Ebba Koch, The Complete Taj Mahal, p. 210  
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represented by the empty cavities. There is no inscription to enable the identification of 
the person buried. 
Plan of the mosque: 
SANDALI MASJID
           AGRA
METRES
ZAHID
 
Fig.12 
The provided ground plan shows that the mosque and the ablution tank erected on a big         
rectangular plinth; both the structures are approached by a 2-step stair. Mosque is a 
three-domed, single aisled three-bayed structure. The middle nave is preceded by two 
broad piers, entered as main gateway to the mosque. Both the northern and southern part 
of the prayer hall comprised of small vaulted open-chamber, and a staircase is provided 
which open from outside on either side. Besides these, pentagon-shaped mihrab and 
pulpit is provided to the western end of the middle nave. 
Exterior description of the mosque: 
Mosque along with the large ablution tank is erected on .6m (approximately) high plinth 
from the eastern side whereas; the western end height of the plinth is much more around 
6.5m (Pl.22A). The mosque measures (17.5X8m) approximately, has been built along 
with the above said tomb in the chahar bagh pattern on such a high plinth. Whether the 
plinth was artificially created or was it natural elevated area is not known? (Pl-22B). 
Mosque is a simple three-domed structure, its domes posses all the characteristic features 
of Shahjahani pattern means the double-dome, bulbous and the middle one is 
correspondingly larger and higher than the flanking ones (Pl-23C). All the three domes 
have been white plastered but originally was it white marble veneered?3 Moreover, 
                                                        
3 According to Fanny parks in 1835 ‘it is of red sandstone ‘ornamented with white marble, and 
surmounted by three white marble domes’ but I personally disagree that the domes were built of white 
marble because if it would have been built of white marble then it must possess marble everywhere 
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domes show a medium neck with cresting all around can clearly be seen from back part 
of the mosque. The skyline elements are also adorned with total eight small sandstone 
corner shafts 4(Pl-22B). The central dome is preceded by little projected pishtaq from 
where main entrance to the prayer hall and also entry is through the flanking pointed 
arched doorways. The bases of all the eight corner stone shafts are of balauster-shaped 
with acanthus leaves a typical shahjahani decorative feature (Pl-23B). The turreted 
buttresses at the quoins(Pl.23A) (total eight in number) of the mosque is  round or 
circular fluted very much similar to the turrets of the Jahan Ara’s Jami mosque, Agra (Pl-
23C) framed the pishtaq, although here architects tried to give a shape of decorative rope 
like structure through inlaying process. These above said turreted decorative motifs 
perhaps, got inspired originally from the famous second storied design of Qutub Minar, 
Delhi (Pl-23D). Nothing can be marked important and unique, as the wall surface 
decoration is concerned except some Chinni khanna motifs showing various design in it 
selves (Pl-24A). 
  Now coming to other adjoining structure declared as mandatory for 
constructing mosque, i.e. an ablution tank. The ablution tank measures (8.5x6m) built for 
this mosque was quite uncommon to the standard pattern of general mosque complex. 
This tank has been constructed to the south of the liwan unlike to the front similar to the 
Fatehpuri mosque, Agra. Tank has been constructed on much simple pattern without any 
decorations except only a broken fountain at the centre; there are neither lobed corners 
nor any water outlet channels like Taj mosque and Moti mosque (Pl-22A).  
Interior description of the mosque: 
The interior space arrangement constitutes into single aisled and three-bayed, in which 
the bays, have been partitioned by the middle heavy piers and wall’s projections. The 
western wall is comprised of simple pentagon-shaped mihrab in which some traces of 
faint qalib kari can be observed at the corner only, perhaps the later thick plaster layers 
                                                                                                                                                               
including the inverted petals and cresting as well, this I can say certainly because every marble built 
dome had to follow certain norms, therefore, every Shahjahani marble domes had. Nevertheless, 
during Shahajahan times even some of the domes were built of red sandstone material, like single 
domed, Fatehpuri Begum mosque, satti-un-Nisa Khanum tomb, Their pinnacle or finial is comprised 
of inverted petals, double kalash and a bud is rising from the top kalash, purely influenced by the 
Hindu architecture. 
4 Some of the cornerstones are originally built of red sandstone and rests are later white heavy 
plastered, therefore assumption directly indicates that if these are of red sandstone then domes could 
never be built of white marble. For examples the Fatehpuri mosque, Agra pishtaq’s corner stones are 
of red sandstone because its dome is of red sandstone and Nagina’s mosque cornerstone shafts are of 
white marble because here all the three domes are of white marble), ornamented with floral buds, front 
and rear portion each carries four respectively  
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have over-shadowed it. Moreover, yet some qalib kari decoration along with wall arch 
panels are prominently present in the main mihrab. Main mihrab is intact with very 
simple three-step pulpit on which Imam use to stand on it to deliver khutba on Friday 
prayer (Pl-24B). The main mihrab is flanked by a side wing recessed arched niches 
mihrabs without any decoration (Pl-24C) and the extreme north and south of the prayer 
hall ends with vaulted hujra opens towards north and south faced by two-steps (Pl-24D). 
These either sideways are also provided for the people to enter inside the prayer chamber 
but now some recent later constructions have been done and the open sideways have 
been closed by putting modern air coolers. A vaulted staircase has been constructed from 
both the north and south ends (Pl-25A), which open from a passage near to the outer 
vaulted sideways entrances. These staircase lead us to reach above the terrace after got 
turned at a point. Numerous musallas (prayer mats) have been paved inside the prayer 
hall each got partitioned by inlaying black marble stone strips (Pl-25B), their designs are 
exactly similar to the musallas of Fatehpuri Begum mosque (Pl-25C), although certainly 
these musallas are recent construction, infact the whole floor of the liwan is a recent 
construction. But here, one must think over it, why did the flooring design along with 
musallas have been copied from the Fatehpuri Begum mosque only? One reason may be 
appropriately being suggested that mosques got influenced to each other since both the 
mosques are situated near to each other. But question still unanswered, which copied to 
whom? Perhaps, originally Fatehpuri Begum Mosque copied the musallas designs first 
since it is a later construction. And Sandali mosque being constructed earlier than the 
compared mosque and revamped later.                      
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PLATE 21 
 A 
                                                                                                                      
  B                                                         
 C 
[ (A: Mosque situated to the east of Taj Complex; B: octagonal tomb; C: mosque and tomb in 
chahar bagh)] 
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                                                                       Plate 22 
 A 
   
                                       B                                                                               C 
[(A: Tank situated to the south of the mosque; B: mosque at a high elevated plinth; C: 
Domes)] 
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                                                                             Plate 23 
     
                                             A                                                                                          B 
  C             D 
[(A: Fluted turrets with cornerstone; B: baluster base; C: fluted design of jami masjid, Agra ; 
D: Qutub minar)]  
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    Plate 24  
   
                                A                                                                                           B 
     
                                C                                                                                                D 
[(A: chinni khana; B: mihrab ; C: side mihrab; D: vaulted side entrance and staircase)] 
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                                                                       Plate 25 
                 
                                A                                                                                                  B 
C 
[(A: Staircase; B: musallas of mosque; C: musallas of Fatehpuri masjid, Agra)] 
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Taj Mahal Mosque 
Taj Mahal is considered to be the greatest of all architectural achievement in 
the whole range of Indo-Islamic architecture. The uniqueness of the Taj Mahal lies in 
some truly remarkable innovations carried out by the planners and architects of 
Shahjahan. The total amount invested on the Taj Mahal complex estimates around 0.5 
million at the time of its completion which included the Taj mahal mosque5. This 
extraordinary masterpiece is a part of tripartite scheme i.e the mosque and mihman 
khana all placed on the red sandstone plinth on the bank of Yamuna (Pl-26A). The 
mausoleum is the dominant and centre stage feature of the tripartite composition with 
the mosque on its west and mihman khana on the east of the mausoleum are 
complementary elements of the riverfront ensemble of which the mihman khana 
(literally, guest house) was created in the shape of a mosque replica to present the 
whole scheme in a symmetrical manner (qarina) (Pl-26B). 
Building materials 
The mosque and mihman khana both are entirely built of red sandstone with 
marble being employed on minimum level on the facade. The spandrels of the central 
and side arch ways as well as the rectangular frame enclosing the central portal are 
made of marble. The two closed recessed arched niches within sunken rectangular 
frames above the side archways are also made of marble. The four octagonal slender 
turreted buttresses attached to the sides of the three arched entrances are decorated 
with chevron pattern using both white and black marble stripes. The domes of the 
mosque and the cupolas of the corner kiosks are solely faced with marble slabs. 
Flowery scrolls in the marble spandrels of the arches are inlaid (pietra-dura) with 
several semi-precious stones like agate, carnelian, chalcedony etc. Chunna (lime) 
seems to have been utilized for decorative purpose on ceilings of domes and vaults 
applying through sgraffito technique. Rubble stones and Lakhori bricks have been 
utilized underneath the red sandstone covering like most of the Shahjahani buildings. 
Yellow, black and white marbles together have been used in making jay-namaz 
(prayer-mats) of the floor.  
 
 
                                                        
5 See Shrin Moosvi. Expenditure on Buildings under Shahjahan- A Chapter of Imperial financial 
History in IHC proceedings of the 46th session, Guru Nanak Dev University: Amritsar, 1986, p. 288 & 
293.    
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Plan of the mosque 
In the Taj mahal complex, none of the buildings stand alone; each forms the 
central edifice in a composition which in itself is organised in a sub-tripartite system. 
With this concept of construction, mosque and mihman khana have been placed at the 
centre flanked by varanda on either side fronted with multi-cusped three arched 
openings and two octagonal towers at the corners as connecting element between 
them. Mosque and mihman khana are preceded by a large platform or chabutra which 
is 64cm above the terrace. On each side, the area between these platforms and the 
mausoleum is articulated as a sunken rectangular court. Here on the central axis, 
surrounded by a raised platform is a hauz (tank) for ablution. Each of the monuments 
are 3 bayed square hall fronted exactly by rectangular halls connected by vestibules. 
The interior plans and dimensions of both the subsidiary structures of mausoleum are 
exactly same and equal but the two religious elements i.e mihrab and mimber are 
absent in mihman khana . There are total 7 entrances to each of mosque and mihman 
khana, 2 entrances each towards north and south and 3 arched entrances at the facade.  
 
Fig.13 
Exterior architectural description of the premise including mosque and mihman 
khana. 
The planners and architects of the Taj Mahal complex retained the tripartite 
system or qarina scheme. Even the flanking structures of mausoleum followed the 
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sub- tripartite or qarina scheme by the sideway towers (Pl-26C). Thus, the central 
buildings (mosque and mihman khana) and their flanking wings terminating in towers 
set off the ends of the riverfront terrace. The terrace on which the three structures 
mosque, mihman khana and mausoleum along with its marble plinth stand is one of 
the most impressive platforms in the history of architecture. The tradition of 
constructing temples on raised podium to show their magnificence and sacredness 
remained as a source inspiration of many mosques and tombs6. Although, from the 
garden side it is only 1.2m high, its full splendour is displayed towards the river being 
8.7 m high and about 300m long accommodating easily and spaciously the mosque, 
mihman khana, mausoleum and minarets on the marble plinth and 4 broad octagonal 
towers at the end corners of the red sandstone terrace.  
The riverfront terrace was the first part of the Taj Mahal complex to be 
built7.The facade of the plinth facing river is framed by two broad 3-tier octagonal 
towers burj  pavilions (Pl-27A) of which five sides seem to have been projected if 
seen from garden side. The lower parts of the wall and towers are plain with 
veneering of red sandstone slabs. It is separated from the upper by a strongly 
projected moulding with pendant leaves (pan-dasa).  
Throughout, the main length of the terrace facing river consisting large units 
of a blind arch, itself subdivided into eight panels, alternating with narrower units that 
contain an arch below and a rectangular field above. About the tower (burj)8, the 
construction of which has had other functions as well besides, framing the 
                                                        
6  Mughal architects began to build mosques and tombs on the artificially elevated plinth  like 
Humayun’s tomb, Delhi; Tomb of “Abd al- Rahim Khan-i-khanan, Delhi; Tomb of Iftekhar Khan 
(1612-13) at Chunar; Tomb of Shah Begum and Sultan Nithar Begum (1624-25), Khusru Bagh, 
Allahabad (1605); Tomb of Jahangir at Lahore. 
7 “And on top of the foundation, there was a raised  kind of platform (chabutara-asa) of brick and 
mortar in one solid block (yak-lakht) measuring 374 cubits (zira) long by 140 wide and 16 high, to 
serve as the plinth (kursi) of the exalted mausoleum, which evokes as a vision of the heavenly gardens 
of Rizwan (the guardian of paradise) and epitomizes, as it were the holy abodes of Paradise. And from 
all parts of the empire, there were assembled great numbers of skilled stonecutters (sangtarash), 
lapidaries (munabbatkar), and inlayers (parchinkar), each one an expert in his art, who commenced 
work along with other craftsmen. The exposed sides (ru-i-kar) of this plinth were faced with slabs of 
red sand stones, so smoothly cut and joined by expert craftsmanship that even close inspection fails to 
reveal any gaps between them; and the floor of the plinth was also paved with the same red sandstone”. 
Described by Lahori, as translated by Desai & Begley in Taj Mahal- The Illuminated Tomb, Seattle & 
London 1989, p.66. And also for this original source see, Lahouri ‘Padshahnama’ eds. Maulvi 
kabiruddin and Maulvi Abdur Rahim , 1866-72,  vol.2, p. 323.  
8 “At the four corners of the terrace of red sandstone are placed four octagonal towers (burj) of three 
storeys each, and the third storey has a domed roof.  The inner shell of the dome (kulah-i-gumbad) is of 
red sandstone and the outside is of white marble described by Lahouri as transl by Ebba Koch in The 
Complete Taj Mahal, 2006, New Delhi, p. 195. Lahouri, p. 327; and also see Muhammad salah Kanbo 
‘ Amal-e- Salah’ 1967-72, vol.2, p. 318. 
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mausoleum, mosque and mihman khana. The south of the mosque houses an elaborate 
well construction, a baoli; and south of the mihman khana contains chambers leading 
to latrines at a lower level; and those to the north of both buildings have chambers at a 
lower level including a latrine (in the north- western tower), and stairs that lead down 
to exits in the river facade of the terrace. Towers are regular octagonal shaped (Pl-
27B) with the main floor at its heart. From this eight octagonal rooms which radiate 
are covered on the cardinal axis with coved ceilings and on the diagonal axis with 
small domes. The surrounding rooms are connected by angled corridors so as to form 
an octagon. Towards the outside, each diagonal room has a pointed opening, which 
with the exception of the entrance arch is typically screened with a jali, and each 
‘cardinal’ room has a straight- headed door set in a panelled field enclosed by an arch. 
There are total four octagonal jali railings supported by plain brackets which are 
subsequently rising vertically at each tier level starting from the level of largest 
platform. The first level sand stone railing supported with two hanging 4-pillared 
chhajjas (eaves). The top of terrace is provided with beautiful marble domed chattri 
which is supported on 8 multi-cusped arcades and its pedestal is fenced with stone jali 
railing. The walls are decorated with the usual multi-cusped blind arches and 
cartouches set in rectangular fields, outlined with white marble. The upper part of the 
wall and tower is embellished with blind arches and narrower portions alternatively. 
The blind arches are divided into eight panels outlined by marble borders. The panels 
in the arches are carved with beautiful flowerpot and floral motifs in high relief 
(munnabat kari) (Pl-27C) 
 The frames of the arches are also inlayed with marble and upper corners of 
the frames are embellished with projecting marble lotus medallions. The narrower 
units contain an arch below having the relief of flower vase and a rectangular panel 
above with arabesque design. 
The mosque and mihman khana are flanked by 3 arcaded varandah (Pl-27D) 
comprised of multi-cusped arches supported on Shahjahani columns lie exactly, as a 
connecting element to the mosque and the towers. The side ends of the varandah 
consisting hujras, of which the outer ones provide access to the respective corner 
towers. The projected flat chhajja is fenced with beautiful jali railings supported on 
plain brackets and in between the brackets have marble outline panels filled with 
geometrical designs. The base of the column is decorated with flower motifs, similar 
to those of the southern galleries. Interior wall of the veranda is decorated with arch 
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and panel articulation. Above the door of the hujra is decorated with arched panels 
filled with an unusual composition in sandstone relief of symmetrically arranged 
flowers and leaves growing out of interlacing stems. 
Mosque and mihman khana are fronted with ‘court’ (64x18m) an elevated 
portion with 2 steps at the middle is perhaps, constructed for the namazi when their 
increased numbers could not be accommodated in the sanctuary halls. The space 
between the elevated court (chabutra) and the marble platform on both the sides has a 
raised platform with a tank (hauz) in it. The rectangular court which contains tank at 
the centre has measurements (110x55m). Likewise, similar kind of tank or fountain 
has been created in front of the mihman khana which is exactly same in shape and 
size to maintain the symmetry. The mentioned tanks have lobed corners and contain 
five marble fountains (Pl-28A). The court and platform areas are differentiated by 
their paving in varying geometrical patterns of dark and light sandstone for example, 
the platforms in front of the mosque and mihman khana are in red and buff sandstone 
whereas, platforms of tanks in front of the mosque and mihman khana are also in red 
and buff but their paving designs are different (Pl-28B). Although, the area between 
the mosque and the mausoleum plinth can be recognised as sahn but the cloisters 
(north & south liwan) and aiwan is essentially a missing element because all the 
concentration and attention was paid for splendour and soft looking of only the 
mausoleum.  
The mosque and mihman khana have an oblong massive prayer hall (64x27m) 
consisting of three vaulted bays arranged in a row with dominant central pishtaq at the 
front. However, the elevation of pishtaq of both the subsidiary structures of the 
mausoleum drew its clue from the Jilaukhana (forefront gate) (Pl-29A). The pishtaq 
(Pl-29B) is half-vaulted hall, which is faced with qalib kari (moulding intersecting 
arch netting design) very similar to the half-vaulted hall of jilaukhana and Taj 
mausoleum. Below the vault, there are 11 arched panels at the transitional zone, the 
middle one being the main consisting of unique flowering vase with flowering 
pedestal bawl holding miniature replicas of mausoleum (Pl-29C). The other 5 panels 
on either side of the main panels are similar in design which mostly show flower 
vases on pedestals, cypresses entangled by blossoming creepers, and flowering plants 
and below these panels is the pointed arched entrance to the mosque. The arch and 
panel wall decoration is profoundly prevalent to all the three surfaces of the vaulted 
hall below the transitional zone mark. The frame of the portal and the spandrels of the 
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central arch and the side arches are cladded with white marble slabs. The spandrels9 
of the main archway and other arch sideways and upper blind arches are filled with 
flowery arabesque of stone intarsia10 (Pl-30A). And the edges of the arches are 
bordered with rope moulding. The engaged colonnettes topped by the freestanding 
guldastas frame the central part and the flanking portions of the facade. The shafts of 
the guldastas (Pl-30B) inlaid with chevron pattern of black and white marble and red 
sandstone remain as surface. Therefore, chevron pattern appears to be of three colour 
material, unlike the chevron on shafts of mausoleum. The plain inlaid white marble 
interlacing floral motifs designed parapets run all around above the facade walls of 
the buildings.   
The corners of the buildings appear to be of engaged polygonal towers capped 
by elegant pillared chattris (Pl-30C). These octagonal chattries are extremely 
beautiful, their pedestals are supported on plain brackets, composed of 8 multi-cusped 
arcades hanging on 8 shahjahani columns, capped by chajja, marble cupolas and 
bronze finials. The towers and the wall portions adjoining them on the facade are 
divided into rectangular panels bordered with white marble strips. The side walls of 
each building have two sets of three arches which are placed one above the other. All 
the three arches in the upper row and middle one in the lower row are non-functional, 
where as the lower sides arches are vaulted, providing entrances to the interior of 
mosque and mihman khana respectively. There are three rectangular fields outlined by 
white marble in between the two rows of arches and thus gives an impression of 
double storey structure (Pl-31A). The walls are covered with the usual multi-cusped 
                                                        
9 In the middle portion of the building on the back wall “ Sura Ikhlas” (the declaration of God’s unity), 
is inscribed in Tughra in a circular form. Outside these are two circles containing the words “Ya Kafi” 
eight times with the word “Allah” between each pair. On either side of the smaller arches appear the 
first doctrine of the faith (La Illah Il lalah) in several rings. Inside the mosque on the first door towards 
the north there are two circles with the same doctrine in Tughra character. The first and the third arches 
contain eight rings apiece. Each of them has “ Ya Kafi,& c.,” occuring in Tughra rings. There are four 
small rings with the kalmia inscribed like the rest.  These Tughra haloes were golden but their luster is 
gone. For the above description, See Maulvi Moin-ud-Din Ahmad, The Taj And its Environments, 
1924: Agra 2nd edition, pp. 38-39.   
10 All the spandrels of the Taj, all the angles and more important architectural details, are heightened by 
being inlaid with precious stones, such as agates, bloodstones, jaspers, etc. These are combined in 
wreaths, scrolls, frets, as exquisite in design as beautiful in colour; and, relieved by the pure white 
marble in which they are inlaid. They form the most beautiful and precious style of ornament ever 
adopted in architecture; though of course, without comparing with the beauty of Greek ornament, it 
certainly stands first among the purely decorative forms of architectural design. This mode of 
ornamentation is lavishly bestowed on the tombs  and the screen that surrounds them, though sparingly 
introduced on the mosque that stands to the west of the Taj , or the fountains and surrounding 
buildings. See James, Fergusson 1876. History of Indian and Eastern Architecture, vol I & II (Bound 
in one), reprt. in 2012, p. 316-17.  
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blind arches, and the dados are surrounded by an inlaid chevron pattern, a ‘wave 
design’ tarh-i-mauj11(Pl-31B). Generally the roof of the mosque is surmounted by 
three domes together which are a common and specific feature of the indo-islamic 
architecture. So here, following the same pattern the mosque and mihman khana are 
roofed by three domes faced with white marble slabs. The middle one (height from 
platform to its pinnacle is 23.92m) is comparatively higher and larger than the 
flanking ones. These domes stand on a circular drum which in turn rest over an 
octagonal pedestal. The drums are decorated with red sandstone and white marble in a 
interlocking pattern, a variant of the paving of the platform of the Naubat Khana. The 
top portions of the drums are inlaid with a band of hanging flowers and are inlaid in 
rope moulding. The topmost of each end is with inverted lotus petals and bronze 
finials.  
Interior description of the buildings (mosque and mihman khana) 
 The interior space of prayer halls are composed of 2-aisled and 3-rowed 
structure. There are total 6 halls in which the 3 halls parallel to the western wall are 
cruciform shaped due to the arched recesses and the front halls are square-
shaped12(Pl-31C). The inner central hall is roofed by the largest dome and the 
flanking halls smaller in sizes are surmounted by the smaller ones. The pishtaq hall is 
large and deepens towards western side providing two small vaulted arched entrances 
as linking passages to enter on either side of the front halls (Pl-31D). The front halls 
are roofed by truncated domical vaults and the linking passages by barrel vaults. Four 
staircases lead up from points near the ends of each building- the two at the back up to 
the roof, the two at the front up to the roofs of the side wings, and from there to the 
upper level of the corner towers13.  
The domes rest on a transitional zone of four arches and four squinches. The 
apexes (pendentives) of the arches and squinches (squinch is an arch thrown across 
the internal angle of quadrangular square chamber, serving to support a dome. It’s 
most important structural function was to facilitate the transition from square to 
chamber to round dome resting on it) are embellished with the Timurid pattern of 
intersecting ribs14. The arches supporting the domes of the mosque and mihman khana 
                                                        
11 lahouri, Padshanama, vol.ii, p. 326.  
12 The feature of multi-partition of the sanctuary into three halls is restricted to delhi and the Mughal 
mosques, Lahori , Padshahnama , vol.ii p.326. 
13 Ebba Koch, 2006 ‘ The Complete Taj Mahal’ p. 186. 
14 Ebba Koch, 1991.p. 32; Ebba Koch, 2006, pp. 186-87. 
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are filled with multi-cusped blind arches and the squinches are filled with muqarnas 
(Pl-32A). The ceilings of the domes are masked with a diaper pattern (Pl-32B); the 
density of the pattern is more in the central domes of the mosque and mihman khana 
and thus creates whirling effect. The medallion in the apex of the domes is also filled 
with more vivacious whirling pattern. The decoration of white patterns on the red 
surface of the domes and the other vaults and on the walls of the mosque and mihman 
khana are executed by using the sgraffito technique15.  Mihrab is regarded as one of 
the most obligatory elements of mosque, without its presence the mosque could never 
be complete (Pl-32C). This element is absent in mihman khana, therefore this counter 
image of  the mosque seem to remain merely as guest house (Pl-32D). The mihrab 
niche of the central bay of the Taj mosque is fully faced with white marble, where as 
the side ones are with red sand stone. Mihrab is a polygonal shaped arched niche 
outlined by Timurid rope moulding  which rises above the engaged colonnettes and 
the inscription band inlaid with verses of sura, Al-Shams16, ‘The Sun’ encircling the 
central niche. And its vault is decorated with intersecting arch netting similar to the 
pishtaq vault. The bottom of the vault is faced with 5 plain dado panels bordered by 
inlaid chevron pattern17. And above it is, 5 panels containing blind multi-cusped 
arches in each panels. Similarly, the side wing mihrabs are of red sand stone niches, 
                                                        
15 The coating of red plaster is applied over a white one and then the top coat is cut away to expose the 
desired design in the white layer underneath. This ‘incised painting’ resembles the Italian sgraffito 
work and this technique was applied in Akbar’s tomb (on the back wall of the western false gate) and 
the tomb of Itimad-ud-daulah at Agra prior to the usuage of it in Taj Mahal complex). See. R. Nath, 
Some aspects of Mughal Architecture, 1976, pp. 137-13. 
16 The Quranic verses is translated into English as “By the Sun. And his (glorious) splendor; By the 
Moon. As she follows him; By the day as it. Shows up (the sun’s) glory; By the Night as it. Conceals it; 
By the firmament. And its (wonderful) structures; By the Earth. And its (wide) expanse; By the Soul. 
And its proportion and order Given to it; And its inspiration. As to its wrong. And to its right;- Truly he 
succeeds. That purifies it; And he fails. That corrupts it! The Thamud (people). Rejected (this prophet). 
Through this inordinate Wrong –doing. See The Holy Quran ‘ The Presidency of Islamic Resarches, 
IFTA, Sura 91, Ayat 1-15.  
17 The bottom portion both from inside and outside of mosque and mihman khana are decorated with 
dado panels since this form of decoration appears towards bottom of mausoleum first, later introduced 
in both the buildings. Dado panels are not well preserved in both the buildings of the mausoleum since 
both are of different materials, moreover the dado panels made of red sandstone are more likely to 
corrode. Here, inside the panels, the floral decoration is more complex than that of mausoleum, and a 
range of new species appears. Nevertheless, two of floral motifs are imitated in the central niche of the 
mihman khana and flanking the side mihrabs of the mosque and within those mihrabs, both are 
prevalent in cruciform rooms of the mausoleum. Besides, these designs many more designs have been 
displayed inside the dado panels like iris-like blossoms and pairs of tear-shaped buds , flanked by tufts 
of three leaves on the same hill as the central plant, elongated plant with tulip-shaped blossoms 
growing almost directly from the stem, elongated plant topped by daisy-like blossoms and tulips in side 
view. Other floral motifs are plant with three separate stems carrying erect blossoms inspired by 
honeysuckle, plant with rich open blossoms, and leaves in the centre of the stem, plant with erect 
daffodil- like blossoms, etc. Thus, the flowers and plants were a form of decoration especially 
sanctioned by Islamic theologians and were considered appropriate for religious buildings. 
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lying just below the flanking domes and their recessed pointed arches are bordered 
with Timurid rope moulding raised on engaged colonnettes. The dado panels 
containing floral motifs being bordered by inlaid chevron pattern, arch and panel wall 
decorations and spandrels composing interlacing floral motifs form the decorative part 
of the side’s mihrab facades (Pl-33A). 
 Interestingly, one thing to note here is that the dado panels of the main mihrab 
remained plain whereas, the dado panels of the side mihrabs are filled with different 
designed floral motifs. The vault of polygonal shaped side mihrabs are decorated with 
qalib kari, on the other hand the niches in western wall of the mihman khana are kept 
plain with only deep square recessed arch. Even the central western wall niches are 
not cladded with any white marble. The central mihrab of mosque is associated with 
yet another religious sacred element called mimber (pulpit) (Pl-32C), which is made 
of white marble of three steps set within the arch. Also peculiar to the mosque is the 
floor, inlaid with a pattern of prayer-mats which looks like shinning red silken velvet 
to create individual spaces for the namazi (Pl-33B). The seats are marked out by 
pieces of black stone that are inserted in the shape of arches in the pavement. The 
floor of the mosque accommodates 539 jay- namaz18. 
   The Mosque has a provision for secluded maqsura (compartment) for the 
emperor or other royals set off within the northern arch of the northern bay by means 
of a beautiful marble screen formed of carved baluster-shaped blossoms and buds (Pl-
33C). The utilization of baluster elements in the building denote the imperial insignia. 
The mihman khana has no jay-namaz but only random paved sandstone slabs and no 
maqsura besides these, no Tughara decorations and no ornamental rings or 
inscriptions. Otherwise it possesses all the artistic beauties of the mosque. The 
mihman khana has some basic artistic structures although fine arts are missing but a 
wonderful image of Taj mausoleum’s finial is inlayed in black stone on the floor 
towards north -west of mihman khana [PL-33D]. It is exactly same in size and shape 
like the real finial at the top. The reason for inlaying this image in front of the mihman 
khana is still not known.     
 
 
 
                                                        
18  Lahouri, ‘Padshanama’, vol.ii, p.327   
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PLATE 26 
 
A: Mausoleum with subsidiary structures on red sandstone plinth viewed from Yamuna side 
(Tarikh-e –Agra of early 19th century picture) 
 
B: mausoleum with flanking mosque & mihman khana 
 
C: mosque with flanking towers based on qarina system 
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                                                                              PLATE 27 
               
                                    A: tower close view                                B: tower full length view 
                  
      C: tower above the mould base;  D: varanda as connecting structure between mosque & 
towers               
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                                                                               PLATE 28                  
 
                                                     A: tank with lobed corners & fountains 
 
B: mosque with different designed interlocking pavements & tank 
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                                                                     PLATE 29            
         
                  A: Jilaukhana (forefront gate’s) facade              B: pishtaq 
 
                                 C: qalib Kari on ceiling & panels are decorated with floral motifs.  
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 PLATE 30 
         
         A : spandrel decorated with pietradura                     B: turrets ends with guldastas & side dome 
 
 
                                                        C: corner polygonal towers attached with mosque         
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                                                                        PLATE 31 
 
A: southern facade of the sanctuary showing two arched openings 
 
               
B: dado bounded by chevron pattern                                         C: arches forming cruciform hall 
 
D: connecting arched passage between pishtaq hall to the outer side wing halls 
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                                                                                 PLATE 32 
       
A: squinches filled with muqarnas & arches with panels  B: diaper designed ceiling& medallion at the  
         centre 
       
C: polygonal mihrab with pulpit and inscriptions             D: no mihrab but flat niche in mihman khana  
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                                                                                PLATE 33 
                   
                 A: side mihrabs decorated with floral dados                            B: prayer mats (jay-namaz) 
      
         C: maqsura towards extreme northern part of prayer hall      D: finial image of Taj mausoleum 
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Panja Shahi Madrasa Mosque 
Shahi Madrasa Mosque is situated in Belangunj Mohalla, Agra also famous by 
the named as Panja Madrasa Mosque among the local people. This mosque is 
presently situated around some saint graves or appropriately may be said as graveyard 
mosque. Even one of the saint (Hazrat Qibla Sayyadna Shah Aadil Sahab Qadiri) has 
been buried inside the sahn of the mosque premises towards the south side. It is 
premature to say either this mosque originally has been erected around the several 
graveyards or these graveyards came into existence over the time. This mosque has 
been referred as Shahjahani perhaps built during the initial reign of Shahjahan in 1636 
A.D.19 
Plan of the mosque 
The ground plan shows the entire mosque is a rectangular structure with 
oblong interior hall. The walls of the mosque are excessively thick around 1.5 metres. 
Two broad irregular shaped piers at the front divided the sanctuary into 3-bayed 
structure while it is a single aisled mosque. The western interior wall is comprised of 
three mihrabs in which the middle one is considerably deep and broader than the 
flanking mihrabs. The northern and southern ends of the prayer chamber only 
comprised a single arch niche. And from these ends i.e south and north have staircase 
to go to the roof. 
  
Fig.14 
                                                        
19 See, Catherine. B. Asher  Architecture of Mughal India, 1995, p. 232; and also see, W.E. Begley & 
Z.A. Desai  Taj Mahal: The Illuminated Tomb, 1989, p. 250  
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Exterior description of the mosque 
The standing mosque is as usual three domed structure measuring 18 X 7.2 
metres, built in a very simple and most common way having three pointed arched 
openings  as entrances into the prayer chamber [Pl-34A]. The middle arched entrance 
way is framed into the rectangular shape, which is somewhat looks like as pishtaq 
considerably higher than the flanking entrances. Its pishtaq has been decorated with 
stucco carved borders and the arched spandrel is having lozenge medallions. The 
facade of the mosque bears resemblance to Humayun’s Mosque at kachpura Agra, 
[Pl-34B]. Domes above the terrace are constructed in such way (being shallow) that 
these could never be visible from the surface. The middle dome on the terrace is 
comparatively larger and being crowned finial than the uniform size and rounded 
flanking domes [Pl-34C]. These domes are appearing very much similar to those of 
Tughlaq times i.e. domes of the Begumpuri Mosque [Pl-34D] especially on the 
cloisters and in Khirki Mosque [Pl-34E]. The rear portion of the mosque is plain and 
simple only having projection due to the deep main mihrab. Mosque has been 
facilitated by the two vaulted staircases on either end sides (north & south), 
fortunately the northern staircase [Pl-34F] still remains provided with high steps that 
leads up to the terrace whereas the southern staircase has been completely 
encroached, even the walls are not spared by the local habitants. The northern 
staircase ends up with having canopied dome [Pl-35A]. The outer part of the 
sanctuary is fronted with open sahn perhaps undergone considerable renovations over 
the times, presently fenced by the modern boundary walls. 
Interior description of the mosque  
Sanctuary is a single aisled and three bayed structure, its domes have been 
raised on the chahartaq technique introduced by the muslims in Indian sub-continent 
[Pl-35B]. The middle bay of the prayer chamber is more spacious than the flanking 
bays, only may be due to the two individual standing broad piers. The main attraction 
of the mosque is the western mihrabs [Pl-35C], in which the main mihrab is 
undoubtedly most beautiful being deep pentagon-shaped structure and framed within 
pointed high arched niche, although the flanking mihrabs are also similarly framed in 
arched niches. The arches of all the three mihrabs are beautifully ornated with 
calligraphy, probably these marble panels with carved calligraphy are attached with 
some kind of material. The main mihrab’s calligraphed rectangular frame arch is 
further by another calligraphed rectangular frame [Pl-35D] is the verses of the Quran, 
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most commonly Shahjahani mosques especially their main mihrabs were decorated 
with these Quranic verses like Jama Masjid [Pl-35E] and Fatehpuri Mosque [Pl-35F], 
Delhi, Taj Mahal Mosque [Pl-36A] and Jami Masjid [Pl-36B], Agra, etc. Very much 
identical with this mosque as far as the author of these calligraphcal work is 
concerned20. The north and south ends of the prayer chamber contain arch niches the 
northern end arch niche opens into a small apartment fronted with a wooden door [Pl-
35B]. The side small apartment within the prayer hall is also found in Moti Mosque 
[Pl-36C], Agra Fort and Jama Masjid, Dargah Ajmer [Pl-36D]. As above mentioned 
the mosque had undergone numerous renovations, therefore the same case with the 
interior hall, which is definitely laden with modern work i.e., the marble flooring, 
white washing, and placing of modern marble up to 1 metre height etc.       
 
 
 
 
 
                                         
 
 
 
 
 
  
                                                        
20 The only ornamentation is the three marble mihrabs. The author Amanat Khan is not only who 
designed the calligraphy, but also constructed the mosques. The content of the inscriptions here, like 
those Amanat Khan designed for the Taj Mahal and Akbar’s tomb, are cogently ordered. That is, the 
outer band of verses on the central mihrab are ones that invite the faithful to pray and to avoid outside 
temptations. The inner verses proclaim the victory of Islam against unbelievers. See, Catherine, B. 
Asher  Architecture of  Mughal India, 1995, p. 233  
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Plate 34 
    
A: Mosque front view            B: Humayun Mosque, Kachpura Agra 
   
C:  Domes                                                                 D: Domes on the cloisters, Begumpuri Mosque 
   
E: Domes in clusters, Khirki Mosque                                 F: Vaulted staircase 
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Plate 35 
     
A: Domed staircase, upper end                        B: Northern side end chamber fronted with door                           
     
C: Mihrabs                                                                                      D: Main mihrab with mimber 
   
E  Inscribed mihrab, Jama Masjid, Delhi             F: Inscribed mihrab, Fatehpuri  Mosque, Delhi 
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Plate 36 
     
A: Inscribed mihrab Taj Mahal Mosque                    B: Inscribed mihrab Jami Masjid, Agra 
             
C : Side end chamber, Moti Mosque Agra      D: Side end chamber Jama Masjid, Dargah Ajmer 
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Lal Shahi Masjid 
 Mosque is situated immediately to the north of the bridge of the bypass of 
National Highway No.2 at the riverbank, opposite the Ram Bagh or Bagh-i- Nur 
Afshan. To the south of the mosque situated an adjoining building known as rouza of 
Jafar Khan very close to the mosque, infact tomb’s  vaulted plinth is very much intact 
with the mosque wall.  Jafar Khan21 is said to have built this mosque as his personal 
chapel. Although mosque is comparatively large and has enough space infront of it 
assumed to had been sahn at that time. The entire building is made up of bricks 
veneered further by the superb red sandstone slabs; very clearly the fragile and broken 
slabs of the mosque can be seen from the distance. Somewhere these veneered red 
slabs now became black over the time due to the rainy water and their subsequently 
occurred mosses on the wall surfaces.  
Plan of the mosque 
Mosque is a rectangular structure with four engaged pillars along with the end 
piers (north & south) divided the interior space exactly into two-halves. The outer 
portion is now completely open while the inner portion is covered by roof where 
exactly prayers happen. The western wall is comprised of pentagon-shaped mihrab 
and three-stepped mimber which 
 are flanked either side by two recessed mihrabs. The southern and northern 
(conjectural) ends show rectangular curves. Below in the fig. dot line shows the 
broken part, these structures are completely missing from the extant mosque now. 
Whereas, the thickness of the present walls of the mosque have been shown through 
section drawing i.e., the southern part of the liwan is comparatively remains more 
than the northern part of the liwan (prayer chamber).  
                                                        
21 Jafar Khan was married to Farzana Begum, the sister of Mumtaz Mahal, and was thus the brother-in-
law of Shahjahan. Jafar Khan indeed concerned to the imperial family very much, therefore he held the 
positions of governor of the Punjab (1646/47), mir bakshi, in charge of mansabs and of intelligence 
(1647/48), and governor of Delhi (1649-50), Multan (1650) and Bihar (1650/51).  Finally at the end of 
Shahjahan’s reign he became wazir-i-kul (finance minister), at a rank of 5000 zat/ 5000 sawar. See, 
Ebba Koch The Complete Taj Mahal,  Bookwise( India) pvt. Ltd. New Delhi: 2006, p. 77 
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Fig.15 
Exterior description of the mosque 
Following the general concept mosque has been raised on slightly high plinth; 
the length and breadth (27.8x 9.6m) of the mosque completely make it as rectangular 
structure. It is a three-domed structure though unfortunately the northern dome is 
completely disappeared without any single fragments remains [Pl-37A]. The 
arrangements of the three domes reflect the architects’ skill in raising all these 
together very close to each other leaving more space at both the ends. Architects very 
skilfully raised these domes just above the interior aisle of the prayer chamber, the 
middle dome being minutely larger than the flanking ones, solely maintained the 
symmetry [Pl-37B]. The bulbous dome as the Shahjahani feature which has been 
raised on the high necked octagonal drum22. All the three domes are ornated with 
inverted lotus petals and their finials are broken, may have been there kalash kind of 
designed element. The southern extended structure evidently marked as the front 
portion of the mosque would have been very beautiful structure but now completely 
disappeared. Now the mosque remains from the interior aisle up to the back portion. 
The back part of the mosque shows the entire structure has been raised on high plinth 
with naked bricks appeared at the bottom while the upper parts are veneered with red 
sandstone slabs [Pl-37C]. Mosque is distinctly different from the other Shahjahani 
mosques due to the miniature chhattris [Pl-37D] are placed at the back which are 
missing in others, although Shahjahan utilized this kind of raising miniature chhattries 
to his best imperial mosques at the front facade of western liwan in Jami Mosque23, 
                                                        
22 Drums here show distinctly high perhaps, due to the complete broken part of the front, therefore 
upper elements of the roof are quite visible. 
23 Erecting of miniature chattries or kiosks above the pishtaq and cloisters around the sahn, of Jami 
masjid, Agra has been imitated directly from the Badshahi Masjid, Fatehpur Sikri, undoubtedly Akbar 
introduced in masjid. But while comparing these integrated structures in between two (Akbar & 
Shahjahan), certainly what we perceive that the cloisters with kiosks of Badshahi Masjid surpassed the 
Jami Masjid in terms of well-balanced symmetry, proportions and spectacular view. Therefore, due to 
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Agra [Pl-37E] and Moti Mosque, Agra Fort [Pl-37F]. In this mosque probably the 
entire upper facade of the roof whether front or back and north or south all were 
embellished with these miniature chhattries. And the terrace parapets are decorated 
with carved floral motif panels all around [Pl-38A]. Infront of the prayer chamber an 
open space is there, most probably had been utilizing as sahn but now most of the 
masjid sahn has been encroached by locals. Mosque is now in precarious condition its 
front and northern portions are completely broken and now modern pillars are added 
to support the dilapidated roof condition [Pl-38B].See also, fig.16 
 
Fig. 16- The north side light portion indicates the conjectural drawing of the Mosque 
Interior description of the mosque 
The interior arrangement of the prayer chamber comprised of 2-aisled and 5-bayed 
compositions. The deep aisle is actually the main space where prayer has now been 
performed daily; all the four pillars24 inside the chamber supported the most beautiful 
sharp hanging cusped arches [Pl-38C]. The hanging 11- cusped arches all the four 
directions supported on single pillars or piers may have been imitated from the Moti 
Mosque designing. These standing pillars are placed at the equal distance are 
themselves elegant due to their shape turned as piers (where four engaged pillars are 
supported of four hanging cusped arches all the four cardinal directions. The western 
wall of the prayer chamber contained of principle mihrab at the middle which is deep 
                                                                                                                                                               
this awkward result architects could not up to mark like their predecessor architects, Shahjahan drop 
out this sense of aesthetic experiment and only the upper façade of western liwan of Moti masjid re-
adorned with 7 kiosks only and cloisters were here, left out completely. And further Shahjahan never 
wish to do in other later mosques not even in mega Jama Masjid, Delhi.  
 
24 Shape and design of the pillars indicate the typical Shahjahani style, shafts are 12-faced ends at the 
abacus with muqarnas design. 
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curve pentagon niche, upper portion of it is ornate with three arched panels at the 
front and two sideways and arched netted designs at the top corners [Pl-38D]. This 
principle mihrab is flanked on either side by a 9-cusped arched panel [Pl-38E], and all 
these principle mihrab, 3-stepped mimber and arched panels are framed in single 
broad sunken 11-cusped arch. Similar to the main mihrab, the two flanking mihrabs 
on either side are also framed in 11-cusped sunken arch making the entire western 
wall beautiful [Pl-38F]. And just above the mihrabs are the range of panels which 
were certainly be calligraphic but now not a single piece of panel are there only 
cavities are there at their place which even shows the panels edifice [see Pl-38E]. The 
northern side mihrab (just beside the main mihrab remains in ruin condition [Pl-39A] 
whereas the end mihrab is completely disappeared, infact towards the north end from 
the centre of the prayer chamber is completely fallen down, there are no dome, no 
ceiling but only partial portion of it [Pl-39B], no bays and no entrance gateway. 
Moreover the outer aisle of the   sanctuary is also fallen down, only the southern end 
vaulted bay remains [Pl-39C] indicate the prayer chambers complete elevated plan.  
The conjectural elevated plan may be drawn on the basis of the remaining 
three 11-cusped archway entrances; similar to these archways another five 11-cusped 
archways would have been extended towards east side making the complete shape of 
the sanctuary. The ceilings of the prayer chamber is comprised of both the deep round 
exactly below the raised domes and also have flat ceilings with covet borders [Pl-
39D],  appearing very much similar to the Moti Mosque ceiling, therefore we must 
say undoubtedly this is a Shahjahani Mosque built probably some years later after 
Moti Mosque, Agra Fort. Surprisingly, prayer chamber do not have any traces of jai-
namaz (prayer-mats), this is certainly unbelievable that such a beautiful mosque could 
be ever devoid of prayer-mats25? It may be assumed that all the prayer-mats were 
pulled out and taken away, as those were in marble slab shape originally in the past, in 
order to save from its dilapidated conditions and also for its sanctity purpose by the 
local muslims. Surprisingly, survey could not find ablution tank (hauz), although for 
this kind of three-domed mosque ablution tank always remains as a mandatory 
structural element. 
                                                        
25 On the basis of survey, the present floor of the prayer chamber is only rough sandstone slab, that 
could never be the case when the mosque was originally erected because all the bases of the four-
angled pillars shows pitty cavity means uniform labels are missing, similar situation are there above the 
mihrabs where only cavities are there at the place of panels and inscribed panels would have been taken 
away.   
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Plate 37 
  
A: Front view of mosque                                  B: Domes                                  
   
C: Back part of the mosque                        D: Series of miniature chhattries at the back 
   
E: Miniature chhattries at the front and side cloisters  F: Chattries at the front, Moti Mosque  
Jami Mosque                                                                                                                                          
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Plate 38 
   
A: Floral frieze at the back parapets                    B: New pillars to support the mosque 
        
C: Four sides hanging cusped arches                     D: Main mihrab 
  
E: Mihrab with flanking panels & pulpits       F: Framed sunken 11-cusped arch niches 
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Plate 39 
   
A: Ruined northern side wing mihrab                B: Remnants of fallen dome ceiling  
  
C: Side southern end bay                                 D: Flat ceiling 
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The Idgah (Mosque) in Agra  
 The Idgah is constructed generally outside the city so that people of other 
adjoining townships or villages can come at one place together to offer two namaz in 
a year i.e Idd-ul-fitr and Idd-ul- azha. This Idgah is certainly larger than those of the 
small mohallas mosques and Jami mosque. And the last category in terms of Islamic 
religious shrine is the Kabba which is regarded as one of the most sacred and pious 
place.  
This study is exclusively survey based, to make it easy to understand, I have 
got a layout plan of the Idgah of Agra. My attempt in this survey is to explain its 
physical structural descriptions which include its salient architectural features, its 
decoration, layout plan, and its utilization for the people. More than this, an attempt 
will be taken to recognize of which period it may belong though; there are 
uncertainties with this mosque among the historians1. 
Location of the Idgah Mosque: 
The Idgah of Agra is situated to the south side of the city. It is half mile away 
to the south of the Magistrates Court and one and half mile away south-west to the 
fort. Similarly to majority of the buildings built by Shahjahan, utilizing material red 
sandstone, it is of course made of sandstone. It is said that the whole structure or 
sanctuary built within 40 days, how much truth in it one fail to understand, they prove 
the statement by giving evidence as there are lacking of marble or sandstone 
pavement (floor) and of course no musallas (series of beautiful designed demarcations 
on the floor of the sanctuary, on which the worshippers kneel upon). 
 On account of its construction, none of the scholars and historians has come as 
under whose reign it was built since no concrete inscriptions except one is found2 
(Pl.1). Nevertheless, this monument has been enlisted in the group of Shahjahani 
buildings but even opinions vary, perhaps it is the later construction probably during 
                                                        
1 A/c to Asher “This building is mentioned in no text; moreover the structure lacks epigraphs found on 
all of Shahjahan’s large mosques. Infact, it is possible this idgah was built later in Aurangzeb’s reign. 
For this see,  
Asher, C.B  The architecture of the Mughal India, New Delhi 1992, p.235 
See for E.B, Joshi 1963 Gazetteers of districts of Uttar Pradesh, Agra, sixth edition. According to an 
inscribed tablet set up in 1876A.D. it was built by Shahjahan in forty days but it is ascribed by some to 
Aurangzeb. 
2Perhaps, the present shown inscription has been re- shifted to other place (within the comlplex) from 
its original place;  Carlleyle, A.C.L in IVth vol. of Cunningham’s Report for the year 1871-72 
pub.Indological Book House, Varanasi, 1966,  says this idgah was erected by Shahjahan 
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Aurangzeb’s period. I have tried to prove whether it is a Shahjahani building of a later 
period. 
 
Descriptions of four wall, gateways and complex: 
 
Fig.7 
The sanctuary is situated inside the high and large four- walled boundary. All the 
three sides of the wall having entrance gateways (Pl-2A), the northern and southern 
gateways are equally similar in architectural designing (Pl-2B) whereas the main 
entrance i.e eastern gateway is larger in respect to other two gateways. The length and 
breadth of the wall are 172X161m respectively almost look like a square complex. 
The height of the wall is 4.8m from top to the bottom including the battlements 
surrounded all around above the wall. It seems that the enclosing wall is not well- 
finished as like the gateways and the sanctuary. Plaster materials (Pl-2C) can still be 
seen from one of the wall surface which shows the core material is lakhauri bricks. 
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The inner and outer surface of the wall is plain and simple without any decorations. 
The outer surface of the wall from all the four sides is having projection seems to be 
like as recessed niche exactly opposite to it but nothing like is found  from inside. The 
back portion of the western liwan is almost plain except the projected mihrab bay and 
some extended spouts are provided for water outlets. The western inner wall (Pl-2D) 
leaving the sanctuary has series of multi-foliated arched niches counted as total 44 
niches, therefore, 22 either side of the liwan.  Towards the south-west and north-west 
corner of the wall remnants of chhattries can be seen but surmounting cupolas have 
collapsed now, the pillars and brackets of the chhattries indicate Shahjahani stucture3. 
The southern and northern gateways are single storied. Both have square plan 
with chamfered angles; door at the centre is in the double pointed arch framed by 
square. All the four corner sides are having slender turrets like structure starting from 
base rises up to the top. Above, in between the side corner slender turrets from 
exterior to interior have parapets. The eastern gateway is double storied and 
comparatively much larger in dimensions than the other sideway gates. From outside 
the gateway is having four pointed arched niches (alcoves), placed on either side one 
above the other, the wooden door is in the centre which is enclosed in the doubled 
arched. The side edges of the entire gate has six slender turrets rises from base to top 
and on the top in between the slender turrets are battlemented parapets all around the 
roof. From inside, flights of staircases (Pl-2E) are provided into the pointed arched 
openings on either side that lead to the first floor and subsequently to the roof. The 
length of the frontal portion and the length of the arch are 8.2m and 4.8m respectively 
from inside the complex. The height of the arch is 6m. All the four corners of the wall 
have small chambers fronted with wooden gate and just above it are chhattries. The 
remnants of the octagonal chhattries (Pl-2F) can be seen on the western side corners 
in which the cupola perhaps collapsed.  
Inside the four-walled premises is a  beautifully maintained garden which is 
separated in a block by a raised path of red sandstone. The unique feature about the 
premises is to be noted down is the double tier red sand stone platforms. As the main 
sanctuary (western liwan) stands deep to the western side but before to reach the main 
sanctuary one has to pass from this two tier red sand stone impressive platforms (Pl-
3A) rising subsequently. The platform on which the liwan stands fronted with three 
                                                        
3 This chhattries seems to be similar to the corner tower chhattries of the Jami Masjid, Agra especially 
its 12-faced shaft, supported brackets below the pillars and the foliated arcades. 
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staircases (Pl-3B) with five steps in each, the middle one is close to the mukabbir 
(small pavilion) giving a great look to the entire western liwan. There is a hauz 
(ablution tank) (Pl-3A) at the same axis but much away from the mosque, hauz is 
provided exactly at a place from where it is easily and equally approachable from all 
the three entrance gateways. Hauz, mukabbir, eastern aiwan (gateway) and pishtaq of 
the sanctuary situated at the same axis east to west. To the right and left side of the 
sanctuary just in front of the western wall, series of the arched niches, spacious 
platform is there for the devotees to offer namaz. On either side to the platform 
provided with single staircase with four steps in each. Mukabbir (Pl-3C) an open 
sqare-shaped pavilion posses all the typical Shahjahani architectural features. It is 
made up of red sand stone, stands on four Shahjahani pillars, engrailed cusped arches 
supported on these pillars from all the four sides. Engrailed cusped arches from all the 
faces surmounted by chhajjas without supporting brackets. Above the chhajjas, 
beautifully ornately designed jali railing with sharifa type (palm grasper) placed at 
equal intervals at each face. Mukabbir is the typical architectural element of the 
Shahjahani period especially placed in front of the main entrance of the sanctuary of 
the Jami mosques and other congregational mosques like Jama Masjid, Delhi; 
Fatehpuri Begum Masjid, Delhi; Jami Masjid, Agra; its utilizing purposes has neither 
been elaborated nor even structurally defined4. Perhaps, it has been constructed for the 
large gathering offering friday namaz , just infront of the pishtaq in the sahn 
(courtyard) to make them hear what Imam like them (Pupil) to do through a man 
standing on it. In the Jama Masjid, Delhi (Pl-3D) instead of one mukabbir there are 
two in the same sahn, placed exactly at the same axis. The reason behind constructing 
two mukabbirs in the same compound is perhaps, due to spacious sahn. And the 
second reason for constructing this particular structure in the mosques for the 
Emperor to get entry through it, as being given the royal welcome thus it may be 
signifying the royal emblem.  
Exterior structure of the liwan: 
 The sanctuary (liwan) measures 52m length and 12m breadth (Pl-4A). Its 
facade is composed of a central liwan-portal arch of length 8m, with an arcade (Pl-
4B) of three arches on each side having length 5m each and four octagonal corner 
                                                        
4 This structure is not only specific to the congregational mosques, but it is also present in front of the 
interior of the eastern gate, Akbar’s tomb, Sekandara, Agra. It was perhaps, for the Royal Emperor to 
enter through it. 
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towers of radius 2.4m each surmounted with beautiful broad chhattries with cupola 
but the finials above the cupolas are broken. All the four attached corners towers are 
embellished designed with typical shahjahani motifs (like the Jami Masjid, Agra)  The 
main pishtaq is 12m in length having two  recessed multi-foliated cusped arched 
entrance, smaller arched through which entrance to the main shrine and the larger arch 
is smartly enclosed in a rectangle portal. Aiwan-portal rises comparatively high to the 
side arches, and is proportionately wider. The depth and sharpness of the contours 
which is characteristics of the engrailed arches of the age. These are obviously drawn 
on triangle, similar are the side arches. The main portal5 is crowned with two 
chhattries (comparatively smaller and narrower to the corner towers chhattries) on 
either side (like the aiwan-portal of Fatehpuri Begum Masjid, Delhi). The side arches, 
three on each side of the liwan-portal, are similarly supported on very broad piers 
unlike the piers of the Jama Masjid, Delhi. Like the double recessed cusped arches of 
main portal, the side cusped arches have the similar design; the outer broad arches are 
framed in square and then the subsequent arches towards the entrances to the shrine. 
Above the flanking engrailed arched entrance on either side of the portal in each 
rectangular frame, there are three Shahjahani wall panel designed motifs. These 
cusped arches are so accurately balanced that these are providing elegant look from 
outside due to the combination of the red sand stone and white paintings from inside 
to entire structure. These 9-cusped engrailed flanking arches along with the main 
portal are so symmetrically balanced and appropriately constructed that even they 
surpassed the beauty of the facade of Jama Masjid, Delhi; although marble as a 
constructing material used in enhancing the beauty of Jama masjid, Delhi. Here, in 
Idgah sanctuary no marble has been used. The northern and southern side of the 
sanctuary has a single 9- cusped, engrailed arched opening to the interior of the 
mosque (Pl-4C). These open engrailed arches are enclosed in rectangular frame and 
the entire wall of the facade is decorated with typical Shahjahani arch and panel 
articulations. To the north-west and south-west of the liwan of the corners towers are 
having doors along with stairs that lead to the terrace (Pl-4C). The battlemented 
parapet is prominently prevalent around the terrace of sanctuary but is ornated by 
covered horizontal strip of red sandstone (Pl-4D) 
Interior structures of the liwan: 
                                                        
5 The two small four pillared chhattries surmounted by cupolas on either sides are very much similar to 
the chhattries on the pishtaq of Fatehpuri Begum Masjid, Delhi 
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 The sanctuary has been simply planned interiorly. It is single aisled, and seven 
bayed prayer hall. Central nave which contains the mihrab (Pl-5A) denoting the 
direction of kabba (qibla), and simple mimber (pulpit)6, has the large iwan-portal in 
its front. Each wing on either side of the nave (i.e. along the qibla wall) has alternate 
squared and pentagonal recessed (Pl-5B) elevated with combined pointed and cusped 
arches. Mihrab at the middle is little deep than the flanking side mihrab niches; it is 
also pentagonal and enclosed in both cusped and pointed arches together. This central 
mihrab is decorated with three foliated arches on its three sides, above it has the 
rectangular panels designs and above this at the vaulted portion has typical shahjahani 
carvings (Pl-5C) i.e radiating sunrays whose rays lead to delicate scrolled intersecting 
tracery designs all over the curve which is also conspicuously prevalent in Shahjahani 
congregational mosques (mihrab of Jama Masjid, Delhi; Moti masjid, Agra; Machhi 
Bhawan baldachin, Agra fort). Delicate scrolled intersecting tracery designs are also 
carved on the upper part of all the cusped arched entrances to the sanctuary and also 
even to the upper part of the piers around the main nave. The ceiling (Pl-5D) of the 
sanctuary is flat due to the absence of any dome. The unique feature about this 
beautiful red sandstone built mosque is the absence of floor pavement and so the 
musallas (Pl-5E).   
Conclusion: 
 While studying the great details of entire complex in general and the mosque 
structure in particular, we came to the conclusion that the Shahjahani architectural 
features are more prominent than the other period features. For example the three 
gateways to the complex, of course laden with the Shahjahani features, mukabbir 
(open small pavilion in front of the main entrance), and corner towers of the sanctuary 
surmounted with chhatries and cupola, pillars and piers, and the decorative motifs 
especially on the main mihrab.  
 
 
 
                                                        
6 The strcture of three steps attached to the left hand side of the mihrab, on which the Imam stands and 
recite Khutba during Friday, Idd-ul-fitra and Idd-ul-azha namaz. 
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Plate 1 
 
Inscribed slab, perhaps re-shifted from original place to some other place within the complex, 
The inscriptions cannot be clearly readable due to fragility. But even then I have got it read by 
expert (Abdul Salaam Jilani) in our Department of History, AMU  
Trans: This idgah was constructed during the reign of Emperor Akbar. This is very old 
monument and has been erected under the command of noble Abd-e-Qayyum. Inscription 
praises the Emperor and the date of construction through this couplet. 
Note: Perhaps, there is all possibility that the entire building was constructed during Akbar 
reign, but over a time whole building would  have been collapsed except the four wall and 
gateways. And later, once again Shahjahan built the monument or liwan.   
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   Plate 2 
                         
                                   A                                                                                                   B 
                        
                                  C                                                                                                   D                      
          
                                     E                                                                                                 F     
[ A:(wall along with eastern gate);B:(exterior view of southern gate);C:( wall with plaster and 
lakhori bricks);D:(series of foliated niches to the interior of western wall);E:(interior of 
eastern gate);F:(corner chattri)] 
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Plate 3 
 
               
                                 A                                                                                                      B 
                                       
                                                                   
                      C                                                                                                                   D                                                                                                                
 
[A:(Liwan fronted with two tier-platforms);B: (three staircases in which the middle one is in 
front of the muqabbir);C:( muqabbir in front of the liwan);D:(two muqabbirs at the same axis 
in the sahn,jama masjid Delhi)]           
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Plate 4 
 
         
                            A                                                                                                     B 
      
                                C                                                                                                D  
 
 
 
[A:(sanctuary or liwan);B:(flanking cusped arched entrance or maqsurah);C:(corner towers 
and northern cusped arched entrance along with door with stairs);D:(parapets covered with 
sandstone strip)]  
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Plate 5 
       
                                         A                                                                                                   B 
           
                                         C                                                                                                           D 
 
E 
[A:(mihrab with pulpit); B:(reccessed niches on either side of mihrab);C:(radiating 
design,scroll);D:(absence of musallas on the pavement);E:(flat ceiling due to absence of 
domes)]  
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Jami Masjid, Agra 
Shahjahan in his very early regnal years, started constructing masjids 
throughout his empire, and his first major successful project was Jami masjid in the 
premises of Dargah of Khwaja Mainuddin Chisti at Ajmer. His elder daughter, Jahan 
Ara was a pious lady of the harem, popularly known as the Begam Sahiba7. She 
convinced her father (Emperor) to built a Jama masjid congregational mosque infront 
of the fort as the population of the city was rising sharpely8 [PL-6A]. Thereafter, just 
outside the Dehi gate of the fort, masjid begun to laid out9. Before selecting a place 
for masjid Shahjahan is said to have come out with yet another plan.10 According to 
                                                        
7 Lahouri while praising Begum Sahiba came out with numerous title and panegyric adjectives about 
her mentioned “shi maye razia” which by misunderstanding R. Nath has compared her position in 
Shahjahan’ reign as like Razia in Iltutmish’s reign, but what we understand by the word mentioned by 
Lahouri perhaps, conveying her ‘praiseworthy nature’ as she did painstaking task to erect such a mega 
project of Abode of God as she is the Princess of the Age. Moreover, if Lahouri really meant to 
associate Begum Sahiba with Razia, he would have definitely mentioned Razia with ‘Sultana’ and also 
her father Iltutmish, he definitely well-awared by name of both the person). See, Eng. translation of 
Lahouri’s Badshah Nama is given on f.n.4 
8 “Formerly at Akbarabad, the area just in front of the gate of the fort was congested with various 
public buildings, offices and private dwellings, leaving no space for a Forecourt (Jilau-khana). As a 
result every morning and evening, when the nobles and all the officers of the state came to pay their 
respects, great inconvenience was caused to the public by the concourse of men and horses, especially 
on the days of Id and Nauroz, royal birthdays and other festivals and during the occasions of a royal 
procession. Infact, due to the immense crowds that thronged together, the people’s lives were 
constantly endangered.  
 Therefore, at this time, on the return of the imperial standards from Daulatabad, His Majesty 
ordered that a spacious plaza, which the natives of Hind call Chauk be constructed infront of the fort 
gate with a large bazaar laid out in octagonal Baghdadi style; along each larger side of which there 
were to be cells and apartments, with several shops on each shorter side.  Having laid the foundation at 
was an auspicious moment, it was further commanded that at one side of the plaza, which would form a 
place of assembly for all denizens of the world, a stately metropolitan mosque should be built at His 
majesty’s private expense. 
               However, Her Majesty Princess Jahan Ara Begum who earnestly sought after the rewards of 
the next world, begged that the sacred place of worship might be erected out   of her personal funds. 
Accordingly, a sublime farman was issued authorizing the comptrollers of the princess’s household to 
undertake the work. 
 The ground on which the chauk, and mosque were to be constructed belonged chiefly to the royal 
domains. And as for the little which was the property of others, some of the owners were gratified by 
receiving 10 or 15 times the actual value, and the others by the grant of neighbouring estates out of the 
crown lands”.  See, Inayat Khan. Shahjahan Nama (eds. W.E. Begley & Z.A. Desai) Oxford University 
Press New work : Delhi, 1990, pp. 205-6    
9 “This was the time when one of large masjid, situated near to the bank of Yamuna and the 
construction of Nawab Mumtaz Rouza was in full-fledged was stopped for a while. As mentioned 
masjid was away from the city population from general people approach. Hence forth, Emperor’s heart 
felt that one big and heaven like beautiful masjid should be erected inside the dense populated city so 
that common people may do Ibadat (prayer) inside it conveniently. Therefore, in that situation Jahan 
Ara, whose title was Begum Sahiba, requested her father to allow her this noble and blissful work to 
do. Emperor agreed and thereafter, the owner of land (those who were out of khalsa land) were paid in 
cash according to their wish and those who did not wish to accept land were given beautiful houses and 
fruitful land”. See, Sil Chand. Tafrih-ul-Imarat, pers. pp. 30-31 
10 As lahouri recorded “Mosque was announced to be built infront towards its fort gate but in between 
the two there would be chowk. That, in front of the fort’s gate, there was a big market- chowk, laid out 
on Baghdadi Muthamman plan (octagonal plan wherein each angle side is less than half of each front 
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A.C. Carlleyle an Assistant Surveyor of Cunnigham noted down the present scenario 
about the masjid and its adjoining structures at that time11. 
Building material:  
                  Mughals primarily used red sandstone in their construction of monuments 
in the beginning, and the extensive use of white marble became popular during the 
reign of Shahjahan. Basically the Jami masjid is built of red sandstone, but certainly 
somewhere artisans tried to utililize semi-precious stones too. White marble has been 
utilized for specific places like the pishtaq arch which is framed by white and black 
marble as in the form of rectangular band inscriptions and also same is the case with 
main mihrab arch. The two front thin circular shaft framed the pishtaq is decorated in 
leaf form interspersed with white and black marble, and red sandstone remains as 
background. The main mihrab is completely faced with white marble and its attached 
pulpit too. The floor arched niches so called jaye-namaz towards north maqsura 
(perhaps reserved for ladies) is made of three coloured marble i.e black, white and 
yellow. Besides these materials, the interior wall portion of the prayer hall is painted 
with ‘chunnam’ that resembles like marble from a distance view and the cupolas of 
the miniature chattries and the side corner chattries of the prayer hall are also painted 
                                                                                                                                                               
side. Its diameter was 170 Imperial (Badshahi) yards (zira). On each of its longer sides (zila) were 
fourteen arched chambers (hujrah va aiwan) (which were used as shops and godowns), and on each of 
smaller sides were 5 shops (panja chashma dukaan bashad )And as par the order (farman) towards the 
west of above mentioned chowk,  a beautiful and spacious mosque of which its length should be 130 
Badshahi yards; 3 domes on the Qiblah side (on the western liwan) and 53 arches internally on the 
three sides of the sahn which be 80x80 yards. All this was founded by Shahjahan himself. Moreover, at 
one place Lahouri specifically recorded that the Badshahzadi Jahaniyan  ordered it to be built for 
religious merit and also for the benefit of this world and reward for hereafter, therefore she’s nature 
reflect her praiseworthy work (Razia). About the planned mosque to be found infront of the fort and 
some specific architectural dimensions and synthesis as par the wish of Emperor were about to bring in 
mosque . There were some houses of the people of the city on the land where the mosque was proposed 
to be built. It was, therefore, ordered that these houses may be purchased by paying 10-15 times of the 
(market) value to the owners of those houses satisfactory compensation was accordingly paid and the 
land was, thus, legitimately acquired.” See Lahouri.  Badshah Nama ,Pers. eds. Kabir al Din Ahmad 
and and Abd-al-Rahim, Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal; Calcutta, 1866, vol.I, part-II, p.252. 
11 The Jumma Masjid of Agra, as is well known, is situated opposite to the Delhi Gate of the fort, 
between which and the masjid there is the walled enclosure called the Tripolia[PL-6B] which formerly 
constituted a screen between the masjid and the fort, but is now used as a market. This Tripolia is now 
about to be cut through by the Rajpootana State Railway[PL.7A&B]. This means the present ruined 
structure remains just above the railway bridge was a full-fledge Tripolia [PL.7B]. A.C.L. Carllyle 
being a fortunate surveyor got the chance to see Tripolia [the term ‘Tripolia’ refers to the three 
archways leading to the bazaar. The three archway scheme was prevalent in Rajput and Gujrati palace 
architecture. See, Anderson, Frances. (1989). Learning from Jaipur, journal of Architectural Education 
(1984). Vol. 42, no. 4, (summer, 1989), pp. 15-24] in 1871-72 just few months before its cut exactly in 
the same year of his survey. See, A.C.L. Carllyle Archaeological Survey of India, Cunnigham Report 
,Indological Book House: Varanasi, 1966, vol. IV, p. 170 
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with the same material, therefore chunnam became gradually one of the main items of 
decoration of Shahjahani buildings 
Plan of the Mosque: 
                       Jami masjid is based on the traditional 4-aiwan plan, having two 
gateways towards north and south and the main gateway to the east side facing the 
western prayer hall. The gateway towards north and south are approached by flight of 
steps from both the sides. The eastern corners of the mosque are comprised of two 
pentagonal-shaped projected towers. The ground plan of the eastern gateway remains 
merely as octagonal shape floor with some newly constructed flight of steps since the 
original gate was demolished in 1857. Stairs are provided to get over the eastern 
corner towers and then to the roof of the cloisters (north & south). Water tank is 
situated at the centre of the sahn. Mukabbir, a separate structure is situated just infront 
of the pishtaaq of the prayer hall. The interior plan of the prayer hall is composed of 
2-aisled and 5-rowed system. At the extreme north and south ends are inter-
connecting 3-chambers to each side. These chambers are meant for specific purposes. 
There are four pentagonal-shaped projected towers at each corner of the prayer hall. 
The outer hall which accommodates pishtaq is square-shaped, having connecting arch 
way to enter either side hall of the main pishtaq hall. There are five arch niches 
including the main mihrab to the west wall of the prayer hall. 
 
Fig. 8 
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Exterior description of the mosque:  
                 The masjid stands on a raised platform of red sandstone 11 feet above the 
ground on the eastern side from which it was approached by a broad flight of steps. 
The whole of the eastern front of the mosque, including the main gateway was 
however, demolished by the Britishers in 185712 [PL.8A&B]. This mosque is based 
on 4-aiwan plan with prayer hall to the western side of the sahn (central court) which 
is surrounded on the remaining three sides by dalaan (cloisters). The facade of the 
western liwan comprises a four pointed arched entrances two on either side of the 
large central arched entrance. The main portal (pishtaq) [Pl.9A] is deeply recessed 
and accommodates actual arched entrance about 40 feet high13. The semi-vaulted 
space just above the transitional zone of the pishtaq is having light arch netting (qalib-
kari) and is unadorned unlike the pishtaq of Taj Mahal masjid. The front portion of 
the pishtaq is completely faced with white marble and is enclosed within rectangular 
marble composed of red sandstone side borders. Two series of Persian inscriptions in 
beautiful Nakshi style is black stone are inlaid within this frame around the arched 
portal.14 
                                                        
 12 According to R. Nath, namaz in the mosque from 1857 onwards was discontinued. However, with 
the efforts of John Lawrence and John Battan, prayer in the mosque was restarted and subsequently the 
ownership of the mosque was lawfully transferred to the muslims of the city and the occasion was 
celebrated. The demolished portions of the mosque have been rebuilt once again though failed to give 
the original shape, so these lapse of structures left the Jami masjid different and incomplete on its front. 
For this see R, Nath. History of Mughal Architecture. (New Delhi: Abhinav Publications, 2005 Vol. IV 
Part I, p.445 and also see, R.H.Nevill. District Gazetteer of the United Provinces of Agra and Owadh, 
Allahabad; 1905, vol. viii, pp. 199-200. 
13 Nevil, 1905, 199-200 
14 This Holy mosque of God is built for the worship of the faithful of the world (Khuda-parastan ruye-
zamin). It is a magnificient House of Prayer, which is strong and provides a symbol of pious devotion. 
Its sight is pleasing to the eye (manzar yast nur-afza didah), and bestows divine light to those who 
believe. For seekers of the Truth, it is Eternal Repository.  It is built by the order of Jahanara Begum, 
the Grandest and the Most Dignified; Deputy of the Heaven; Luminious like the Sun (Nawab-falak-
janab-khurshid); whose grace is piety; the Lady of the Sublime and chastity; supreme a mong the 
women of the age; Mistress of the Lady of the realm; Empress of the world (Malikah-i-Jahan); Honour 
for all the Universe; Most beloved amongst the children of the Amir-ul-Muminine (Shahjahan), in the 
auspicious reign of the Emperor who is the Lord of the Universe; whom the shadow of the God has 
wholly engulfed; Khalifah of God who is all beautiful and merciful; the most wise; Fountain-head of 
Peace; King of seven Realms (Badshah haft-aqlim); Bestower of Grace to the Throne and the Crown; 
Custodian of the Country and Religion (harish mulk-o-millat); the destroyer of tyranny and infidelity; 
the King who is the repository of faith, the seeker of truth; the Most Beautiful; the Most Beloved of the 
Court of God who is master of sea and land; the just and bestower of Justice and Benovalence; the 
upholder of  the righteous deeds and benovalence; Repository and Preserver of the world; the Fountain-
head of all Laws; the patron of his subjects whom he loves and protects, Abu’l Muzaffar Shihab’al-Din 
Muhammad Sahib-Qiran-Thani Shah Jahan Badshah Ghazi, at the cost of five lakhs equivalent to 
seventy thousand tumans of Iran and twentyfive lakhs khani of Turan, and it was completed in a period 
of five years. 
              May God, who is just, Almighty and Self-suffcient, forever preserve this strong, forbidding 
and magnificent building which is like Bait’al-Mamur ( the house in the seventh Heaven visited by 
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                The spandrel and rectangular panels at the bottom (dado zone) is kept plain 
without any decoration unlike the pishtaqs of Jilaukhana and Taj mosque, Agra. The 
arched sides of the pishtaq comprise of three rope mouldings rising from the top to the 
short engaged corner vases in the dado zone 15[PL.10B]. The actual archway just 
inside the main portal and as a matter of fact is of the same dimensions as the side 
arches of the facade and obviously the aiwan has been added to it for its majestic and 
imposing formal effect. The rectangular frame around the main portal is flanked by 
two octagonal turrets (the right side turret is now broken) at the front and another pair 
of the same is attached at the back of the western hall. These turrets are divided 
vertically into five distinct sections, the third coinciding with the cornice line of the 
liwan portal which is much higher than the wings. The fifth section is the highest, 
crowned by slender graceful octagonal chattries, this is unlike the pinnacles which 
were used conventionally on such turrets attached to the quoins like Taj Mahal 
mosque, Agra; Chinni ka Rouza, Agra; Akbar’s tomb, Sikandra, Taj Mahal, Jilau 
khana’s front gate of Taj Mahal etc. But subsequently its turrets pinnacle is somehow 
similar to the turret’s pinnacle of Jama masjid, Delhi [PL.9B] nevertheless, their 
abacus are quite differ in form, means chattri is surmounted on lotus where as in this, 
it is having simple octagonal pedestal. The pattern of inlaid decoration of the turrets 
of Jami masjid is different than the aforesaid turrets. Here, the decorative pattern is 
based on chevrons but designed in pair of leaves [PL.9C]. Front facade of the 
sanctuary is trimmed at the parapet wall of the pishtaq with a magnified floral pattern 
that is also profusely applied on Akbar‘s tomb complex at Sikandra (1612-13).  The 
repeating and intertwining floral/vine scroll pattern at parapet is composed of red, 
black, yellow and white marble stones inlay. The repeating intertwined module 
appears to be a highly abstracted vase with a guldasta or flower arrangement that 
bursts out and hangs to each side of the central blossom. This transition between the 
floral band and the Persian inscriptions below on the pishtaq is mediated by a twisted 
                                                                                                                                                               
Prophet Muhammad (SLW) during the Miraj or night-journey) and maintain its strong foundations like 
the Ethereal mansions eternally; may its benevolent merits and miraculous bounties which are symbols 
of the majestic rule of the founder of this (building) continue to be bestowed forever and ever upon the 
faithful in the auspicious reign of the Emperor, completed in the year (Hijri) 1058=1648 AD. This 
translation of Persian inscription into English around the main arch of the pishtaq is taken from R, 
Nath. History of Mughal Architecture. (New Delhi: Abhinav Publications,2005) Vol. IV Part I, pp. 
454-455. 
15 Vases are the Hindu origination included in Mughal architectures often as a decorative element; here 
too vases are having inlaid strips of white marble into red sandstone base unlike the vases of Taj masjid 
which is undecorated. 
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Timurid rope trim that has alternating red, black and white bands of stone inlay, such 
kind of inlaying is not done with north, south and back part of the prayer hall, where 
only simple plain parapet is in form of terrace railings [PL.9C]. Five miniature 
chattries (kiosks) are placed at the top of the pishtaq, where as six miniature chattries 
each, are placed on either side of the pishtaq presently.16 Thus the western liwan is 
looking stupendous due to the row of miniature chattries are placed above. 
                  The two side archway entrances on either side of the main entrance of the 
prayer hall is simple pointed broad arched. The wall of the front facade is decorated 
with three blind cusped arched panels recalling chini khana motifs prevalent in 
Mughal architecture which are vertically alternating with the side entrances on the 
either side of the main entrances and the rectangular panels which are carved just 
above the side entrances without any inscription in it [Pl-10A] unlike the inscriptions 
filled panels of Jama masjid, Delhi. Four octagonal towers are attached to the four 
corners of the prayer hall which are little projected than the alignment of prayer hall. 
Each of it is crowned by octagonal chattries, which are indeed larger than the 
miniature chattries as explained above. It is interesting to note down that the both, the 
dalaan arcades and the arcades of these octagonal chattries are 7-cusped, but while 
the former are drawn on triangle, the later are drawn on semi-circle and therefore, 
their impression as well as the form differs [Pl-10C]. Unlike the corner towers of the 
Moti masjid, which is devoid of any brackets to support chattries and chajjas, here 
simple brackets have been used as supporting elements.  
                The sanctuary is 90m long and 32m broad (including the side tower).17 Like 
many of Shahjahan’s mosques it is 3-domed structure but the domes as they appear 
have not been placed on neck (drum), thus they are failed to show bulbous shape. 
Viewing from outside, these domes do not appear to be an impressive element 
because they are proportionally awkward [PL.10A]. Nevertheless, a new decorative 
pattern has been introduced in these domes, it is chevron pattern or  narrow zig-zag 
                                                        
16  But the number of chattries (kiosks) placed on either side of the main portal at the beginning of its 
construction or even in 1827-37 A.D (depicted in the paintings of Tamirah-e-Agra, [PL-15C] were 
seven. And the original number of kiosks placed in series over the facade at the time of construction 
was 19 as evidenced by the miniature facade depicted in low relief at the back of pulpit.  That means 
total number of chattries (kiosks) originally were 7+7+5=19, but today their numbers are reduced to 
6+6+5=17. 
17 The measurements of this masjid are given by Lahauri but he has not given breath of sanctuary (see, 
f.n. 4). On the other hand Sil Chand inaccurately measured the breath 100 (Badshahi Gaz) but he 
rightly measured the length i.e., 130 (Badshahi Gaz). See, Sil Chand. Tafrih-ul-Imarat, p.31  
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courses of white marble and red sandstone stripes on them18. The pinnacles of the 
domes retain the characteristic features of the other Shahjahani mosques like the 
inverted lotus petals, two kalash like vases (one large and other small) is exactly same 
as Moti masjid finial19 [Pl-10D&11A]. The designers and the architects had tried to do 
new experiment with the domes, but certainly they could not do justice with the 
domes here, as far as shape, technique and decorations of the three domes together 
above the bays are concerned. They should have either left the dome of merely red 
sandstone built or should have veneered with marble completely like the Badshahi 
masjid, Lahore; Taj mosque, Agra etc. The north and south sides facade of the prayer 
hall consists of 2 set of 3-alcoves one above the other [Pl-11B]. The three alcoves on 
the upper part seem to have been much recessed or deepen and are semi-vaulted at 
transitional zone. These upper arched alcoves are having beautiful jalis (trellis work) 
for fresh air to enter inside the hall to provide coolness and freshness to believers. 
And just below them exactly is a set of three blind arches which are purely carved out 
for decorative purpose and to maintain the symmetry. There is more reason for 
architects to give a design of three set of alcoves one above the other for enriching the 
building as two-storeyed, i.e. the Taj Mahal masjid, Agra. Generally the rear portion 
of prayer hall left plain except the two turrets that are raised up to the central dome 
and the back portion and of the central nave hall is little projected to show the 
presence of mihrab.  
                According to the 4-aiwan plan, the sahn (courtyard) is square in shape 
having each side is 62m that is enclosed by dalaans (cloisters) from all the three sides 
except the western side. But at present there are no liwans on the eastern side and only 
their plinths remained intact, though the deeply embedded bases of pillars also has 
been uprooted and there are no traces of them on the plinth. The liwan (cloisters) on 
the north and south sides are arcaded, each arch being of 7-cusps supported on typical 
Shahjahani pillars, these  dalaans (arcaded cloisters) with double aisles of three bays 
                                                        
18 Nevil, 1905, 199-200; And according to Fergusson “its three domes, without necks are a sort of 
compromise between the earlier flat roof dome and the tall form, subsequently introduced. They are of 
red sandstone with zig-zag bands of white marble circling round them, not without beauty, if 
appropriate to the building on which they are placed. See James, Fergusson. History of Indian and 
Eastern Architecture (two vol. bound in one), edition 2012, p. 320.   
19 The local sources say that the finials on all the three domes are comprised of vases are made of pure 
gold, although in contemporary sources nowhere their metals are mentioned except the three full-
bottomed domes. 
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each following the standard pattern of imperial Mughal congregational mosques.20 
There are total 18 arches on each northern and southern side, 9 on either side of each 
gate situated at the middle, the attached arch to the gate from both the ends are 
comparatively smaller than the rest arches of cloisters with a view to break the 
monotony of repetition [PL-11C]. Although the eastern side of the sahn is equal to the 
length of both the north and south part of the sahn, but the cloisters consists of only 
14 arches 7 arches on either side of the main gate.21 Unlike the 18 arches of both 
northern and southern sides, the eastern side is having 14 arches only due to the 
eastern gate; perhaps  the middle one occupy much space than the subsidiary gates of 
northern and southern sides. Thus, at the end of  the  completion of mosque there were 
altogether 53 arches in  which 3 sides liwan  consisting of (18+18+14)=50 arches and 
the 3 remaining pointed arches comprised of gateways exactly equal to the figure 
recorded by Lahouri: “va dar atraaf sih ganah panjah-va-sih taq.”22 These arches are 
protected above by a broad, slanting chhajja supported on simple brackets, all of red 
sandstone. These arches do not have voussoirs and the superincumbent load rests 
horizontally on massive lintels23. The north and south cloisters are superimposed by 
beautiful square chattries, 9 on either side of each gateway and 6 on the gate itself (3 
on the interior side facing sahn while the another 3 on the exterior side facing outside) 
thus there are altogether 9+9+6=24 chattries on each side north and south of cloisters 
[Pl-11C]. Each chattries have been stationed exactly above each Shahjahani pillars. 
The 9th chattri adjoining the gate on the smaller arch is placed on a high pedestal in 
the same aligns as the other 6 chattries stationed on the gates. The 9th chattri from 
both the ends is placed little elevated only to maintain the level with rest of the 
chattries24. Three aiwan or gates are constructed in the middle of each dalaan 
                                                        
20 Catherine, B. Asher. The New Cambridge History of India (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1992), p. 190. 
21 R. Nath. History of Mughal Architecture. (New Delhi: Abhinav Publications,2005) Vol. IV Part I, 
p.446. 
22 Lahauri reports in BadshahNama  that there were 53 arches on all three sides of the Agra mosque: 18 
each on North and South sides respectively and 14 on the East side plus the 3 iwan gateways, 53 arches 
total. Existing conditions of the eastern end of the complex include a modern addition of platforms and 
railings which were over the foundations of the eastern gateway making it difficult to confirm 
Lahauri‘s citation. 
23 Nath, 2005, 446 
24 Erecting of miniature chattries or kiosks above the pishtaq and cloisters around the sahn, of Jami 
masjid, Agra has been imitated directly from the Badshahi masjid, Fatehpur Sikri, undoubtedly Akbar 
introduced in masjid. But while comparing these integrated structures in between two (Akbar & 
Shahjahan), certainly what we perceive that the cloisters with kiosks of Badshahi masjid surpassed the 
Jami masjid in terms of well-balanced symmetry, proportions and spectacular view. Therefore, due to 
this awkward result architects could not up to mark like their predecessor architects, Shahjahan drop 
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(cloisters). The exterior north and south gates are seem to have been 3-faced structure 
and have a spacious portal, faced by high pointed arch, which is flanked (on either 
side) by semi-octagonal deep alcoves one over other and other arched niches one over 
other on either side of deep alcoves. The entrance arch is approached by flight of steps 
[Pl-12A&B]. But the southern gate seem to have been having some later constructions 
due to which entrance to the mosque is not directly through front steps but from the 
sideways steps [Pl-12C]. Shahjahani wall articulation decorated in the form of panels 
just above the arched entrance and below the stationed 3 chattries. And interiorly the 
design and shape of the gateways (northern & southern) facing sahn are more or less 
similar except the flanking arched niches one over the other to the main arched 
entrance. All the edges of the arches are decorated with rope moulding [PL-12D]. The 
demolished eastern gate was certainly larger and higher and designed more 
elaborately than the other two gates.25 About the tentative assumption of its 
dimensions and design we must take the help of existing other Shahjahani mosques 
evidences based on 4-aiwan plan, generally it is seen that the eastern gate remained to 
be the larger and more elaborately decorated. The map (Pl-6A) indicates on the 
eastern end of the complex a Buland Darwaza‘-type approach by a steep staircase and 
through a high central pishtaq flanked by engaged slender towers that extend to the 
parapet wall over the arch and frame a row of small chattris crowning the aiwan arch 
that may have been vaulted in the characteristically Timurid-Mughal tradition. The 
precedent for the ceremonial gateway to the mosque courtyard is evident in the steep 
approach to the Akbar‘s abandoned capital at Fatehpur Sikri (1571-85A.D) that 
harmoniously conveys an amalgamation of the Gujarati-Tansoxania-Khurasan details 
in its complex in nearby Agra, Sikandra.  i.e. Moti mosque, Agra fort; Idgah, Agra; 
Jama masjid and Fatehpuri begum mosque, Delhi (all are constructed during the reign 
of Shahjahan) and thus the eastern gate is also known as imperial gate. At the centre 
of the court there is a square hauz (tank) of 14m  each side ( including length of 
chattri) for ablution made of stone masonry with four chattries at four corners similar 
                                                                                                                                                               
out this sense of aesthetic experiment and only the upper façade of western liwan of Moti masjid re-
adorned with 7 kiosks only and cloisters were here, left out completely. And further Shahjahan never 
wish to do in other later mosques not even in mega Jama masjid, Delhi.  
25 As Nevil observed “the eastern side was originally closed in the same manner, and the central 
gateway was finer than the others; but it was destroyed in the Mutiny, so that the mosque should not 
afford cover to any force attacking the fort, and the whole building was mined in case of assault.” See, 
Nevil, 1905, 199-200  
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to the kiosks stationed on the liwans.26 The depth of the tank is approx. 6 feet and in 
the centre of hauz is a beautiful marble fountain 27[Pl-11C] (built during the British 
period). 
Interior description of the mosque:                        
                 The prayer hall is 2-aisled deep and 5-bayed structure, follows a standard 
oblong massive prayer hall formed of vaulted bays or rooms arranged in a row with a 
dominant pishtaq on axis to the mihrab surmounted by three chevron patterned squat 
domes and is composed of extremely high, broad and massive arches supported on 
even more massive piers, on the chahar-taq system, cross buttresses neutralising the 
deadly lateral thurst successfully. These piers are about 12’ (3.66 m) thick across [Pl-
13A]. There are no squinches or stalactite in the phase of transition and plain vaults 
have been used there, as well as on the ceilings of the square bays, making up an 
extremely spacious hall of extraordinary height without using the technique of placing 
squinches, its really wonder to gain the height from the floor, up to the ceilings. The 
bottom of all the sections of the piers & wall base including the qibla side are faced 
with white marble bordered with two lined red sandstone. And subsequently, the 
edges of each sections comprise of rope mouldlings rising from beautiful engaged 
vases decorated with alternate longitudinal band (strips) of red sand stone and white 
marble. Thus, this band of red sandstone on white marble panels are seem to have 
been introduced to get rid of monotonous white chunnam paintings interiorly. 
Towards the north and south end of the prayer hall is three chambers, inter-connected 
by passages reserved for the Zanana usually constructed in congregational or Jama 
masjid especially in 17th century28 Such kind of secluded space or maqsura is 
prevalent in other mosques too, i.e. Taj Mahal mosque; Moti masjid, Agra.  
                                                        
26 Placing 4 chattries at four corners was new innovative measures introduced ever, however such kind 
of decorative elements have not been seen in any tank of Mughal period 
27 This is a later construction of British period indicating its structure of colonial era because in the 
painting of first quarter of 19th century fountain is absent from the hauz around, see Raja Ram’s 
“Tamirah-e-Agra.” 
 
28 These prayer halls are not used by the women for daily or Friday congregation prayers. The marble 
screened rooms are reserved for the exclusive use of women on Thursday evenings for devotional Sūfi 
rituals Ūrs. During the ceremony, women light incense, make an effigy with flowers around the incense 
and read from the Qur’an. At the end of the Qur’anic reading the women say a prayer for Jahan Ara or 
Fatima Begum their patron saint and the patron of the mosque. They dip their palms in henna and leave 
the mark of their spiritual devotion on the qibla wall of the room. See Afshan Bokhari. Gendrered 
Landscapes: Jahan Ara’s Begum (1614-81) Patronage, Piety and Self-Representation in 17th C Mughal 
India (Unpublised Dissertation) Vienna: University of Vienna, 2009, p. 271.   
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                 The existing pavement of the prayer hall is nothing except the red 
sandstone slab, most probably the original musallas (prayer mats) [Pl-13B] were of 
red sandstone which is however, well survived in the Zanana chambers.29 Thus on the 
basis of analysing the Jay-namaz towards the northern and southern end chambers we 
may assume that the whole Jay-namaz paved in the prayer hall of red sandstone 
demarcated with each other by inlaying black marble lining and the tip of flowers are 
beautifully inlayed with three marbles together i.e. white, black and yellow[Pl-11B]. 
One thing may be noted here, that no masjid can be considered to be completed until 
and unless there must have Jay-namaz on the floor and definitely there were Jai-
namaz on the floor of prayer hall but where these Jai-namaz have gone, nobody 
knows. But perhaps, these must have been damaged during the Mutiny. The main 
polygonal mihrab niche [Pl-13C] towards the qibla side considered to be the main 
mihrab is highly decorated is somehow very identical to Taj Mahal mosque [Pl-14A]. 
The pentagonal-shaped space where Imam used to lead namaz and pulpit at which he 
stand to give sermon on Juma (Friday) are encompassed together inside with the band 
of broad arch having inscription (encircling the largest of the mihrab arch surah 91 or 
al-Shams ―The Sun)30‖ is inscribed in fifteen verses in its entirety in naskhi script. 
The surah’s title is highly gendered‘in that the Arabic al-Shams or the word for sun is 
in the feminine form unlike al-Qamar, the moon which is in the masculine form and 
therefore provokes the female agency of the princess) inlaid in black marble over 
white marble stone in impressive style. The popular-Throne Verse (Ayat-ul-Kursi31) 
from Quran is inscribed in a rectangular cartouche directly above the mihrab and is 
                                                        
29 Only the first chamber towards the northern end is having 12 Jai-namaz of white marble, the other 
two connected chambers are having Jai-namaz of red sandstone lined with black marble and their tips 
have a flower having three coloured marble (white, black and yellow), while all the three chambers 
towards the southern ends are having the Jai-namazs similar to the rest two chambers of northern end 
as above mentioned. 
30 The Quranic verses is translated into English as “By the Sun. And his (glorious) splendor; By the 
Moon. As she follows him; By the day as it. Shows up (the sun’s) glory; By the Night as it. Conceals it; 
By the firmament. And its (wonderful) structures; By the Earth. And its (wide) expanse; By the Soul. 
And its proportion and order Given to it; And its inspiration. As to its wrong. And to its right; - Truly 
he succeeds. That purifies it; And he fails. That corrupts it! The Thamud (people). Rejected (this 
prophet). Through this inordinate Wrong –doing. See The Holy Quran ‘ The Presidency of Islamic 
Resarches, IFTA, Sura 91, Ayat 1-15.  
31 God! There is no god Except He, - the living, The Self-subsisting, Eternal (He lives, but His life is 
self-subsisting and Eternal. It does not depend upon other beings and is not limited to time and space). 
No slumber can sieze Him nor sleep. His are all things. In the heavens and on earth. Who is there can 
intercede In His presence except As he permitted? He knoweth what (appeared to His creatures As) 
Before or After or Behind. Nor shall they compass Aught  of His knowledge Except as He willeth. His 
Throne doth extend Over the heavens And the Earth and He feeleth No fatique in guarding And 
preserving them. For He is the most High Supreme. See, Abdullah Yusuf Ali. The Holy Quran: Text, 
Translation & Commentary (Shaikh Muhammad Ashraf: Lahore, 1938), pp. 102-3 (Ch-II, verse 255)    
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most legible compared to the other inscriptions in the Agra mosque [Pl-14B]. This 
Surah’s readability may have been deliberated in that Muslims to attain the greatest 
virtue by reading this Surah with frequency. This set of 4-horizontal line of 
inscription is inlaid with same material placed just above the mihrab in semi-circular 
arch frame. The edges of the arches are decorated with rope mouldings terminate into 
engaged colonnettes. The polygonal mihrab niche of the central bay of prayer hall is 
faced with white marble completely and its semi-vault is decorated with intersecting 
Timurid arch netting, the bottom of the vault is faced with 5 plain dado panels 
bordered by inlaid black marble stone. The arch netting pattern or honey bee pattern is 
exactly similar to the Taj Mahal mosque but the differences in the Jami mosque main 
mihrab , is the absence of 5- blind cusped arched panels in between, the upper arch-
netting vault and the lower rectangular panels [Pl-14A]. While the flanking mihrabs 
are simple without any inscription on their arches, their semi-vaulted portions are of 
chunnam having intersecting arch-netting decoration, nevertheless their bottom parts 
are having 5 longitudinal rectangular white marble panels bordered by 2 set of red 
sand stone, appearing as beautiful design [Pl-14C].  
                    The mimber (pulpit) of the Jami mosque is exceptionally beautiful and 
differs than the others. It is a 3-step marble made structure, but the upper back portion 
of it  interestingly consists of replica of front facade of mosque in low relief. The 
replication carving is slightly compressed at the sides of the elevation but retains the 
structure‘s proportions [Pl-14D].  The outer hall of the pishtaq is interconnected with 
the adjoining side outer halls through the linking passage of barrel vaulted entrances 
like Taj Mahal mosque, despite of these linking passages here, two barrel vaulted 
spaces are opened just above the linking passages [Pl-15A], moreover such kind of 
opening spaces are also prevalent towards the north and south arch ends in the zanana 
khana chambers [Pl-15B&C]. This is indeed a new innovative architectural technique 
that has been introduced perhaps, for keeping the entire prayer hall cool during 
summers through which fresh air passes into.  
Conclusion The design details of the (demolished 1857) eastern gateway and the 
complex overall of the Agra mosque makes references to contemporary imperial 
mosque complexes and followed a similar pattern in its overall layout and 
construction to the Moti masjid in Agra Fort and the Delhi mosque in Shah Jahan‘s 
new capital. The construction of Moti and Delhi mosques were concurrent with the 
Agra mosque and took place from 1644 – 1654 A.D. The Agra mosque employs 
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modified and embellished versions of the contemporary mosque designs to fully 
integrate its form into the scheme of Mughal Agra and Delhi and to convey the 
princess‘s patronage as a constituent element in the prevailing imperial hierarchy. 
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PLATE 6 
                         
 
A: Drawing(1840) of Agra fort & Jami masjid with eastern rampart wall intact, British Library 
                        
 
B: Detail of cloth map of Agra (1720) showing Tripolia chauk & eastern gateway of masjid 
  Courtesy: ― Afshan Bokhari  “Gendered ‘Landscapes‘:Jahan Ara Begum‘s 
(1614-1681) Patronage, Piety and Self-Representation in 17th C Mughal India” (unpublished 
dissertation, 2009) 
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PLATE 7 
 
A: Partial wall photo of Tripolia (just before cut off) 
(courtesy, Afsha Bokhari*) 
 
*Bokhari, Afsha. Gendered Landscapes: Jahan Begum’s (1614-81) Patronage, Piety and Self-
Representation in 17th c Mughal India, Wien: 2009 (Unpublished Dissertation) fig.18 
 
 
 
B: Cut off portion of Tripolia for Rajpootana Railway 
(Recent) 
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PLATE 8 
 
                                                                               
                                                                                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A: Later reconstructed eastern gateway entrance through flight of steps 
 
B: The remnants of octagonal hall of eastern gateway & some later reconstructions 
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PLATE 9 
 
                                                      
                      
  
 A: Turret surmounted by miniature chattri, Jami Agra;                      B: Jama masjid, Delhi 
 
   
   
 
C: Inlaying of turrets like pair of leaves, inscriptions and parapet wall.  
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PLATE 10 
 
 
                   
A: wall decoration of arched panels & domes                                B: Vases with three rope 
mouldings 
             
 C: 7-cusped arch (cloisters & corner towers chattries);   D: Finials constitute  kalash like 
elements 
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PLATE 11 
 
A: Finials surmounted by kalashes like element, Moti masjid, Agra 
 
                    
      B: South facade of sanctuary’s alcoves                    C: Cloister roofed by rows of miniature 
chattries                           
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PLATE 12 
 
                               
 
  A: North gateway at exterior elevation from street bazaar                   B: Close view of north gate 
 
 
          
C: South gateway exterior elevation                                            D: Interior elevation north gateway 
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                                                                                   PLATE 13 
                    
                                                               A: piers of the central nave 
                                              
B: Zanana Khana paved by marble musalla (northern part)                      C: Main mihrab  
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PLATE 14 
 
                              
A:Mihrab, Taj Mahal masjid                                       B: Inscribed Ayat-ul-Kursi above the mihrab 
                                             
                                      
C: Side mihrab                                        D: Pulpit with low relief carving of front jami masjid, Agra 
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PLATE 15 
                             
A: Interconnecting passage & above to it is barrel vaulted space;                   B: Zanana Khan 
                                                                                                        
 
 
 
 
 
C: Zanana khana with perforated wall (north) 
 
D: Facade of sanctuary, cloisters, sahn & hauz 
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Fatehpuri Begum Mosque of Agra 
Fatehpuri Begum Mosque is one of the beautiful red sandstone (sang-e-surkh) 
edifices among the other impressive buildings in Agra. This mosque was constructed 
southward across the western gate of the Taj Mahal complex and it was named after 
the Fatehpuri Begum and tentatively the date of construction of the mosque has been 
fixed around 1650-51 A.D. [Pl-16A]32. Fatehpuri Begum was one of the wives of 
Shahjahan from the family of Shaikh Salim Chishti of Fatehpur Sikri. According to 
Ebba Koch the tomb constructed outside to the western part of Mausoleum is not the 
‘Fatehpuri  Begum’, it is probably the tomb of Satti-un-Nisa Khanum33. Nothing can 
be said correctly regarding the identification of tomb of Fatehpuri Begum since source 
is silent regarding the same. To the northern side of this mosque a tomb has been 
raised on broad plinth at the centre about which Ebba Koch indicates above. There is 
another tomb just infront of this mosque inside the Taj Complex.34  
This study is exclusively survey based, and two additional elevation plans have also 
been prepared by me in order to study this mosque more clearly. Therefore, in this 
study an attempt has been made to describe about its architectural features in detail 
and other things as well. 
Plan of the Mosque: 
The prayer hall (western liwan) of the mosque is fronted with an open courtyard 
(sahn). Here unlike, the traditional four-aiwan plan the courtyard is having no 
cloisters (riwaq) and gateways. Access to the western liwan constructed on the high 
plinth, two staircases are provided through the engrailed arched doorway near to the 
north and south corner towers of the eastern wall facing the main roads (Fig-1). The 
mosque stands on a platform which in its present state has on the northern side an 
extension towards the west. At the end of the extension, an octagonal chhattri is 
                                                        
32 The identification of the mosque is possible through the site plan of the Taj complex, including 
buildings outside the walls. It was however, probably the first plan of the Taj complex, prepared by 
Thomas and William Daniell in 1789 and published in 1801 A.D, preserved in Taj Museum. See Ebba 
Koch, The complete Taj Mahal, New Delhi, 2006. And during the same time yet another mosque of 
more or less of same architectural features was constructed in Delhi near the Shahjahanabad Fort 
(Chandini chauk) named after Fatehpuri Begaum[ Pl-16B]   
33 See illustration Ebba Koch ‘The Complete Taj Mahal’ New Delhi, 2006, p.211 
34 According to Ebba Koch the Tomb of Fatehpuri Begum or probably the tomb of Satti-un-Nisa 
Khanum [Pl-17E] laying completely outside to the west of the Taj complex, see Ebba Koch, The 
complete Taj Mahal, New Delhi, 2006, p. 210-211 whereas, Begley & Desai identified the tomb of 
Satti-un-Nisa Khanum [Pl-17D] inside garden at southwest corner of forecourt of tomb complex, see 
W.E. Begley and Z.A. Desai, Taj Mahal : The Illuminated Tomb, Seatle 1989, pp. 127-29.     
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placed. Similar octagonal chhattries are placed to north and south corners of the sahn 
towards the eastern side. The prayer hall contains eight columns and eight pilasters in 
two rows (4 columns and 4 pilasters in each row), so arranged that the hall is divided 
into a central nave and three sides aisles (three aisles on either side of the nave), 
however the dome is supported on two broad piers and two pilasters above the main 
mihrab which is pentagonal in shaped as found in most of the prayer halls. 
 
Fig 9 
Building material 
The core building materials is the lakhauri bricks as in most of the Shahjahani 
structures. Red sandstone slabs covered the entire bricks attached with adhesive 
mortar. Marble slabs facing only the border and spandrel of the main aiwan portal. 
Each musallas of the floor inside the mosque is having strips of black marble set to 
demarcate from each other. All the finials whether above the dome or above the 
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chhatries and also above the guldastas are painted with white polished plaster (chuna 
popularly chunam) was used as a less expensive alternative to marble facing to give 
imperial buildings the desired white and shinning appearance.  
Architectural description of the mosque  
Mosque has been built on a very high plinth forming the lower storey, it measures 
30m east-west and 33m north-south approx; the lower storey on the eastern side 
below the sahn comprises five chambers, with wooden doors within a spacious 
varandah, which is fronted by an arcade of thirteen engrailed arches each resting on 
the 12-faced shahjahani pillars35 [Pl-17A]. The entire exterior as well as interior 
mosque including engaged corner towers (except the back portion) are decorated with 
cusped blind arched panels alternating with irregular rectangular friezes ( known as 
Shahjanhani wall decoration) (Fig-2). 
The northern side (plinth) is extended towards the western side and is connected with 
a broad platform at the back of the western liwan [Pl.17B] also see fig.3. Below the 
platform towards the northern side and southern side are 6 chambers and 3 chambers 
respectively with wooden gates, with a varandah in front  which comprises engrailed 
arches supported on the 12-sided pillars and having typical shahjahani wall decoration 
(arch and panel articulation). It is curious that chambers on the northern and southern 
sides are not in equal numbers (being of 14 and 7 respectively) one needs to 
understand what made the designers not to maintain the symmetry.36 Prayer hall is 
fronted with paved sandstone open sahn (33x17m).  
                                                        
35 Shahjahani pillars or columns have their own distinct features, in his reign two types of pillars or 
columns were constructed for buildings since variety of pillar forms were taken from the native Indian 
repertory, and combined with Iranian, and indeed European, pillar shapes however, standardization was 
eventually achieved in the Shahjahni phase. In his phase of building construction, baluster pillars were 
reserved mainly for imperial buildings however, very rarely its utilization are seen in other. On the 
other hand in most of the buildings only simple and common pillars were used, its speciality is seen of 
four sided base decorated with foliated arched relief, 12-faced shafts ending at top on abacus, carved 
with bunch of miniature curves and interlacing foliated petals. 
36 There are only 3 chambers towards the southern side of the mosque unlike the northern side, why the 
designers of the mosque could not have extended towards west to southern side? Although, enough 
space is still available there for its extention. Despite of this, Shahjahan architects were known for 
maintaining symmetry in building constructions whether it is mosque or tomb or anything else.  Is this 
extention a later construction as mentioned by Ebba Koch in her book” The Complete Taj Mahal” 
p.212. She tries to prove it through 19th century photography. But I indeed disagree to her view for two 
reasons, firstly the shown photography is not clear if it is seen properly the back portion of the mosque 
is not equal in symmetry that means there must have something to distinct its symmetry i.e western 
extention. Secondly, the building materials and their designs are completely identical, moreover the 
building ancientness is maintained means later additions could be identified easily. But still a reason 
behind its extension remains intact. Perhaps due to the rise of muttaqui to offer namaz there, it too 
could not be appropriate answer because no muttaqui could stand ahead of Imam while he does 
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Fig.10 
        
There are two octagonal chhattries on eastern side of  the corners of the sahn. These 
chhattries are actually having Shahjahani characteristics, composed of eight faced 3-
cusped arches supported on 12-faced 8 pillars, and protected by a broad slanting 
chhajja (eave) running all around. Other architectural elements include octagonal 
drum supporting bulbous domes and finial is ornamented with inverted lotus and 
kalash. All the chhatries attached to this mosque are equal in design and shape. And 
near to these chhattries, two staircases open directly from bottom to sahn [Pl-7C]. 
Sahn and prayer hall is fenced with beautiful stone carved railings; its height is about 
0.76m37. At ground level in front of its northern wall situated sandstone pool (hauz), 
which is fenced with similar beautiful sandstone railing carvings and in the centre of 
it, is a single fountain. Which was restored under Curzon in 1904 A.D was made for 
ablution [Pl-18A]. But now it is no longer in use, neither its fountain is working nor 
even water is stored in it. Moreover, the construction of the ablution tank outside the 
premises seems to be unique as it was not constructed in the main courtyard opposite 
the prayer hall as usually found in other mosques. 
                                                                                                                                                               
immamat.(preaching namaz) Secondly may be for accommodating more students to reside in its 
chambers perhaps, it could be reason. 
37 The carved railings all around the premise and around the hauz, except the back portion is 
ornamented like a ancient Mother Goddesses in middle with ‘S’ latter to its both sides arranged in one 
panel, therefore 3 panels in between two palm grasper (Sharifa type)[Pl.20C] 
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Fig.11 
 Structures of the western sanctuary 
The oblong structure of the prayer hall (western liwan) measures (33x12m) approx 
carries four elongated chhattries rising above the corner towers. All the four corner 
towers chhattries are highly beautiful having slight difference between these with rest 
chhattries of the mosque [Pl.18B]. The pedestal or abacus on which these chhattries 
rests are impressively fenced all around with carved railings same as the railings of 
pool (ablution tank) (Pl-18A). The architectural design and shape of these four 
minarets chhattries are constructed in such a way that whole symmetry of the mosque 
is maintained and never ever such a beautiful chhattries especially its fencing is 
placed among the other Shahjahani buildings. 
           A pishtaq in the centre is the high portal associated with iwan, which is approx 
13m in height. In its developed Mughal form it consists of monumental arched niches 
(usually covered by a half-dome) enclosed by a rectangular sandstone border frame. 
Its pishtaq is half vaulted deep, which allows the insertion of outer hall connected by 
linking passages 38[Pl-18C] doubling the row of hall of the prayer hall proper, 
exemplified by the Taj Mahal mosque [Pl-18D] and also same in space arrangements 
as Jami mosque, Agra [Pl-19A].   
 And its broad arched opening is decorated with rope moulding; portal is composed of 
only marble facing in spandrel and in rectangular frame [Pl-19B]. The ceiling and the 
side wall of the half vault pishtaq is decorated with cartouches & floral motifs, arch 
and panel wall articulation. Its vertical sides are accentuated by engaged polygonal 
                                                        
38 Here the linking passages open in the form of pointed arch and wall surface is decorated with arch 
and panel articulation method and incised interacing floral motifs just above the arch using the sgraffito 
technique. 
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shafts terminating above the parapet39 in freestanding ornamental guldastas.  Broad 
slanting chhajja supported by small brackets runs all around the prayer hall except the 
back portion. Thus, the high portal precedes the domed mihrab, is a single bulb-
shaped dome structure, [like another mosque of same name Fatehpuri Begum 
Mosque, Delhi (Pl-16A)]. The ceiling of the dome rests on the four arched walls and 
therefore four pendentives, both (ceiling & pendentives) are decorated with 
cartouches and interlacing floral motifs [Pl-19C]. This massive element is flanked by 
open wings, where triple multi-cusped arcades demarcate bays covered with coved 
ceilings [Pl-19D]. And these arched entrances on either side of the main central arch 
of the facade, each are approx 9m high. The whole interior of the western liwan has 
many sharped multi-cusped arches resting on the simple 12 sided pillars and here, the 
Shahjahani columns replace the more compact pillars hitherto used in prayer halls on 
a grid plan [Pl-18B]. Their capitals are formed not of maqarnas but of lotus calyxes 
growing out of a narrow wreath of acanthus leaves, and their bases display small 
flower vases, reducing the status of what had been inside the mausoleum. This kind of 
arches setting appear to resemble like Moti mosque, Agra; [Pl-20A] besides these 
arches pointed arches can also be seen somewhere attached to each other together. 
Pointed arches, especially in the western liwan are decorated with moulding rope 
design and it seems to have been definitely imitated from the Jama masjid, Taj Mahal 
[Pl.18D]. The main mihrab is flanked on either side with three ornamental arched 
niches, these arched niches have a beautiful combination of sharped multi- cusped 
arches and pointed arches together like the niche arrangement of Moti masjid, Agra 
[Pl-20A]; and pointed arches are having bordered with cord design. The upper portion 
of the pentagonal mihrab is decorated with carved floral motifs to all its five sides just 
like the Jama masjid of Taj Mahal. Mimbar of the mosque is simple of three stairs 
marble. And inside these wall niches a square recessed portion within, is carved out 
for keeping Quran and other related Islamic books comfortably [Pl-20B]. These 
western wall niches are separated with three beautiful pilasters [Pl-20D] supported the 
hanging multi-cusped arches. The base of the pilasters is intricately designed with 
floral motifs, and apart from this the abacus of the pillars or pilasters inside the liwan 
                                                        
39 Parapet remained as one of the main elements of decorating the building. In Shahjahan reign various 
designed parapets were constructed. Here in this mosque architects tried to give a shape like 
anthropomorphs but not clearly like this, as it is prohibited in Islam but in the form of floral motifs, if 
one observe it minutely can able to identify its head, neck,  arm, bellies  and legs. These simple 
anthropomorphs are alternating with another anthropomorphs containg vase with flowers coming out of 
their bellies running around the entire prayer hall.   
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i.e is certainly different from other base of the pillars placed, whether in liwan or 
outside. As the single dome directly rose upward to the main nave therefore the 
pendants are decorated with broad carved floral motifs. The base of the pillars inside 
the liwan is decorated with carved floral designs which are completely different from 
the pillars outside the liwan, especially their bases of pillars e.g pillars of chhatries 
and pillars of  ground floor arcade.   
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PLATE 16 
 
A: General view of the Fatehpuri Begum mosque from western gate(Taj complex), Agra 
B: Fatehpuri Begum mosque, Del 
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PLATE 17 
 
 
A: General view of the mosque 
                  
B: Northern side & its extension towards west;                                                        C: Staircase 
                                                
D: Tomb of Satti-un-Nisa (Koch)                                       E: Tomb of Satti-un-Nisa (Begley& 
Desai)                                   
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PLATE 18 
     
                          A: Hauz                                                            B:  Chhatries on the corner towers                                                           
 
                            
 C: Connecting passeges, Fatehpuri Begum mosque                   D: Connecting passeges, Taj 
mosque                                                                 
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Plate 19 
                  
  A: Connecting passeges, Jami mosque,Agra           B: Pishtaq its arch is bordered with rope 
moulding                                                                   
  C: Pendentives decorated with interlacing floral 
motifs 
  D: Coved ceiling                                                                
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PLATE 20 
               
A:Arch niches to the qibla & cusped arches supported on pilasters, Moti mosque, Agra;  B: Side 
mihrab 
               
 C:  Carved design in three panels in between two sharifa type palm grasper                      
              D: Arch niches (side mihrabs) 
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CONCLUSION 
The arrival of Muslims into Indian sub-continent brought with them some new 
architectural techniques that were undoubtedly not in trend among the native, i.e., the 
arch and dome. Besides these, Muslims also brought artistic designs and decorative 
motifs those were dexterously utilized in their buildings. The first phase of Muslim 
building constructions started by erecting mosques in Northern India by ready 
available material obtained directly from ruined or dilapidated Hindu structures. As 
we have seen how the first mosque came into existence in India at Delhi, its 
construction techniques and building materials are almost similar to the prior temples. 
But gradually Muslim architectural synthesis and techniques were utilized in their 
mosques. Many regional mosques whether of nobles or imperial got influenced by the 
Tughlaq’s mosques construction whereas regional mosques had the impact upon the 
Mughal’s mosques especially on some of the mosques built during the emperor 
Shahjahan.  
Although, during the Shahjahani period some new techniques and innovative 
architectural style was incorporated into his buildings but perhaps mosques were the 
best alternatives where we can observe their artistically styled techniques. Moreover, 
since Shahjahan was a great builder, always liked to have more constructional 
activities throughout his empire. Therefore, the obsolete buildings inside the forts 
were renovated and most of them were replaced by new one. And in Shahjahanabad 
city (Delhi), famous Lal Qila was built, which was further added by numerous small 
palatial buildings made of both the marble and red sandstone material. Surprisingly 
Jama Masjid, Delhi is built of red sandstone as his grandfather Akbar,s  Jama Masjid, 
Fatehpur Sikri model. Before shifting his capital to Delhi in 1639 A.D from Agra, 
Shahjahan proved his all success in erecting the imperial capital Agra with numerous 
building edifices. Shahjahan not only indulged in constructing secular buildings but 
focussed much on erecting mosques as well, thereafter his period is known as ‘Age of 
Mosques’ All the three mosques got erected inside the Agra Fort i.e., Mina, Nagina 
and Moti are built of marble, among them about the Moti Masjid no one can imagine 
the mosque magnificence until and unless go near to it. It is constructed by those 
skilled and dexterous architects that they must have pre requisitely in their mind to 
build a structure in such way that anybody at the first sight could get astonished. 
Therefore they did justice in achieving the vow, which is in the form of standing 
edifice now. As the exterior of the premise is grand and gigantic in look, same is not 
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the case with the interior of the mosque, infact it is opposite, the interior of the 
mosque is so simple, soft, and pristine that no one can say this edifice has been 
constructed 358 years ago, indeed it looks as if constructed only 10 years back. I do 
not think such kind of mosque has ever been built in Indian sub-continent and also not 
possible in future (as it rightly inscribed in frieze). The high exterior wall around the 
mosque was the innovative constructional idea of the builder, never ever such kind of 
boundary wall around the western liwan has been raised so high. Although there are 
many mosques built in Sultanate and Mughal time but none of any could match with 
this mosque. Moreover, the introduction of chambers or vaulted chambers in two-
storied style was yet another new idea. The other salient constructional feature 
regarding this mosque could be analysed that the setting or raising of domes, i.e. equal 
size domes or slightly the central one is larger than the side ones. But earlier in the 
three-domed mosques, we find that the central dome used to be the largest than the 
flanking ones such as Jama masjid, Delhi; Jami Masjid, Agra; Fatehpuri masjid, Agra 
fort; Sirhindi masjid, Delhi; Wazir Khan masjid , Lahore; Idgah Jami masjid, Mathura 
etc. Another remarkable thing in this western liwan is the raising of domes directly 
above the middle aisle instead of the aisle close to mihrabs. And other striking 
features about the absence of aiwan portal (pistaq) to the front of western liwan. What 
we think if the builder could have maintained the sizes and setting of the domes and 
aiwan portal as earlier 3-domed style to the western liwan, this mosque could have 
been more beautiful than present edifice. 
 Besides, these mosques inside the Agra Fort I took seven mosques of Agra 
namely Idgah Mosque, Jami Masjid, Fatehpuri Begum Mosque, Sandali Mosque, Taj 
Maha Mosque, Panja Madarsa Mosque and Sandali Mosque. Among these mosques, 
Jami Masjid is important for two reasons, first it was constructed by the approach of 
Jahan Ara Begum and the other striking features that it was dedicated to the entire 
population inhabitated to the city. Moreover, the design details of the (demolished 
1857) eastern gateway and the complex overall of the Agra mosque makes references 
to contemporary imperial mosque complexes and followed a similar pattern in its 
overall layout and construction to the Moti masjid in Agra Fort and the Delhi mosque 
in Shah Jahan‘s new capital. The construction of Moti and Delhi mosques were 
concurrent with the Agra mosque and took place from 1644 – 1654 A.D. The Agra 
mosque employs modified and embellished versions of the contemporary mosque 
designs to fully integrate its form into the scheme of Mughal Agra and Delhi and to 
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convey the princess‘s patronage as a constituent element in the prevailing imperial 
hierarchy. And about the Taj Mahal Mosque study finds that the mosque despite a 
part and parcel of marbled Taj mausoleum built entirely of red sandstone with some 
interspersed marble material. And surprisingly in order to maintain the symmetry with 
the centre stage mausoleum another structure i.e., Mihman khana was erected as a 
subsidiary building similar to the Taj Mahal Mosque. It definitely shows how far the 
architects could go to bring perfection in Shahjahani buildings.        
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